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"A person who does not understand a writer's 
silences will not understand his words either." 
(Chinese saying) 
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ABSTRACT 
When one reads Dr Sonne's poetry (Avraham ben Yitzchak, or 
ABY) from time to time, it strikes one as being the most 
unique in Hebrew, unlike all other classic poems of his 
era. Instead of writing about the nationalistic or 
Zionistic spirit, ABY dealt with the poems in a very 
personal but objective lyric way, which touches the heart. 
The nature description is unusual and unique, and the 
special aura or outlook, the philosophy, something that is 
not quite Jewish, was a taste of something else (the other, 
different) and this work contends that on examining this 
element of distinction, it became most obvious that here 
was a testimony of Chinese culture that had invested itself 
into a sensitive philosopher and touched his heart and made 
an imprint upon him. 
In the work there are three sections: the first section 
deals with biographical notes; the second section deals 
with an analysis of the poems, Hebtew poems for their own 
merit, one by one. In the third section, the echoes of 
eastern or Chinese culture, are picked up and pinpointed 
and shown to be interwoven into the poetry, first in a 
hesitant 
stronger 
way, and then becoming more and more obvious, 
and stronger, until the final poem, which is the 
and explanation that excused ABY to the world, 
why he is not going to write any more. The 
preparation 
which told 
author of this work contends that this is the answer for 
his silence. When one saw such a calibre of writing, one 
was surprised that after 12 poems, the poet stopped 
writing. Upon checking it appeared that most of the 
critics and whoever touched on the subject of ABY, always 
asked the same question, "why?" and no-one had the 
answer. And this is the raison d'@tre of this work, which 
resulted in an enquiry into the withdrawal from writing of 
this great poet, after publishing so few poems. He made 
this decision clearly and in no uncertain terms. 
Reading his poems, it became clear and evident that the 
Chinese influence grew, from poem to poem until ABY made 
his momentous, seemingly startling decision to withdraw. 
ABY told his friend Leah Goldberg that his last two poems 
were by way of a 
• ·J Jj I means "renunciation" or "confession". In this 
•' 
case both meanings would be accurate. He confessed to the 
world what his intentions were and that he was in fact 
renouncing the lifestyle expected of him by the norms of 
society thereby renouncing his ego and thus gaining some 
sort of upliftment for himself. 
This renunciation and confession were powerful and 
poignant, 1) in the giving up of all ambition for the 
future, and 2) particularly in the case of a person who was 
reserved a.nd kept iii::; ::;ecret.s . . . - - 1 co n1mse.ir. 1 t is as if 
he is disclosing his soul to the public and that is his 
last· act of communication, once only and no more. 
1) Canetti, Elias, Play of the Eyes p. 140, 141. 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, N.Y. 1986, p. 140, 141. 
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1 ~ 1 n n ~ 
When I studied at University, ! was intrad~ced ta two of nr 
Avraham ben Yitzchak (Sonne's) 1 poems; and it struck me 
immediately, seeing them in the context of an anthology of 
other Hebrew poems, it became so clear that these poems 
were outstanding, quite different and exceptional to the 
rules of Hebrew poetry, and when I started looking into it, 
nobody could explain to me why, and when I tried to read 
more of his work, it also became difficult, because he 
never published. This struck me as strange. For a writer 
not to publish is a contradiction in terms, and when I set 
out to study him, there were very few light-shedding 
biographical notes on him: they were short and scarce - as 
his own writings too, are short and scarce. This then 
triggered me off into really thinking, "why is it?" 
I am interested in philosophies of the world, generally; I 
am Jewish: I was born Jewish and I am Jewish by conviction, 
but I have always been open to other cultures, traditions, 
philosophies, and being aware of the eastern Chinese, it 
struck me, that there are echoes of this exact thing in 
ABY's work: then, on checking it out, going from poem to 
poem, I discovered that the small echoes reverberated and 
grew, becoming bigger and bigger an influence, and, in 
fact, "taking over". ABY's Judaism is indisputable, (we 
can see from his vocabulary, etc.). From my enquiry and 
1. ABY 
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research, the philosophical things became more evident, not 
just as an echo of Chines~ phil0R0phyr b~t aR the r~ason 
for his silence, because the more he was absorbed into it, 
the more he liked it and it became part of him, being in 
accord with his special nature and temperament, and the 
fulfilment of this was in reality, for him to go silent. 
We do know for certain that ABY was connected with people 
in London, who were very much "into" the Chinese way of 
thinking. 1 He visited Chinese galleries there; he was 
exposed to all cultures. We know for a fact that he 
started learning Chinese. we are told that with his open 
mind, he was like a "sponge" to anything and 
everything. 2 Furthermore, last but not least, we have 
Leah Goldberg's (who was his friend) own words of what 
influenced him as a child, stories and legends with Eastern 
influence. 3 These st9ries made an impact on him, because 
he repeated these stories years and decades later. Leah 
Goldberg devotes four or five pages to the subject of his 
interest in the Chinese culture, and how he used to spend 
hours telling her about it, and that the Chinese culture 
was the salvation of the/world. A scholar of Tao in the 
United Kingdom, having read ABY a number of times, 
1) Goldberg, Leah, loc. cit. p. 21, 22, 25. 
2) Mann, Y. pJ.17,,~ 
8 May 1 9 5 3 ;; ., :::in .,z:i , o ., 7 :v 1 D n ., ,::i o 
about dragons, etc. 
3) Goldberg, Leah, loc. cit. p. 22, 25. 
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immediately recognized in ABY the make-up of Taoist belief, 
W-l"'\!:lt""ro11.,.-., nl""'I' 
J.. ._."""'....,~\.IL ......... && ";) 
absorbed the spirit of Tao". 1 
"he ~ertainly hAR 
ABY was afraid of death 2 - and it can be noticed that in 
his poems he always tries to find a solution 3 ; his poems 
often end either in light or silence, or some positive 
response. 
His poems echo the thought and feeling of death, and he 
tries deperately to assuage his anxiety and anticipated 
grief. 
ABY was attracted to the thrust of Tao, and he needed it. 
He was a seriously ill man, after a serious accident, and 
the onslaught of a lung illness from which he suffered for 
many years. He needed to find some answer to the riddle of 
life, to make life more bearable. 
Doubts kept on recurring; one could not be sure about the 
"other side~ 
1. J.C. Cooper, private correspondence to the writer of 
this thesis. 26 June (1991). 
2. His friend, Hermann Broch, wrote very poignantly about 
the matter of death, to ABY from Yale University, 
8.10.47. 
3. Not a cure. 
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When I came to know ABY, I was taken aback by his lyrics. 
It struck me that muct- i ,....~ 1 •••.J. ·- - - - -~ -
trends in it, but when I looked into it carefully, I 
realised it is beyond the bounds of Jewish mysticism - it 
is obvious that he was influenced by eastern religions, and 
then, going and studying Tao, the more I learnt about the 
Tao and its philosophy, the more it became clear to me, 
that ABY's poetry is, in fact, an echo for this, and his 
ideas became clearer and clearer. Either the germ of the 
eastern philosophy was within him, or it came to the fore 
when he was introduced to it; he related to it as to a 
\ 
kindred brother; as to something he always knew, an 
immediate relationship. 
Nobody knows, he took this secret to his grave, but in my 
work there is the intention to bring across to the reader, 
how similar, what close echoes there are, between ABY's 
poetry and Tao and eastern religions. 
METHODOLOGICAL NOTES 
In order to prove my assumption that this exact influence 
(of eastern philosophy) enabled him to enter the silence 
and in fact pushed him into it, for people who aren't 
familiar with this philosophy, there are some relevant, 
chapters placed in an appendix at the end of this work. 
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The considerable amount of private correspondence is added 
to the bibliography ~nd kept at heme & "' - - -. .c - ,,. - - "" .: - -J..V.1. ..._-,\A..L\:.:J'l.\:;..\:;.'._tJ.Ll1'::j • It iG 
not offered to the public, being private, having been 
indulged in from a desire to learn as much as possible 
about Avraham ben Yitzchak, from writers in Israel about 
literary aspects, and private family who knew him 
personally. 1 However, any person who would like to see 
it for the joy and understanding thereof is welcome. 
The poems are analysed in the order of their appearance in 
the collection of ABY's poetry. Each poem is presented as 
a ready reference, as there are so few copies of his work 
available in Hebrew and in English translation. Out of 
respect to his poetry, each and every poem will be 
introduced and analysed with the main themes, main 
metaphors, and so on. 
The poems, originally written in Hebrew, will be analysed 
as such. The English translation 1 enclosed for the 
benefit of non-Hebrew speaking people (in the third section 
of the work), is by I.M. Lask (1957) and is accepted by me, 
and is to my liking, unless otherwise stated. 
In the third part, the echoes of the Chinese in ABY's 
poetry are shown in a way that the understanding of 
1. Or I thought they knew him personally. 
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the silence will become self evident. First the poem 
itself is given, the~ the int!:aducti.cn 1-n I-ho nnom I-ho -- .............. l:;"'-- .. ,., .._ ..... _ 
footnotes are at the end of each page, and the names of 
books in the bibliography at the end. 
The bibliography will be quoted as: name of writer, book or 
article, publisher and date and page. 
This research took 3 years to complete, since much private 
personal correspondence was gone into, including with some 
Chinese scholars re-affirming and confirming the ideas 
behind it, and more was learnt of Chinese thinking and 
understanding. Since the beginning of 1989, this project 
has been worked upon, the personal correspondence was 
copious, ABY's family were difficult to trace in different 
countries of the world, and various material had to be 
pxocured from Israel. This ·slowed down the process. 
Bialik said poetry in translation is "like kissing through 
a handkerchief". 1 Talking of the theory of literature La 
Canne said, you can't traqslate, because a literary piece 
is a communication, and you can not really perceive 
anything of the subconscious of the writer; and the 
essential deepest meaning doesn't come through. 
Nevertheless, Lask's translations retain the spirit of the 
poetry. 
1. Dr Natas Moshe. Educator, cultural office. Zionist 
Federation, Johannesburg. 
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The bibliography is divided into three: 1) the main one 
which was frequently used: most of it deals with ABY 
directly, 2) the background bibliography dealing with 
general studies on Hebrew poetry and theory of literature 
which broadened my own background knowledge and 3) Tao 
readings. 
A special remark:- the reader will notice that the book of 
Leah Goldberg, 1 1 1 w 2J o y i1 w , l ~ , is used, markedly 
more often than other sources, for two reasons, 1) because 
Leah Goldberg was an intellectual critic, she was a 
poetess, editor and Professor of Comparative Literature: 
she was considered an authority in Israel on general and 
Hebrew literature, 1 and 2) she was the only person who 
close to ABY. 2 In opinion she knew him was my 
intimately. And since we understand how important the 
intellectual capacity is for him, in a companion, she could 
have been "a kindred soul" 
1. Ben-Yosef Israel and Skinner Douglas Reid : Contrast 
Winter 1988 Vol. 6, No. 3. "Approximations" 
Translations from Modern Hebrew p. 20. 
She was the chair of Hebrew literature at Jerusalem 
University. She published novels, a play and stories 
for children, as well as translating into Hebrew from 
Russian, English, Italian, German and French. Apart 
from being a writer in her own right, she introduced 
literature in radio programmes at the university, 
internationally and in Israel. 
2. His friends Canetti and Broch lived in England, and 
America. 
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or a person with whom he could discuss serious matters 
since she was an intellectual in her own right. They were 
on the same wavelength. She had much in common with him. 
In conclusion, I would like to say that I hope the joy of 
these years of research will come through, because this was 
much more than a work of study; it .was a labour of love. 
Lin Yu tang 
"Over-soul" 
Te Ching. 
said, to understand Emerson's essays, 
and "Circles" it is important to understand Tao 
To understand ABY it is believed by the writer of this 
thesis that the same applies. 
Therefore at the end of this thesis, on the final page, 
there will be found a very brief explanation of the terms 
Tao, Laotse, Chuang Tzu, Tao Te Ching and Yin-Yang. 
- 9 -
P A R T I 
B I 0 G R A P H Y 
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BIOGRAPHY 
Dr Avraham (ben Yitzchak) Sonne 
13.9.1883 
1908 
1913 - 1914 
Born at 
tributary 
Galicia. 
Przemysl, near the Sun River, 
of the large Vista River, in 
Orphaned young; ABY was the eldest of the 
children. His mother had nine more children 
after him (by her second husband); brought 
up by grandfather; given a traditional 
religious and general education. 
He was a student of Psychology and 
Literature at the University of Vienna, also 
Berlin. 
Lectured at Teachers 
Jerusalem. (During 
seriously injured 
overturned.) 
Training College in 
this period he was 
when his carriage 
1914 
1914 - 1915 
1917 
1919, 1920, 
1921 
1920 
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When the 1st World war broke out, he was in 
Vienna. 
Przemysl 
all his 
was overtaken by the Russians, and 
writings, left at home, were lost. 
This was a dreadful shock to him, which he 
never overcame. 
He took an active part in Jewish life, and 
was very keenly interested in politics. 
He was sent by Vienna Jewry to represent the 
western Council of Austrian Jews, to 
Copenhagen, where he met Brandeis, and also 
Bialik. 
He was on the Zionist Executive in London, 
and also on the Reorganisation Committee. 
He at one time advised Weitzman. 
He went to Israel with the Reorganization 
Committee. 
1922 
1938 
1949 
1950 
20th May 
He inadc 
active 
- 12 -
17.; """",.....-:. 
".&..'-&&&&""4. 
part in politics permanently and 
became a teacher, later principal, of the 
Hebrew Teacher's College founded by zvi 
Chajes. 
The Nazis occupied Austria, and Avraham ben 
Yitzchak left Vienna, and immigrated to 
Israel. He lived in Jerusalem. 
He had been ill a long time; 
His condition worsened. 
He died at Ramatayim Hospital. 
Buried in Tel Aviv, in the Nahalat Yitzchak 
cemetery. 
- 13 -
Avraham 
child. 
ben Yitzchak wrote poetry as a 
He was never 
his poetry was 
First world war. 
keen to publish. 
published was 
Whatever of 
before the 
After that he imposed literary silence upon 
himself; wrote a few anonymous articles. 
Some private fragments of his were found 
later. 
- 14 -
ABY'S PERSONAL MAKE-UP 
ABY was a remarkable man, quite unique, and different from 
all other people. From what has been gleaned from different 
opinions, as will be shown, in this thesis, "we know he was 
"streets and light years" away from the average person, 
dissimilar in every respect. 
we are told he was a genius; we are told he was well 
informed in all subjects; we are told he was charismatic, 
and yet, we know he had social difficulties. He was not a 
good "mixer": he could communicate the best with highly 
intellectual people, such as Buber, James Joyce, Popper 
Lynkaeus, many of the greatest writers; he could also 
communicate with simple folk, who intrigued him, and 
children, whom he loved. 
we are told he liked to help people; sadly he had no one of 
his own to help: his life was a lone one, for the most 
part, from beginning to end. 
It is true, he had a great friend in Leah Goldberg, whom he 
saw frequently in Israel (1938-1950), but, he unfortunately 
set up a barrier between himself and all people (as Leah 
- 15 -
Goldberg herself says). 1 
There was something in him that did not allow him to give 
of himself, and because of this he suffered from alienation 
and alienation can only mean one thing - alienation from 
one's self. 
ABY was a star in the sky, (of which he wrote so much, 
being a lover of nature and the universe of which he was a 
part) - a lone star. 
1. 
Goldberg, Leah, p. 56, loc. cit. 
Vera Levin also wrote: 
,n,1~on lK ,ng1pon n~,n ?,1nNa :?Jl,~T~ ni,n n?n 1~1 
.n~~l~T~ 1D 7DnOD ,~~, 
15:6:55 
- 16 -
THE STATURE OF THE POET IN THE EYES OF THE MODERN LITERARY 
WORLD 
ABY is acclaimed today as a unique poet; by some critics he 
· · d d · t 1 is even cons1 ere as a maJor poe . 
Bialik wrote to ABY, who was then 26, in 1909:-
(Ungerfeld 
Bialik saw him as a visionary and a poet, an ascetic 
jD 1D'Yon~ 11~K1n •~1'u 7Y~ ~~~ 7Y Y'~~n P'7~,~ 
2 .n'1~Yn n1'w~ w1nn 7~7in 7w ovon 
1. Hakak Lev, Hever Hanan. 
2. Dr H. Hever, p. 411. 
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Bialik wished to publish an anthology of his poems, and also 
""""t1' ,...,1,....,.. of 1 1· tcra""" ,... .. .; ~; ,....; '"'"" 1 UL "" '- t.J .J. 1.. .J. 'v ;._ .L ._ ..1.. - .A.. v '" • 
As Leah Goldberg said 
2 
.m;1yn7 il:>?ii in,.,iil ni,;; "'nw -pipn -r11wi.:li., l'\lil il"il .,7,i, 
The critic Benzion Benshalom, named him "the herald of a new 
epoch". 3 
In the words of Nathan Zach, 
nKr:i npil~lu n,oo.,?K1,.,,.,,J.,~ il,,~~ il"il l~Kw n1M,llii JD 
1. 
2. Goldberg Leah 
3 • 
p. 6. 1952 
The Poetry 
Organization, 
1957, p. 40. 
of Avraham 
Youth and 
ben Yitzchak 
Hehalutz Dept, 
4 
• tn n 01ou 
Zionist 
Jerusalem, 
4. He talks of p,, ~;:~p .,,7,:i. , and n,m, in"iil 
He says it is easier to characterize it n::i pKo nn 7Y 
11.o.oO ,~ ,n'i"YJ OY ,Yli7 7.JE>7 ,p1l 1T 
- 18 -
Zach refers to the phenomenon of newness which applied to the 
entire treatment of ABY's creative work and emphasizes that 
he imparted a message of cosmic union, and of a deeper 
insight into the mysteries of nature. 
Yitzchak Mann, after bestowing approbation and showering 
accolades, attributes to the poet 
Yitzchak Mann also says that ABY had the gift of expressing 
what others thought in a more elevated and lucid and 
charismatic style. 
knowledge. 1 
He had his own particular brand of 
Aharon bar-Shmuel described him as a poet j ,.,;y 1011::! 
2 
as 
1) Mann Y. 
2) 2/6/50 
- 19 -
Dr Lev Hakak, described ABY's writing as spectacular and 
describ~d ABY as a miraculous stylist whc combined unity cf 
form with content of the deepest calibre hitherto unexpressed 
in Hebrew. 1 
New interest has been shown in this poet recently by a number 
of translations that have been published. 2 Also, there was 
in 1989 a radio broadcast in Israel, lasting an hour, on ABY 
in which writers and critics expressed their appraisal. 3 
Leah Goldberg says it is necessary in describing him, 
in~wnD~ ,1ny~1n ~~~ ,1~ nn'n ,~K n'~'UP~'~1K ncN in1~ ,,oD~ 
nn~~Nn1 ng1pn n'~Dn ,,11 ~w n,~Dn ~,n ,,n1 ,1,n1~1~n~1 
4 .nnK nl,m'~~ 
1. Hakak Lev 
Tel-Aviv 1979 
2. Transcriptions/Inscriptions (State University ~f New 
York 1979). 
3. Other participants were Ada Zemach, Lifschitz; a pupil 
of ABY's Jeroham Tolkes, Idit Knoller, the programme 
having been arranged by Hanan Mitler, Rachel Maran and 
Hanan Hever. 
4. Leah Goldberg 
1952 
, , 1 0 D 0 Y n W , ~ g loc. cit. 
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As was brought out in the recent broadcast by Dr. Hever, ABY 
conceived his ooems on a large scale~ his theme8 were not 
petty or small, but great, leading to his increased 
't' . t 1 recogn1 ion as a maJor poe . 
1) Radio Tape, Kol Yisrael organized by Hever, Maran & 
Mitler, lPD , 1989. 
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P A R T 2 
A N A L Y S I S 0 F •r H E P 0 E M S 
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ANALYSIS OF THE POEMS 
POEM 1 
WRITTEN: Summer/Autumn 1902 
"}"':;.'? :l ":;LO~ =li::inw C"i:i;i 
• T :-...•: "T•: 
C'Ci"'[tii~~:;L ,;o;:r 7:iD:s 
• • • T 
niJ7"N C" WJ!i i? "7YlSJrJ 
T • - -- --· 
• ,;o;i 7=1;,:s c?:s Ti"':i.n:i.:i 
- T T • : ._ .. : 
N:'~~) N=l;"I ~2~ 
c.,~w::i iWNii 
• - T -
iiiO "7~) 
.iiN;i m 
T T 
In this poem the unmanifest underlies the manifest. 
The secret is under what is seen. The secret underlies 
everything. The autumn here represents the autumnal cycle 
in the human life span. 1 
1. 
-u:lH7i1 "::.1~.;i1 y1:l"fi1 n~::.1i1 ,0., 1'3.'1!> n">1::l0 1 i11t.!7i'.l D:Y ilt7">1E> ,1rn? 11:n?11 
See note 1 on the following page. 
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In this poem we have the vintage theme (the golden autumn 
theme) . 
autumn. Only summer and winter. In Europe there is the 
long season; the leaves turn orange. (In this poem we have 
the opposition of the ripeness associated with the autumn 
because the ripeness is rich and full and at its peak, but 
also dying.) In this poem material is transposed into 
light, a vivifying power of strong creative energy: 
darkness turning into light. The images of fruition, of 
vintage, of autumn could be seen as artistic transformation 
from raw experience into artistic fullness. It could also 
be the beginning of withering away. 1 ABY identified with 
moving non-static nature in the universe conveying its flux 
and rhythm in his poetry: Nature or the world for him is 
not something solid but is in constant motion. It gives 
one a feeling of insecurity. 
everlasting, man fades out. 
Nature changes but is 
The secret has height and depth, high up in the sky and 
rooted and anchored. It is profound. It is a firm secret 
and the light cannot uncover it in its hiding-place. It 
merely comes to rest on the secret. The secret remains a 
mystery, hidden in the hiding place of the shade of the 
trees. Then there is a dramatic change. The vintage comes 
and sheds its light around it, hence there are splashes 
1. 
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of colour. The paths in the forest do not light up of 
their o¥:n accord. l'f''h """ are lit 11,.... a~e after the ether. .... ·~ -.i. -r.-; 
The secret remains calm and lofty. Even the paths which 
show the way cannot show the way to the secret. Nature is 
lit up but the human secret remains. The ~ . . .., I.LI "'j) - ..._, ~ 
keeps the secret to himself, his personal holy of holies. 
Perhaps the secret is not even accessible to himself. 
Perhaps he himself doesn't know - but it is not heavy and 
dark anymore. It is not revealed yet, but we know for sure 
that he does not feel so bad about it any more. 
Nathan Zach says that ABY describes his nature poems with 
1 . 1. carefu opposites. 
The light in the second verse changes the shade of the 
first verse. It takes place in the little spaces which the 
shade has left. There is a real intermingling of light and 
shade. This is a characteristic of impressionistic poetry. 
In this poem there is a metaphysical basis. It deals with 
a unique secret And not with a personal problem. 
1. 
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Will we ever know? Is it a secret of life? The 
unexpected? The unkn01_.Un? 
dilemma which we don't know. 
This poem . .,-,., y 7 :i., :i o ?.J 1 '1 J 1 n w o., 1 il .iJ is permeated 
with secret. Each word is charged with it. The secret is 
hidden, deep down, guarded and protected by the band of 
immovable mountains, the forests, the restless sea of 
trees, and the secret places of the shade. 
Nature is real, but not the real thing. It is the secret 
lying behind it which is real. It is a close-locked, 
sublime, enrapturing, mystified secret. 
The secret cannot be seen, but it can be felt. There is 
agitation, throbbing, a noisy "sea of trees", high above, 
out .of reach, which covers it up. This invisible secret 
could be a new chapter in the life of "'liJJil ":rKi1 
It causes him discomposure and disquietens him. 
The secret is ~ il n J ,. 1 ~ ~ x 
~ ..... 
And then, something happens. There is something new - the 
opposite. Everything becomes lit up! 
.,., :i;;:Jil ~\J·" 1 
• T"- T -
.,., .:Jf-~1 J:'JilT 
. -. r 
-
:l".:mz:i rn~ ru\ iTlP1 
• "Y • .. ... -
.. 
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Not only the paths, also the trees b~come alight! After 
the eeriness of the ;r ;c ~~1m• ~~ror r~o oorinocc --- .-- --·-···, _..,. ..... .._._ ._ ... _ '---- .. --~-, 
all is uplifted. 
·1"1'Nil oi7i;;~ii 7::J 
. .·. - ~ 
'1Y;iil Dl "'Pii:lii ilJii 
- .. -- I. •• 
The forest is calm and noble and lofty, 
it is mighty and sublime. There is contact between the 
forest, the mountains, the sky and the sea. 
The forest has its head in the mountains, up in the 
heavens. 
On its secret rested the light. 
Now it is not a dark secret. 
. . 
oiwliJ.J 1iil1'-n 
. - -r-
1'110 7371 
11~il n.l 
r T" 
It is not a painful, 
distressing secret an~nore; it is now acceptable. There is 
I 
something beautiful about it. He doesn't have to hide it 
anymore. It has now become illuminated. 
There are two possibilities - perhaps the poet is' talking 
about someone who is carrying a heavy secret, weighing on 
his heart. When it becomes lighter, it lightens him. And 
on a higher level it can be the soul which is hidden within 
the body, a burden of flesh and blood. And only with the 
discarding of the physical, one reaches the real beautiful 
secret of within. 
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PARADOXES IN HEHARIM SHECHOOBRU MISAVIV L'IRI 
In ,...PY7 J':li:JD .nJ.nlii O.,lilil 
.. : . ,. . : . ... . r ·; 
the mountains are high up and 
the city is low down; the secret is hidden (and quiet) in 
the forest and above it is the "noisy sea of trees". The 
trees are high and the sea is profoundly deep. 
As against the "noisy sea of trees", we have the silent 
secret hidden in the hiding place of their shade. 
The secret is hidden in the darkness of the forest; then 
the vintage comes with its light cycle. 
The paths are lit up: the forest, which before, had a 
"noise of the sea of trees" above it, is now "tranquil and 
lofty" (with its "head in the skies") (sea I skies). 
i1io 'ly·~ 
liKil nJ 
The key words would be the opposites: r .,. 
W'.n I 110 
J?.J02:J ••• if1F'1 F 1·1:iX 
I T"' o :••; o - r 
-p il.Jii , .n·1 ~il , -1; ~ f 7:::r 
. . . . .. 
These are the key words to the mood and meaning. These opposites 
strengthen and confirm the polarity in the poet's state of in.incl. 
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POEM 2 
WRITTEN IN AUTUMN 1902 (The poet was 17 years old) 
THEME 
c.,r.i?in niiiN 
C"'i1rT rliiiN 
· .z:rmi:i .,?'li? 
- : - : 
• T: 
ni~:ituq · niiNO P~'? 
;i~i? IJ=li 
?ip m~ 
.o:n 
TT 
TiirTN ;i?JI ;n ;"'! 
-:- •: T •• • 
;"'l~r.l? r'\=IJI"' 
T - : T 
,;JI ,J!T JI~:) 
• ;"'lr.lr.l,=I 
TT: 
, a gentle poem, could be called 
•Evanescence• or •Fleetingness•. It is dreamy and light. 
ABY told Leah Goldberg that is a 
description of the park in his city. 1 
The iJ ., ... tJi could be an avenue that comes to an end, or it 
T ·• 
could be an avenue that has no end, that goes on infini-
tely, to we know not-where, like the path in Leonardo da 
1. loc. cit. p. 63 
----------------------------------------------
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Vinci's Mona Lisa; it goes on. If he talked about a park, 
when reality passed thrcugh hi~ ~G~ccicu~~cc8, a big 
like a park immediately came into linear direction in his 
mind - a il I 1 7JJ' Not only this, but it is a it 1 , vi of 
":- ... 
'j" ••• '
trees, and trees are taller than human beings, and while 
walking it, you have· the feeling that he is between two 
walls, like the mountains that surround his city. He 
constantly shows a feeling that he knows that he is 
restricted and restrained. 1 
There is also a restrained beauty in the refined lights and 
shades paving the way. 
There are royal nuances hinted at in the poem. 
In the under the trees, the shadows only 
come to the footsteps of the There is no 
touching; it is almost regal: you can't touch royalty. It 
is almost like a dream. There is 
o ii 1 /? i p 1 fl ri , gentle wind. This gentleness is also 
~ ~ .. . 
1. Mann, Yitzchak. He is a restrained person • 
• 111::im:ii ,).10;:) ,op1111 17117 
.114 '~y ,1953 ,KD::i H ,n,::in,D ,o,~yi~ n,,~o ,1,).1~,,K 
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part of his upbringing, his nobility. 
Here, there is not 
' 1 
only autumn, 
0"11!'1 ni1il\ 
... 
U"rlJ i:i "7ll7 
.. 
-
O":n D" 'i'/3: 
• T; 
Q'l!{'(J D"77l 
.. : 
.1 SB.'?? ., 7., J.iJJ Il~ 
. 
7 ·1 7 £\ , but also 
gentle weary shadows, eventime, twilight, autumn and 
twilight, all signifying an approach to the end of the road 
of life even though the poet was only 17 when he wrote 
this. 
The last leaf fluttering down from the bare boughs gives an 
indication of "leading to the end". 2 He doesn't talk 
about the night. There is neither sunshine, rainbows, 
colours, hopes and aspirations, nor black and white. The 
colours are pale and greyish. 
It is constantly at the back of his mind, the path of life 
leading somewhere, to the end "of the evening". 
i 11m.:; il'IY ii:Jil 
"7" ·- ••• ·'f"' ••• 
i1IDw7 =j·iY" 
'T" - ,' r 
j'j,'j~.)'11 
i 'r : 
1. This is not in Israel. 
2. strange for a young gentleman, knowing he goes towards 
it. 
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Light becomes silence. 1 
Everything about this poem is non!- lo :i-· .. __ .... I the i;rrhl-a 
--·":J .. ·--1 
O"ll7in . ' 0"''?'.:i:x the Iffl1({ ,0 7 1in nn1i~ , the 
' 
.. . .. 
- ,... .: 
the il?y ~·11 , 
r ... 
the pale lights, the shadows, the gentle breeze, the 
sounds, and the last leaf fluttering down. 
ABY deals with the problem of "autumn" and "twilight" 
leading to the almost end, all his life, starting from 
early youth. It is sad, because it is constantly at the 
back of his mind, that he is leading, towards the end of 
the evening. 2 
The preoccupation with death and finality is the underlying the!ll.e rurn:n.ng 
through his poetry. , It is most unusual for a young poet, which he was 
h . . at t ei time.,,, · 
1. Dr Hever says "Silence starts here". 
2. 
p • 4 3 3 , ii .:i. '.!1 n 1 n., w••, 
:pnx., 1~ 71 n,1~1 Rx1~ 1~ 
nJ"l~i:l ma:J ii"l"W'.!71 ,n:JHJ'>ii ~?K ;;111?1n ll"t' pn;;:., 1:i .,,.,1:.1::1 o~:;>ill17 
l!i:EU ~2LG.il..:. • 
au~L.:. ~aau 
tau~d ~'"L~ 
~L.itc NL:: ~L.it~?'l L:~itL 
: .L: .L -: .L .&. .. -.. .... .L ... .&. .-.. 
LCLICL! l.!t:LCL! Nl.l L1ol.l1.! 1.!LL1.!• 
ltuCu Jtct:'" e:&uc iJitt:L'-Nu ~au i::~cN 
... ·-.. : .&. .&. -• •• -••• : ........ 
1o(,l.!V?t t:J..QQ1.! U~tl.l1oO CUC(, 172(,UCI..:. 
~c.a1.. tL.!L L:~~~~u· 
t'CLN1o ~l.l~L ,7;a~u &~?z~t.:. 
·-.&. : .-.. : : -.. 
1ot(, 1.!N~L t:NS\:t:/C~Ll'"I..:. 
-... .&. -: .. -··· : -.L 
JC~ LNp;zl..:. 1.!/CLQ~C'" 1.!H! Ll.!EV?b. 
• •• : .&. 
tGH tl.!t:~ 
.. .... .... • .. .. •• .&. .... 
tC:~Up:?t:1o Cl.! 4GC1o 1.!NlJ 
• .. ... -: .&. .&. 
a~ C1o 1.!c;2/CL1.! • 
.. • .. • : .L 
t:(, t:1o Cl.ILL! 
L'1l.N 4'" Nt ~u4~c~u'"L: 
CTU~I..:. ~C.dC.d ~lJ~L L!~itL 
: .&. .L ... • : •• .. .&. ... ... -... 
LULL Nt ap;zcl.! ULL~! t:1ol.ll..:. J.!t:~J..J.. 
c-CL.Ci .. c ~aL.u2'"c t:6kL.L! -
: .&. • : • ~ -:_ ... -: .&. -• 
L/Ct:1.C p;zUtG1oC LLl.lt:1o L.!CZ:CG1.C 
itu IJ2L. .. ! t:NLl'i Nl.l N~LL.! au~CJ.! 
••• -.&.. =-.&.---·· -= .... .&. .... •.. • 
1oCl1o J.!t:S:::1oL ll.!!12Cl1oC L t:1. 1.!l;ICU'CJ.! L.!N41.! 
6061 NI VNN3IA NI N3iliiliIHM 
2,1~C/tu~-TG,?'l1. 
£ W30d 
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• T 
.o.,~., Tivn• 
• !~- I.~~~ 
.. : . 
1;i~(} 71in7 
.c~;:r J12";i? '?J! 
""WDJ ""r-ll',"" N'7 
• : -y 
.;-rr.)r.i":'(;-r nN :inii "1rQ!)Ji 
TT:- .... T:T •• 
• :i~~i"" ""rT:ii ""!)J~ :"INi 
... - : . -: - . 
· iJ!~;J WJ!!:' ?'J~. CJ!!:' 
mi:-r i""i:i.wr.i :i~"" 
T TT : • 
T 
· ;i~]7 :i:i¥9V. "?¢~~ nNJ??} 
iJ!:~ ~:l""i""::lN C"i:l.WD 7iNW : ""JIDW 
• T : • :; • : • 
.• ;:i~1'?17:i V:)~~ ;i~¥H 
;"TiJ/:1 c'?ij;:-r iW!):J ?::> m~ 
T ·:: ·.• T T : - T •: 
The pivot of the poem, its essence, is built on opposites, 
viz. the storm outside, and the quiet within and the two 
lovers. The inner silence is described as a woman but 
•inside• could infer soul. At the end he talks of his soul 
being influenced. 
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What influenced his soul? the love for the woman or perhaps 
' ) 
"the woman" is his scrnl?') <::-n c:'O'JJ.t'I D'= the divi!!e spirit 
in him, the spirit of might, masculine, and the Shechina, 
the loving female, compassionate lovingness of G-d's 
essence. 
He. sees himself as his own being, as the physical, the 
doer, the worker, the intellect, the male picture, the 
outside, but the inside is the woman, or soul. It is 
difficult to decide whether this is a love description, 
because it is unusual for ABY to give strong love 
descriptions. Certain things he said to the woman, "you 
are blessing, you are all rest", but he refers to his soul 
as well, as being quiet, so perhaps he isn't talking about 
a woman, but is talking about the feminine part of his 
being, viz his soul. 
The idea of 
. 
r. ~~ 1 ., J J ~z 
. - . 
. . 
gives the idea more 
strength, the stormy world is outside and the two "lovers" 
(or lovers) are tied together like two pearls tucked away 
safely in the ocean bed. Their togetherness insulates them 
and protects them and strengthens them. 
However, this could be a poem where he describes woman's 
love, and the beauty of woman's love. 
They have to be read together, because the soul and the 
woman are so closely juxtaposed. 
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For instance, the apples burning 
TY: ' 
The ripe grapes are overflowing the basket, signifying that 
she is ripe and overflowing; with her warmth she is ready 
to be plucked and he is ready to grab her. s~, the bowl of 
fragrant succulent fruit on the table, ripe and ready, is 
describing her, perfumed, luscious and voluptuous ,. 1 feminine; -, . 
as in Hebrew, the word "neshama" ~ "soul", is a feminine form. 
He keeps on saying "tJ..':)J "n:5TP :&"; 
\ .· - ' - ~ • 
This is the title 
and then we have it in the third last verse. 2 
To know, in ancient Hebrew means to have intercourse, but 
he never actually took her in the end. He did not know her. 
She was virtually untouched by him. She was sitting there 
quietly. "My soul soaked in the silence." 
"lli:.:J "l1YT' N7 
• , - , - T 
. . . 
. iiwi:J~il m~ ilnn "w~Ji 
, . ..,..: ... ~ .. ':' ·:-.j 
... 
1. It could actually be two parts of the soul, and it is 
sad, because the part of the soul that is locked in, 
has its yearnings, and never has outlet. 
2. This phraseology, and the lush description of woman's 
love occurs most frequently in o ., 1 ., w ii 1 ., iJJ 
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"See! The wings of my soul quiver. "Why is it? perhaps he 
is j_ l1 Jove wi t-h hPr~ 
"l:P i1 IUYI" r;~ D:Y"T' 
- '. - .. 
The storm of the forest is outside. 
n°1lii 1" lil\liD ii:J" 
- ,... -rf ,' I I 
The wind is roaring: 
Your trembling gaze rests on me 
As in with the queen of the Sabbath, she 
is the queen part of G-d, the soft part. 
"Aye, you are blessing, 
You are all rest, 
When at my very soul the tempest shrieked. 
The storm is beating on my soul." 
i1?"J~i} ~~ 
- illj:J j,~i'] 8!5 
iinn illYuii .,w::i.1 nl\-jill 
ir,. -r~:- .. ,·~ 
The whole world is pouring out its soul to G-d, in 
readiness before the L--d. 
il-iyr1 o7iy;i m:;;J 7:> DK 
?:~·:· T r T 
ir'IYO:Ll , J·m m•::y ~" 
Tr; 
i1'1Yii could have an erotic connotation; it could be 
r ·.·: ._. 
one soul, or the collective soul of our world, knocking at 
G-d's gate, giving of ourselves to G-d, who is greater than 
any human being. 
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There is storm outside. Perhaps it is better to go into 
th.e silence of the Boul where the feminine part i ~ -
-·-I and to 
1 try and find peace there. 
1. "Reflect, consider, remember. 
Resort to introversion, 
But one step more 
And thou art free." 
("Besinne dich doch 
Nur einen schritt 
Sobist du Frei.") 
(Sayer, P.J. Eastern Wisdom and Western Thought, Allen 
& Unwin, London, 1969, quoting Goethe's Faust, p. 41.) 
Goethe regarded this experience of spiritual yearning 
as decisive. 
The L--d appears out of the whirlwind. Job 38-42:6 
(This is a drama of the human soul.) 
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POEM 4 
WRITTEN IN VENICE IN 1910 (The poet was then twenty seven 
years old) 
'z:i:i~f'~ i~T ci:1:i 
'n~r.i ?JJ :i.:i-l:i i'~~' 
• : • - TT- • : -
Ni:l? '~I;~ / :i?~? n~ 
W"W:-1 n~7? ?~ "7~JZ ":l.W 
TiiJJW n:ii:-1 NW" 
uy: - ,. y• 
• iinw ri 711jlw:i 
T .. •• T ! 
T 
;i~2o/ "~o/ 
! "l° i '1?:\i' : ir.l. N i~ 
In the poem, n 1 ::i 7 D , written in Venice, in 1910, when he 
was twenty seven years old, he writes about a royalty that 
could be his own as a creative artist, not in terms of his 
own ego in a narrow sense, but the mature artist, perhaps a 
form of royalty of the soul. 
The royalty of the palaces is diminishing, water is 
sweeping everywhere, the grand power of Nature is evident 
and there is a taking over of the historical past by the 
waters of the present, by the simple and non-aristocratic 
present. 
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Venice is sinking, and all is becoming lost. 
The "ro~al" artist is trying to control the pace of 
decadence, the decay and chaos, and to regain the royalty 
of the past. 
The colours play an important role in the poem; the gold of 
the sunset blends with the gold of the crown, as against 
the gleaming white of the marble. 
In the second verse the white of the marble accentuates the 
blackness of the night. The blackness of the water as 
reflected by the night, and fear, engulfs all this 
exquisite waning beauty. 
The day is dying and everything is heavy and ponderous. 
ii 7 ., 7- n ::l 1 could be the "Bride of the Sea" which 
,.. .· - ·-
is another name for Venice. 
i'l7.,7-n !:1 could also 
,.- : -
be the Romantic female muse 
figure; 2 jj L; ., 7- n ::l could be the profound female, the 
r : -
Mother of all things, from which all things emanate and· 
from which light emerges - the "dark mystic void" of the 
.Kabbalah. There could be a Kabbalistic influence·in this 
poem since the concept of royalty coincides with other 
1. See Alkalay Dictionary. 
2. poetry, the feminine beauty 
a young woman "anima" 
In Romantic 
portrayed as 
referred to 
where the 
imagination). 
above. Cf. Ode on Grecian urn 
Urn represents the womb 
is often 
the muse 
by Keats, 
(or the 
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Kabbalistic ideas. 1 
The royal theme of the ., o ,, y ?J i , o J 2 . th . t . w1 i s image 
of the quiet voice heard in royalty, is suitable to that 
which is described, calm, dignified, tranquil. 
The poet is speaking impersonally. Nevertheless, at the 
same time, there is a feeling of unspeakable "angst" 
underlying the poem. We have the evening mood: 
We note the human nature of the sea. We note the 
construction of the expression J l Y i1 1 1 l ' '1 K S U • 
·: T" ·, 
Once there is evening we automatically look to the evening 
of the life cycle. 4 
One of the poet's obsessions is death, and it was impressed 
upon him urgently, so we need not worry that he was only 
twenty seven at the time of writing. The poem does have 
the mood of an old man - one of these intangible things, as 
if an old man wrote it. 
1. For example, I n J , the fir st of the ten emanations. 
See 'Dan Joseph Gershom Scholem, N.Y. Univ. Press, 
N.Y. 1987, p. 135, 8. 
2. See Zach Nathan 
2nd column 11/1/602:'.2_ ,i17.,:.n a;? ,Yl:.' "'J::i7 
3. l ~ ~ and J l y ii 
., -~ 
are divided by sorrow. 
4. The word ::i l y i1 
final and conclusive.·: 
is written in the Pausal form -
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ABY's young woman seems to dissolve his fear, but then 
refocusses .: ,l_. .L l.. • The 5E:i1SE: of royalty is ,_ - .. ..:! lll:::..1.U .! - __ ,- - L • .- - - L - -.LU '-Ull\..J..Qv\.. Q-=> 
against the angst of death, and there is a certain amount 
of creative energy arising from this contrast. 
He finds a fleeting shelter from overshadowing dread in 
beauty. 
POEM 5 
DATE WRITTEN: 1912 
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i?7 ~ ?~ 77?~::! :i ":¢?~ z:f., ; 
n tr :v 1';) r :i i :1 :;i 
T - •: - : 
.oml;):S:JJ mi 
T : - - • 
• T: 
";J"~D n~1?~i7 
O"::l~iz, 1~:':'.'W" 
• T I, : . 
- ;i:i~:M t:rn:s;l;) n:iii 
The poem deals with a moment. It is like a slow motion 
when all else dissolves and the moment is "eternal". This 
is a moment of unique revelation. 
This is a reflective poem, in which the mind is quiet, but 
aware the still part of the turning world, the unmoved 
mover. It is short, contemplative and transcendental. 
It is still and calm. In the title, we have a dichotomy, 
in the meaning of the words, (when nights are white); 
nights could only be black. 
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The poem is built on such paradoxes, for instance 
When dreams are dreamt, it is time for rest, not to be 
weary. Here the world is weary. In the third line, time 
will be silent, and yet it hears its own pulse •.. (In the 
silence, we can hear and appraise ourselves.) 
1y:J;"j '7~ 1 Z'.H il J'!,..Y.., d:P 
• ... "<": - ~: -
niJ"Y7J p J""li1::l 
1"; - • ,- : 
·~ On:t?.JXY ml 
.,. ·-
In the silence we can hear and find the regenerating source 
of what is inside of us, the ever-renewing fountains of 
Self. 
"For with Thee is the fountain of life; In Thy light do we 
see light"). 1 
Time grows still but the fountains sound and sing . 
. ·- .. • "'T: .,....,.. : 
Past and future come to terms, the past has gone, tomorrow 
never comes. There is only "now". 
. nin.:i cPrn J m L;vJ 
.. - • r: 
1. Ps. 36:10. Also quoted in meditation before kindling 
the Sabbath lights. 
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nwhile present is tranquil eternities.n 
There is a tirneles::sne:::;::; LB ~the pre::sent~ - it goes on for 
ever. 
.::r"'n n:)r.::n::i 
" ·:- - . ! 
0., .]J tJ ·10~IJJ" 
~ ·y- : ~ • 
- ~~DA u'n~~w n~11 
.,- . . ·r: ~ -
This is a time of dream, but while you are dreaming in the 
silent moment of your life, great things are happening to 
you, and although you are dreaming your eyes grow wide. 
In the final line the reader is asked to nwiden the eyesn 
in awe. 
il ::JJ.ffl;J ;i~ J" 3.i' 
r • - . • ~· ... 
. . . 
There is a huge energy created here. The last two lines 
convey the sudden perception of the essential nature of 
Time. 
This poem speaks of ;i ., ~ ~ n ·7 z:i :i -, ABY yearned for 
stillness. Mostly his poems turn the face of stillness 
towards us. 
POEM 6 
1 
WRI~TEN IN 1902 
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i? i:11 .,,,,,w, 
. . 
i?.,:l.W i~H., itf ~ i~ 
?r:i~~7?0; i'Ji'J~;:t 
·i'~-;-i~~ Ctf 
1Ji?.?i:1;-:r ci!\:i iiH cz;.t cip17 
ni:i :i7-p? i? :i:i.;i 
T ·: ·.:: - : 
"JL? .,~?~ 7¥ 
- n7ii~;i .,u.,;, 
- : - .. I, 
.i:iwm 
•• T • -
1. In order to avoid repetition, the reader of this 
thesis is referred to Poem 6, ,,n:i •pin (oR..\&\J.T 1.J1NTER...) 
p. 123 
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.,r'l'!"! '?"\~" .. ~ 
·;- ~ I. •T -; 
01?;,-, .,:;i. 7 .,:;i. 
C1iP O.,,,..,~ CJ/ N~:11 
• "!:": • : 
.c'?iJJ:i 1i:i~ 
T T T 
THEME 
The poem depicts an exquisite impressionistic winter 
landscape, in a duality of •realistic• and •abstract•. 
All the way through it could be either/or either 
realistic, or abstract, or interchangeable, i.e. the 
descriptions could be interpreted figuratively or literally 
which add to the beauty of the poem and its meaning~ 
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Ultimately, there is a revelation, that there is an 
connect:. ion L 1- -\.. l!<::: -.. --,.!-L.!.~ L.<:::Q.1..1..::.\...1.<..; <- ,_ -~ ·- 1_ •. -a 11u ;..u<::: 
abstract1 as there is between man and the world, all is 
one. 
1. This poem was written in 1902, and it is possible that 
ABY read Bialik' s 9,1n .,,.,Vl , about 2 months before, 
in·· Hashiloah:' The influence is confirmed,.· because 
ABY' s heading is 1"i1:J 9,rn , and in Bialik' s winter 
poetry, the word , ., n :i is also used. 
Bialik wrote ri~1:;:i1 ,rr; , •"!1; St=tn ; ABY used 
the term in a modern way, a~ it had ·not been used 
before. He drew from it, and recreated it in an 
innovative way. 
ABY originally wrote 
and then he changed it to o~~Y~ 1~~1 n~~l ,,no T' r rr: ;·r; T' 
: .... .... • : .&. 
LCt:L! ,;:uL'.~Cll;.!' 
:..1.--.&. :. -: : 
LCG~ L!C~Ct: N~ CGflll!. 
. : ··. ·~ ... ,_ --... -. 
Cl~S:C1o L!Nt:L~! ~!92Cl1.C -
..... ·.:---:.L.&. .L 
ClULLU ~L!t: f7lN'CL! lt\~L! 
: ... . .. 
LC~Ct: C1o '"~L~ 
... --:_ ...... 
Cllt~ ~Uf7lCl.!' 
: -.&. ... -· .... 
LNl,;ll.! ltL. ,;:~L!~U 
-.. : .L -... 
l,;lL.L L.!!7.ZCUL! l.!!7.ZU~L.I.! -
Lit~ NUL.~! ~d~L ~Luc 
t~21t1: 4NL:A L!u~'"c QQuu 
LN~ it1o! C~Ci:1.C ~L.1.c ~.ci..~~1.C uh;1oc L.N~I!.. -:-: ..... 
llltClLL ,;:L.Np% L!L.1.C 
,;:La1o L.!41o~~u 
: .&. : -..... 
LLL{ill: CG{ill!.' 
1:6~Nl:I!. L!L ~L1oC ULU~21.C LL!~L~ C1oC - ... -'--· ...... ·=-... , 
l:t:ltl:U1o ClUp%~1.C t:L!! 1.Ult~c,l: 
::i: .. :. : -., -: . . .•.. :. . : ... 
cf:L1o ClLUa:1.C NLL1oL1oC Cllt1oC1ol!. 1oCL.!1-l: 
: ... :.a. ... .&... -.&.. .&. 
LL!~ 4C~ L!lt~'.Cl1oC N\;IL! CUI:! 
: .I. -:.. .a. -: .&. • 
LUl_L N" c4 NG01oO' 
t:i:a"~N~ ~N ~ltClLL : .&. .&. : ... ..· .. ::.. ... : .. : -.... 
LNl:~C /t~~Cll!. I..!! 1olJLL ~L!l.'lU~l.:. 
.. .. ..... -. 
CN~ N'C~ L!~LL"LJ' 
: ... :. : . .&. : 
Llt1o C1ol!. ~It~~ Cl!!. 
. ....... -: : ... .. :_. 
CCClll ClL.N~ll l:L t:L1oC L~ltL1oC 
4 .&. •• .. .. : : _ .... 
/t~~C Cl"N Cl!92Cln.?~ l:p%t:l:L.-\;LC1.0 
t:I!. NU CG~!!. CN'" L!t:LL~LJ: .. : .&. .. : : -• •• =-:.. • .&. 
~L'Clt1.C ClNL Cllt~1.C 1.{12 N{ilL. U~N. 
CllClLL 
-sir -
Z161 N3.IiJ..HIM. 
1 
L W80d 
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il;':;i'.:I ni'\:i::i.~ 
ci:in;i '\)~ ?JJ :inN rinir.i ;i3;i1 
- ••: - T - •• - : •• •: 
.::li'J/ ,:¥ 
•: T 
1. The title of. this poem is interesting - •psalm•. 
Believing that ABY writes in a symbolistic way, I 
would say this is a form of prayer. 
(Job, in the Book of Job, bitterly questions the just 
government of G-d, in the desolate questing of his 
soul. 
He says 
•Terrors are let loose on me 
30:15 
The night racks my bones 
30:17 
I waited for the light, and darkness fell.• 
30:26, etc. 
Yet this is a prayer, in a way, and G-d answers Job 
from the whirlwind. 38:1} 
This poem calls to mind Psalm 118:5 
Later it says: He is become my salvation - v. 14. 
It also calls to mind Psalm 116:3 
But I called on the name of the L--d 
Gracious is the L--d. Our G-d is compassionate. 
Clearly there is a 
Destiny, controlling 
end of ABY's poem. 
hint 
all 
of the G-d of Creation, or 
of life from above, in the 
THEME 
This 
1 
man. 
is 
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a cyclic conccr~s 
There are different worlds there are so many 
worlds inside him. In the day everything is sunny and 
bright, and vastly interesting - but comes the night - it 
consists of horrors and nightmares. This poem is almost 
manic-depressive in mood, as it hovers between the heights 
2 
amid the stars, down to hell. 
f\l.!lfl w1\llN IV~ O"t.l:Vw 1·~ 0"'91')? 
r. ·:~7Eli1 7~~ '.l~J ~~ ~'.;:! 
"At very rare moments you sometimes raise ,.. :· ··: .,. : : - ·: ' ' 
Your soul within you like a crystal drop." 
There are a few moments of happiness and we see the crystal 
sparkle in the sunlight, and your world tr~mbles to express 
itself in a spurt of outpouring; it cannot bear its 
"fullness". You address yourself to-all the worlds, and 
airy distances flow from your eyes, and you think you will 
see marvelous things, your eyes are lit up from the 
1. 1r 7nl indicated that ABY could have been influenced 
by a poem of W.B. Yeats, freely translated by Zach, 
entitled "PVT nw::J7 published in 189 3. 
• 11.o.60 ,~ ,n';l,yJ Cy "1.YW ,J~';I 
2. "Me miserable. Which way shall I flie. Infinite wrauth, 
and infinite despaire? Which way I flie is Hell; myself 
am Hell; and in the lowest deep a lower deep still 
threatening to devour me opens wide ••. " {Milton) 
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crystal, but joy and beauty change radically to deepening 
nightm~res of ~"'""""'"""'"' --- ; .... ___ . You are 'hoi nn hnn+-or'l ----··J .... _ ..... _._ __ 
down! things find you from far and near and they seek your 
soul! 1 
In this poem, I 1 ZJ T z:i , there is a tremendous tension of 
creative energy, and ambivalence, between death, on the one 
hand, as against euphoria on the other. (We see the same 
qualities in n ~ ::> 7 £.J (Royalty) • ) 
In the first five or six lines a lovely luminous Platonist 
image is evolved, very central to Romanticism. 
You have the bright light show of the diaphanous seethrough 
world: 2 
1. A Treatise on White Magic, by Bailey Alice A., 1934. 
Lucis Publishing Co. N.Y. p. 150. 
"As he is but wrestling towards perfection and has not 
yet attained, these interludes of silence, 
withdrawingness, and of detachment are frequently 
difficult and dark. All ·is silence and he stands 
appalled by the unknown, and by the apparently empty 
stillness in which he finds himself. This is called, 
in advanced cases, "The dark night of the soul" - the 
moment before dawn, the hour before the light streams 
forth." 
2. Compare the flowers floating down the river in o1"il ni~D 
(1912) • 
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However, beneath all this is terror when the poet faces the 
unseen. 
The Romantic trend underlies ABY's lines but the feeling is 
one of consternation and sheer terror: it is not a sense of 
beauty. 
If the .world is like a crystal drop, it is something a) 
that you can see through and b) it can break. It is 
delicately formed. 
Indeed, he has a sense of the world as being something 
exquisite, but unreliable, something that is prone to 
shatter. 
He writes ;ip7iy7 ~"J"Y1 
' : "" : r ·: •• ~ 
• nTI:ilil ?J.l\ 7K:l 
..,. : .. ·: .. . :: 
15HWil7 110" 1~ ;ji".)7i~ 0?1~, 
• r• ~ ; • : ,.-•:; ·; •• : ...,..- T : 
iw37" ~~7 iN7l.:l:l:t 
- .• 
One would think this is a beautiful image {a sense of 
beauty, the spirit released) but this is not the case. 
There is the nightmare of the soul, being sought from all 
sides. 
As Lask translates: 
"And deep within them lurk the horrors of the dark 
While if things near and far should meet with you 
1 They require your soul." 
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The poet felt horrific forces seeking his destruction. 
If we look at the first verse, says 
"Sometimes you can see your own soul, and it is like a 
prism, like a crystal: it is a full world, with hundreds of 
glimmering facets; it is like a drop of dew (as if it were 
one complete entity) but when you look at it carefully, it 
is not one thing; when light is reflected on it, we see 
hundreds of lights corning from all directions" 2 - and his 
soul is like that. 
His world is full of sunshine, and he is drawing fully from 
the sunshine; many colours are reflected; there is a whole 
collection of sights, n 1 H , n n c J J 
7 l S\ 7 ~~ ~ / ;1 ~ 2 i 9 ~ ;i ., J ., y ~ and your 
eye is drawn to the multiplicity of facets as it is drawn 
to the crystal drop, and he is fascinated by this. It may 
or may not be beautiful but it enthrals him; it is so full, 
it is endless and infinite. It changes as you see it in 
different lights. In other words he is amazed at the 
kaleidoscopic complexities of man. 
1. :i p l:l y n ., 1 il :l D ., :::i Iii n w ., n ·1 y :l ,, 
.,. .. : ... -
-
.. : 
-
D .., :i , , P. i1 1 0 ., v. 1 i1 ·1 i1 LJ ., -1 :l ~i ii ~I 1 '{ l 9 1 
: r T ... 
·J t;) :) J ·1 \;i 'l '1 , .,. 
·-
.,. 
2. Free translation. 
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But there is something else shining out from the eyes, and 
that is the fear of the darkness, and the -- -- ,_ -- - - ---U lll'l.11 VW ll I_,_ - ·- .! -1..11a1.. .1..::> 
also involved with the "far"; the good and the bad are 
enclosed within each other; they are built into each other. 
And the far away things, and the abyss, near and dark, 
within you, come to claim your soul. They are the ones 
that own you. They are a part of you. 
The poet continues 
n i 7 ., ~ o ., w ' ~ 
' . 
D ., I ii 
. .,. 
0 ., 'P fl D ., 1' 7 1 1 .l :i D"i~ • -r 
·~ VJ K .. 1 
In the dead of night, he stands at the very top1 of the 
mountains and wants to put his head amongst the stars, 
shining bright. Each person is a star. He feels affinity, 
because he feels other people are also stars, but he does 
not feel warm or intimately close to them. He is separated 
from them. Stars are actually far apart. He calls them 
u ., IV. O":l:>iJ 
• ~ , r 
Each one is great, and each one is cold. 2 Even if he 
found a friend, (which is considered by the outside world 
to constitute friendship), he still sees him as another 
1. Notice the third line, in this verse 
c.,;i~i:::i i "'?. 1;!1~1 is the longest 1 ine in the poem, the 
line about putting your head amongst the stars 
2. Don't look up to heaven, for what will you see in the 
sky, except stars, luminous but cold, wholly insensitive 
to pity? (Peretz: Drie Matones 1904 15 L.P. 187). 
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star, a cold star; he does not see stars as warm. They are 
big but there is no joy in them. He does not mention light 
in the stars. Light would give a feeling of warmth, a 
feeling of good. On the contrary, they are cold! He sees 
the negative. 
What else does he say? In the position where he stands, 
high among the stars, he says: 
nm~ o~ "nil fl~{? .1.\i'V'i.!11 
•. - - ·:r,.. : -.- : 
He says that life is so low, going down and down. 
o~~~ 11v~ l i~~ 7~1 
It is as if a black veil or cover is closing over the ·1ast 
burning suffering. 
He rises with the intellectuals, standing on top of the 
mountains; he is among the other stars, unconnected; he is 
sinking down, thinking, whether it be his nT1x , there, 
.,. 
down below, his pain, or someone else's. The whole world 
is going down, down, into the darkness. He peers to 
distinguish between the nnl , and then it can't be 
.. 
seen anymore. So he stands up on high with the unfriendly 
stars, and even his feelings below are covered up from his 
view. He is quite isolated in this huge universe! Even 
those burning nnx , not burning happiness, nor 
.,.. 
burning desire, but at least some sort of warmth, are 
sinking into oblivion. 
, ____ ----------------------------------------------' 
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And now:-
niil"?~ IY ilMl\1 
'r' - •• .,.. - ~ 
• i1J\l.1l17 7Yw 
r .. ;- - .. 
You waken night-rnarish, stunned! it is frightening; there 
is no warmth from the top, and no bond of any sort with 
what is below, only a fearful plummeting, or a being 
suspended in mid-air. 
And if a star should fall into his heart (it could be a 
star of love or any other star), it could only become 
extinguished. 
7i::i'. ~::; :lJiJ1 
.,.. . 
;it.zl~J 7~ :Di::iii 'n).J i 
• ".. ... T - - .,. ! 
• Mi:J"J i1fi::J. i1JJ 1 
·r : ' .,..., : 
Somewhere in his heart, it is cold. There is no place in 
his heart for love. 1 His heart is full of endless, 
painful emptiness. The star falls into the abyss 
of his soul, and identifies with the vast 
universal abyss a 1 i1 ~ ) of Creation. 
What kind of star would tear itself· from the other stars, 
and try to enter? A star shaken by the fear of a sharp 
scream corning from the abyss below. It must have been a 
great scream to cause a star to fall, shaken out of its 
cold orbit! 
1. Dostoevski said there is no greater hell than the 
suffering of not being able to love. 
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Cornes morning, the stars can no longer be seen, but they 
are still floaling. 
Now "you" have the power of the big sun in your hands, and 
"you" try and take control 
but -
the evening is corning; the sun will go away, and once more 
you are back to where you started, a star floating above 
the darkness. 1 
The abyss is always there. You can't get rid of it. There 
will be cycles again, and stars again. 
He intimates that maybe the answer is with G-d. Maybe it 
is f rorn the Creation, from the beginning, from the 
beginning of the world, and that perhaps our destiny 
started from the very first morning of Creation, and that 
is how it has to be. 
1. 
So our destiny was proclaimed not 
IV,_::Ji] D1"i1::l=l 
Dli1flil ., .:i~ 7y ilFl~\ 9rn:; iDiii 
r- •• - ':. .. ' : 
D'r.~Yi1 J'uW n~ 1'7Y yp17 
\ ·; .,. r •. ·-r •• • 'T' r : • 
........ 
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from the day we were born but from the day the world was 
borr.. 1 
The story of Creation in the Bible fits in very strongly 
There is a hint of G-d or Destiny controlling all this from 
above. 
The sun in his hands; this denotes power, but while the sun 
is in his hands, he is hovering over the surface of the 
abyss, suspended in mid-air! This is helplessness. 
There is dramatic irony in this. (Each opposite reinforces 
the other.) 
1. Here are strong associations with n , VJ N -, :i 
the fourth day of Creation, G-d created the sun 
{ 71'1lii "11Kwil ). 
On 
... 
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POEM 8 
WRITTEN 1912 (When the poet was 29 years old) 
ni~~~;:t =IJ"':\n nii~i77 :~Pi'Zf'~ 
ni°""'"n;i il :iJn~o °?JID i""OJ 
• -:- •• •• : • - •• • T 
ni1wi;;i c"";wiw:ii c""°?.Jl;i Jl~i!> 
: - ·- -: •T•: - : 
.ni1;i;;i i.m iiJ Or.)=!':"! 1mn 
T: - •••• 'I. • 
c~~if '?'J! iio~~ ci:\;i ni~J~i 
c~::=i177 "'im~ ni1~ c;~"'~7 
.C~=li""-:17~ ;i~i; 1""~? Cl""~~;:T} Z:l"'=?-~l~;;r 
0"'~:1 ""J •• ?!>,· '?JI i;,"'::!l. C"'NW~ 
- t:; • • .... 
,~:?~ izf~~ l~ I1!~1? 
.c~~~7~ j'inif ~ 
~J""J=IJI~ =li7¥ =IJ"'?."'~? =IJf':i;; 
!\JW~J :l l::r1~ ~ ::l i:l/:1.:l!\ 
•• : - : T: • •• -:- : 
.=!J""W~i '?"JI ni::liJl-Ti:\"' .,~ 7J""Wn"" lC>"" 
•• T - T -: : •• • -:- •• 
C"'i:"I "'J~ °?JI 1m-< ::i~i::i 71111"' '?Jl~D c'?~~, 
•y • - ••- T :• --• T : 
=IJ""'?JI il1 '?ii~ :1°?""°? ii"'1 
•• T T! T T: - ••••: 
1. o 1 , i1 n 1 o J J has strong verbal concordances 
withBialik's :l'::l~ "ZlY9 
. .,. 
Bialik speaks of o ., n 1 ~ i1 n J .:i 7 ::J 
1" ; -
and again 'ni~i7~1 O'~~~ 'l~Y7 o~ O"~~~ C'~~~ ~J~8o/~1 OY~ -~y 
. . 
ABY too, speaks of •white flowers" O"J:l' c"n"lSJ 
. .,... . ('• 
and he speaks of "our youth" passing. · · 
.1J'"l:}Yl -11.JY :Jl"'J"'Y7 .1.JY-Pl 
••: :T' ••••: .-T· 
( 
. . 
,.,:iopt,U 7w 11 07,'.)i1 11 :i iP7.,::i1<\ 7w nn1u nJ 11.rn nl:\ ;n~::iru o".~:i a"ti:"?"Jil o.,n,;:n nJ izrn) 
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o i ., il n 1 ~ J ~ is a representative transcendentalist 
poem, dealin~ with the unknowable character of ultimate 
reality, written in 1912, when ABY was 29 years old. 
Immediately, at the beginning of the poem we have 
connotations of victory, with the festal wreath, ·but it is 
a weary victory: it is worn out: the festal wreath must be 
removed. 
m;J~ ~O :u., ~ o-n nn11 ¥Vo/~ 
D1l.,lrtil - Ii ~J03~ 7y~ !?OJ 
• -! - •• ... • .. - •• 
• m1iJ:1il 7t\ ·nJ own 1m·n T: • "' •• ·r - .... " 
"With its weary leaves and withered rose petals falling" 
we see in this the symbol of the transience of ordinary 
experience, of everything passing away. 
om::w 79 11;::y~ 01-"'il i11t'.JD1 
"r T" ! 
- : : 
onx-1 r.::i· .,Ill~~ nnfl L:P.:PY~ 
..-~ ... ~ - ,. " ·- ... : 
This could be a reference to the human ego, and what it 
experiences in human terms, isolated and proud, yet prone 
to wither and fade, and frail. 
In other words, he is following the leaves and the withered 
rose petals. They are "Forsaken yet infinitely proud in 
their isolation". 
on~k,k~J il~V 1.,~) o.,~lil1 O'~~TYil 
T ... : 'T ,. : • •· - ; : •r 
The line 
situates the poem in the evening: this obviously has the 
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larger metaphor of the evening of life behind it. 
O''KJ D"ill3 i1Jil1. mnJ D"7.:lY::JJ 
. .,... • r': .. : : . . .,. : . 
D" J::l7 D"ff1:il 
.. r: • r; 
O"'illil "J~ 7Y "1!?,"'~ D"'l~J 
. . .. .. : - •(' . . ,... 
·1~n::p -Wiv.:i I l flJ::Ji'.J 
: f • D~~l~~;l -Vi~~; 
·-~.,-- : . 
They are borne daintily along upon the waters; this could 
be a meditative symbol; water is immediately a symbol of 
contemplation. 2 
This poem starts 
--- ----------
n111q1~~ D"3~i~b1 u"7Yo Y~•s 
• T' :· - : 
1. we note the highlighted effect of the two words only, 
o ., J .:J. ';i u, n-, ~ in a line: in the first verse they 
• • ~ • T' ~ 
were withered and weary rose petals, now they are white 
b 1 o s so ms , and they a r e b or n e d a int i 1 y ( -, p ., :::i o ., N ·w J ) 
,.. . . r .. 
which means light and beautiful and not old and worn, 
and they were laughingly swept away at noon. Here is a 
change of rhythm. ( o : -, il. ·X n could mean "unexpectedly 
- 'T • ...- "T 
or suddenly! See Alkalay Dictionary.) (The translation 
of Lask's "Borne daintily along upon the waters, is more 
likely to mean with honour, dignity, respect or 
splendour.) 
0 , J :i '7 0 ., n .'J ~ could refer to death. If 0 ., -, il l J. is meanTin'g ft sudCie"nly" f ft unexpectedly" as can we see in 
the Alkalay dictionary, being clear cut and incisive and 
sudden, it could hint of death. 
we must remember that ABY was particularly interested in 
the meanings of words and composed a book on synonyms. 
2. In many poems water emerges in a meditative reflective 
context eg in W .B. Yeats' "The Wild swans of Coole", the 
poet talks of the water brimming like a mirror. 
D.H. Lawrence is perpetually drowning his characters; 
there is the baptism myth, also the purging of the 
flood. 
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but now, the flowers are transformed; he has renewed them 
on the waters, but nevertheless there is something 
underlying this that is flimsy, delicate, insubstantial and 
likely to pass away. 
: ·~ . ... : : - ;- : 
He takes the blossom symbol and in retrospect goes back to 
his own youth, in meditation, and relives his youth's 
experiences, which is fragile and transient. 
In the following three lines attention is drawn to the fact 
that we see with our very own eyes that the evening of life 
is coming .. 
·1J 7 1WJ -11?¥ .1J"'.~'~7 :u~~! 
~Jii!:jJ~ O""Di ~IYo~~ 1 ••:-: T":' H;-: 
, ·1 J., ~~l;{; '7¥ m :J:~ - j iJ.? 7:::: ?1' ~~: D"' 
ABY ends the poem with a disquiet and a dread: 
1. This, when translated freely, would be "we knew with 
our own eyes (in front of our very eyes) that our youth 
had passed, and when the memory thereof became sweet in 
our souls, or when the memory thereof came towards 
evening, i.e. came towards the end, the shadow of 
sorrow of evening (again the word "evening" - (could be 
the sorrow of ageing) extended and became dark over our 
heads". In this verse, the letter Ayin, meaning "eye" 
is repeated six times, and the word "evening" appears 
in a sometimes contrived "dyslectic" manner three 
times, viz. 
So we 
letters 
. . 
n1~Ci-11l? ,~IYo~~ ,~l:lY 
T-: " ·• -: "": : T 
saw with our very eyes (and there are all these 
"1?Y" ) • 
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This is a long line of the stars stepping out; the middle 
line is short and conclusive, as the end of life, 
~J'7Y !Tl 7i'l i17'7 Ll'l 
•• T" ,.. : ... .,. : ~ •••• : 
and the last line is long as of a long moaning and 
mourning. 
1 
rP1inw m11D 7y:;; ill.Jill ·lB YJ.' :r1y-n:r11 
. . ,.. r: .,. -. ·: ·.· 
The alliteration of the "Mem" sound in il?.:lill 
accentuates the moaning. 
This is deeply Romantic. one could conflate several 
elements: one is death; behind death there is the image of 
the supply; behind the supply is the image of terror - all 
these elements rolled into that lovely image of the stars 
stepping over the mountains. This can be quite 
frightening; there are so many new stars stepping over the 
mountains. The old stars are forgotten, never to be 
1. In Ps 137 we read "We sat and cried when we remembered 
Zion at the rivers of Babylon, and hung our harps in 
the willow trees" (v 1 & 2}; and in v. 4 "How shall we 
sing the L--d's song in a foreign land?" In n i i:J .J ::i 
o 1 ., il , our youth was remembered, and in the Psalm; 
Zion was remembered. In the Ps. there is a foreign 
land, and in o 1 ., i1 n 1 o J :J there is a strange night, 
and the n; 1; ;J ~ feature in both. 
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remembered again. 1 
He has two phases: he doesn't have a resolution: he simply 
has the problem of transience, on the one hand, and then he 
has the problem of the silent world, the wordless world, 
that which can't be expressed in words (night image). It 
is almost as if he accepts the fact that there is no 
solution. His own world is made up of regret on the one 
hand and terror on the other, but both are infused with 
beauty. There is that deeper agenda underlying it, which 
might be his solution. 
In this poem, there is a dreadful angst, because he did not 
have an answer as to what lies behind this life. 
Like Kant, whom ABY admired so much, ABY was greatly 
inspired by one of the great mysteries of the world, "the 
starry· heavens above"; not only inspired, but also 
apprehensive: what happens to the old stars, when the hosts 
1. ABY talks about new stars on the horizon, or stars 
falling, or cold stars. He also wrote a prayer for a 
little boy, about the stars in the sky. 
(Goldberg Leah, 
loc. cit. 
'J'Y 7Y oi?w' u'~ 
- T I 
'nir.:i·m i:/NI 7y O"JJb i1IOY1 
• r . --., .. 
. . . 
p. 24 t 
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of new ones come to take their place?1 
The brevity of life shocked ABY. In this poem, he stands 
there at the flowing river and sees the flowers passing, 
they continue to pass, and everything passes. One is 
nothing; everything is going, the people are going. He did 
not see anything as permanent. 
For those who wish to accept it, there could be a reference 
in n ·1 J 7 tJ to the stars. 
1 i ri w 1 y w = Coma Berenice = a galaxy of stars. It 
could easily be in keeping with ABY's character to use 
mysterious references (See 0., :JJ 1:J n::n JV - il[?.,.:: 1 ,., .) "lYlil 
• ( 711wn , r:P 7'u1 ··p , wm p 1n:i , 1 w1 w i JX 
1. Abram, in Genesis 15:5 was told to count the stars of 
the sky, if he could! also Genesis 22:17 etc. 
__ :.a. _:_.L ... _ 
L!t;i..4L! t;:/t'.t:L -O/t'.L • 
.. ... -... . . ... .•. 
L!L /t'.t:L Nt:i.. t: /t'.41..l!. 
i.4N ui:1t Nll catlil!. : .L -: .I. 
LULL.l:l 
i.!tL.(L! ~2LNLl~ c4 ft.Call ~/t,1:it1..l!. : ... .&. --• ••• ... .L 
l:t:lt'.i..Ci..L L!l:l~L!~Ll i..t;:i..Vl N4 l:l~L!. L!/t'.~40 
-.&. .L. : ••• .&.. 
/t'.L. i..t:~N i..~C S:::lt'.i..L LULL-GCi..C 
• •• -· : ... : .L 
t;4t:1.. -lt'.i..Ci..C l:LIGI:~ -4i..4L! • 
i.Ct:-2nzt: ~2P?i..t: -... _: •• :.a..&. =-=-·.:. 
\;\. Ct:L. LN~ t:L. l:C{72ClL! ClL!t:L!t:U 
:.a..a. •• -
LC:CL! l:l{72(!t:: 
: ... : .&. ... : .&. : ... 
Ll.!4NL! i../tl:u LL.!4NL! 1..1..41..4 • 
i.S:£u a/tt:Ci~ ~~It'. -&a~ul L!t;~L!vz 
Li..~~u ~u~d~ aiL~1t~u-u4~c c~L.u~u ~cual!. : ••• -== :.:.&. •• :. =--.&.: 
\.CGd 1-41.:Il!. LL!UGLd N(, /t4i;Ul!. 
1:6UC.L! 2t, ~Pit:t: ·t:~L.i..C!L! : .L .L --:-.L 
l:Clt:Ll.!(, i..Cl:O L!i;/tLL! 
N(, 21..L~ll ~i..Ul!. ~~ud cfa. -cP?i..al.! L'C~CU : -· 
t:(,i..4 U! 
:.a. .&. ..... 
LC~N m.c· 
: • .a.:.&. : • .&. -=-.. .:. 
l'Ct;L! CL!L~U LL!CL! ClltLl:Cli..L!C 
: ... _ : . -.... 
\.'Cl..(, Ll.C C{721..Clll ~1...~ll 
:. :.a. •• -:.&. •• .L -=· .. -=·· ... 
LL!~l:I/tL Jt4 i../CL~U 1.!~'Ci..-N~CC l:ClLVZi.. t:i..-VZLCii..L!C 
--: .... -:----: •• : -: .&. : 
t:t;i..(,L! i../Ct:LL O/CL IC(, GC" {72U~L NJ...ClUl!. 
t:(,"(,L! "/C'.t:LL. OlCL 
Z06T N3.L.LIHM 
6 W30d 
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In the poem the "I" talks to the "thou" (this i~ one 
person). The "I" tells the "thou": "One day a great storm 
will come_ upon you and wreak havoc, it will assault you, 
and attack you, and fall upon you, and you will be 
physically and emotionally shocked and startled. Be aware 
that that 'destructive' storm is really creative, it will 
bring the spring, a time of a new birth". 
The poem is written in the future tense. 1 The key to the 
poem is the title., y o 1 1 :i y ., i1 7., 7 :i together with the 
third last line, You will not know 
yourself, you will not understand life. But if you focus 
on the winter storm, you will not be able to appreciate or 
even notice the creative rebirth of the new season of 
spring. There can only be a spring if winter comes first. 
Let the winter come and go. 
As Shelley said "If winter comes, can spring be far 
behind?" 2 
The "I" says to the "thou". 
"In the night a storm will pass over your land, and over 
you" 
0"J9 - '1~n1 ,.,Yl D~" ~1~" ~y 
HO~ ,.,.. T" 
1. According to grammatical rules, the vav Conversive can 
convert past to future. The poem starts i17"~J 
. r: - -
1yu li.JY" - "at night the storm will pass ... 
-·- -:·-
2. Ode to the West Wind (Percy Bysshe Shelley). 
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"Until a pale-faced young day will come (the spring) -
and you have been longing for ~ ... .J. \.. • 
::pY1lYD. IT.:ilY 7::::i imq;:.i7 iil"lY1 
r ·: ;- -:T ~ r:· r:1·~ 
but be aware of it, or spring may pass over you, without 
your realising it, that storm night." 
;r"?Y J" :m 1.:& 1 i1 -
... T' • T' --r ~ .. 
• '1310 - IJYil ii7"'~~ 
_, r:- -r-:--
Be ready for the spring! 
Here we have a message: that life is one "whole". 
-, y u -, 1 J -y ., ii 7 ., 7 :i is divided into two main parts. 1-13 
consists of the ravishing of the storm wind. 14-24 
describes what man thinks and feels, depending on nature, 
describing the results of what the wind has done. 
1-5 is the work of the wind, attacking and assaulting the 
land, the forests, the fields and the rivers. 
6-13 is a fearful attack on the house 
nJ u 1 i1'":)"WJ - -;:n:> yn~., lff'' .::i n11"'P. 7~ 
T • • -; toy• T; •• .,., 
"Its howling laughter snatching you from arms of feverish 
dream 
Its chill flight touching on your glowing brow. 
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Then on it flies and as it flies it howls." 
;i17mr.i mn-;117 oi'tn - niyi1w ivini.!l n'i'7"1 : ... - : -:: : . : - : . : 
oiii?u ~D~~~ Y~~ i~~Y~ n~~1 
•• ! • . • • 
• 7,7.,., iil{'7ii1 =r1Y., m~7i11 
• •• T':r; ·r r:r: 
This is a physical attack, as of a man raping a woman. 
In lines 14-20, the ravished one lies panting and very 
tense 
n:ii1Jiii.l iiwu.iJ:i -.:ii~q a:l!J 1:l 
·: ... : -: Tr: ... 1"' •• 
i17"7 - ~~~n~ O"J"Y - .,~~i 
r : T ; ., ..._ •• : 
(The alliteration describes the heaving of the heavy body 
and .the panting.) 
The storm appears in as violent and 
threatening. The storm can be in one's own soul. Here is 
a drama with 4 actors: 
1. the storm 
2. the 
3. the 
4. the young and pale-faced day of spring. 
The tells the iinN what will happen in the future. 
The knows the does not know. The storm will 
pass through his fields, assault his forests, heat the 
breath of the fields, expose the rivers and beat their 
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nakedness till vapours rise from them ( 0"1K NtJJ.Jl). 
And there will be a hcrrific 
and groaning, and the attacker's running away, but coming 
back for more, with howling sounds, beating the door and 
bursting into the attic, and "Its howling laughter 
snatching you from arms of feverish dream" 1 • 
;i~~~ry nimie oi'tn - niYil~i? lvlilip n??~~ 
. 
"From the arms of the feverish dream", implies into the 
arms of the attacker.: 
The horror-struck lies there 
: :i:;:i_w,• r.· 1 ;i JJ 1 
rr: 
n::lil::lili~ ~DWJ~ ~::11~1 ~:::l~ 11 
·.· .. : : - : ,.. r ~· ... " .. 
::i., \Lf. :w ::liJij? - ::n 1 
• • - \' .. _. r ~· 
.~7.,7 - ·w1~n1 a~J"Y - "17~ 
.,- ~ T 
with staring eyes and caught up by the night. 
In the addressee ( 1 Y Z) J ) or the 
ii n N lies open-eyed, bewildered. 
He is not really awake. He does not 
know what has happened to him, and there is a feeling of 
intense aloneness in that wakefulness in the dark. 
il:::lii::lili:J ili'J\llJ.1 "1J 1H1 IIl 1J. 
'"'" • ~. T "' 
........ :-: 
::J"W.ii :JW.. - :r11 
•. - ·; •. ·r: 
.~~.,7 - WJ~n1 D"J"Y - ~1~l 
,- ; T' 
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Body and soul are in a blurred state. 
There is a polarity of opposites between the "eye" - and 
the senses. The eyes are open 
but the soul is blurred, i17'7 - ·un:;n 
-r: r : 
Now there is a turning point, a new young day arrives (a 
new insight). The new day arrives, deeply wondering at the 
world O'J9 - ,~nl ,,Yl O~" ~~.J' ~y 
.. T" 1• • 0• , t-- T -
and you, the i1 n K - that is what you always wanted 
without your realizing it perhaps! You didn't know that 
this very spring that you needed so much, would be brought 
by the winter storm. If you want to know yourself, if you 
really want to understand life, don't let spring pass you 
by by giving winter all your attention. 
The addressee, the "thou" doesn't really understand. When 
the explains it in lines 23 and 24, he starts to 
understand it. 
~' '?y :l' :ll~ 'l.JY 1 i1 -
-r .. _,.,. • T" _.,.. •• 
• -,YD - i.JY~ i17'~i1 
-"T" ·r:- r:--
This looks as though it is written in the past tense, 
.,.1 ., ? ::: .::i ., ::i ~' '1 .::i ~· , but this is not so. The entire 
~· T - r 
poem is written in the future. 
You will not "be aware" (from Song of Songs 6:12) that 
spring will have passed you by, that night in the passing 
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of the storm, this is a message from the "I" to the "thou", 
to be aware ~-- .. --;:) l:"l.. .l.11';:! is comiug ~ to liv2 thrcugh the 
winter patiently. 
Man is set up against the background of nature. Man is as 
nothing against the powers of nature. The whole gamut of 
emotions is expressed by the to the It 
reaches its peak when he proclaims: "You won't know your 
own soul!" 
This is a phrase from and is an 
emotional outburst of a love that is confusing, meaning 
"you will not be aware". 1 
As with a lover, his orientation is blocked out, and he is 
inwardly confused, he does not know that spring is coming. 
Fortunately, the "I" explains. 
1. Song of Songs 6:12 
"Before I was aware, my soul set me upon the chariots 
of my princely people." 
Cohen, A. Soncino, 1946, The Five Megilloth. 
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Comparison with Bialik's ".J , .J t\ ' 7J Y u" 
In Bialik's poem J'.J~\ "'?JY:J and ABY' s poem, spring causes 
the soul situation. With Bialik, the reader knows at the 
beginning what is going to happen • 
.::l" .Jl'\il '7 r1 in;::: w Iii ii °'IY 
• T"T" •• : ·- ',' ·.' Tr -
"On the mountain stand my feet of spring". One can 
understand the feelings that will emerge. Everything will 
be beautiful. 
ABY departs from the Bialik understanding of spring 
in (For Bialik spring was automatically 
renewal of youth, not so for ABY. They have words in 
common, but not the same nuance of meaning.) 
Bialik writes of 
ABY writes nh\J;i n::Pii·J on 1ro. 1 
"r -- -T: 
• cru<: ~;:, :,.:/ J 1 
·r .... TT .' 
Bialik writes "There are mists from the sun and buds 
develop from the wet trees." 
ABY writes of "wet leaves". 
,_. .. :- . ·-. 
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The word occurs in Ezekiel 17:9. 
0J~~ nnD3 ~s1~ - 7~ 
T• r:• ···- T" 
"It shall wither in all the leaves of her spring." 
G-d sends Ezekiel with a message to the rebellious ones; 
viz. "Could things prosper, would the fruitful land not 
wither?". 
Bialik uses "i I D in 
1. 
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THE DRAMA OF 
The storm pushes on you, and you think it is going to crush 
you: and he says 
The whole world seems to be pushing you, moaning and 
groaning, and it plays on your nerves and feeling of 
well-being, and it will break down your door and go into 
your attic and there will be total invasion and it will 
pull you out of your dream, and the ghostly moistness will 
touch your forehead. 
Diii:;ii ;jiUiJ!l y;:rn W=i}i1.J fl:.E1 
.. - ! ; ' !. - . - . ~ 
and your body is "lost" and heavy and your soul is 
flickering and panting, almost like dying away, and you 
listen carefully 
i r : 
ll:Ji1Jil?..1 iii'.:UiTl --en N 1 TJJ u 
.._. :·: -: TT'." • ~ • ". T" •• 
J::W,H J':liY,:--::.r11 
• • - -:• • I; 
.i17''7-i.J.1:.Ji11 iJ'J.,y-·q;'l 
T; T' 
You are still half asleep, but your eyes are torn wide 
open. You are half asleep, but your soul is wide awake. 
The big storm, that is shaking and pressurizing you, and 
keeping you breathless, and making you flicker away, is 
making you too frightened to move. Your body is still 
sleeping, but you were so shocked that your mind and eyes 
see everything. You are aware that you must take great 
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care. Before you know anything, because you have been so 
distressed and concerned about what has happened to you in 
the past, the advent of spring will pass you by and you 
won't even notice it. His soul caught up on this message 
faster than the body. His eyes are lying there watching -
they are the window to his soul. He is like a prisoner, 
and he is looking from the inside of his prison! It is 
painful and pitiful. The body is ii 7 '7 7 - ·w ., Ei n , ca ugh t 
T' ~\ T ; 
up in the night, a victim of destiny, perhaps old age, or 
even death! (that is the cycle of life!) But his soul does 
not want that. His soul does not want to take part in that 
cycle. He is lying there, waiting for the day to break, a 
normal young day is corning, and he talks of all his 
yearning, and says to be careful about this, because this 
is exactly the moment that he wants it to continue, that he 
doesn't want the cycle of life to go too fast. He doesn't 
want the body to die so fast; the soul that is within wants 
to conquer the cycle~ 
The ii 7 ., 7 - ·'-:i :i :J :n ( st i 11 s 1 e e ping ) i s more the phys i ca 1 
.,.. r 
body, but the CP .:PY .,:171 is more the soul. The windows 
to the soul are wide awake, totally different, they see 
everything. 
This is called 'lYO '11:lY' il7''?:i , the night of the big 
storm, which shook him, and the storm cruelly tormented and 
mocked him, as if to say, "you're growing old". It shook 
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him. Maybe that is the insight that he got, that he is not 
getting younger! 
He is talking to himself. His soul is talking to his 
"whole". Later his soul takes over and divorces itself 
from the physical vessel. 
The big storm could have brought a flash of spring to him, 
maybe his poems, maybe his memories. We don't know -
because of the duality of poetry. 
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POEM 10 
WRITTEN IN 1918 (the poet was 35 years old) 
1~ ii'7 ;i?7? ?jj ;i?7?] 
n?,~~~ 11~~~ F'~i? ilJ~ F'~i?] 
• piin~ i•:JJ~~ t;1?i:JJ1 
•• : • -: - • T : 
=1,:;i i:l ":'f;i pN1 m~' in~=1 
T •• • - ••: T TT 
;'17.,:JJ' 0:¥ i'J/W .,l!:>? i1~:Jl' =l'rlN~ Ci.,:;,~ 
T • ! - - •• : • -: - •• •• : 
=1'~ -;ii?. o.,;:i?~ T~ n7¥~ .,=? :i. '?.] 
• :i7.,:JJ~;i in~~ iim - cmn;'l1 
T·:- -T: T•::•: 
n:;if,'i:l w~7f Ni;'~ oi.,7 ci"l 
C.,:l:;)i~ 7!1~W., ;'l?.,? in~ :i?.,?1 
•y :• T:- -- T:-: 
: ni:i:Jl' :ii.,ui c.,,,;:;i .,n~iv ?'JI 
·: ·: ·::·: T • • : •• : • -
.C.,:"?-lf :i'~ i!J~~~ "??!)I}' c.,:;r;i~ 'Jl~lf~ 
This poem is on loneliness (or alone-ness); "how "the few" 
(or the "alone ones" give their message • 
. 
In O ' I D 1 ~ 0 ' I I 1 ~ , loneliness, or aloneness is ·a 
source of pride. As Leah Goldberg wrote of ABY "he sti11 
wanted to live his life of exalted loneliness". 1 
1. Goldberg, Leah, 
p. 56, 1952 
Loe. c•T. 
Gorpein says of 
. 
nevertheless 6 it is .::i. 
The first two lines of 
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0"~~1J , "this is a poem about death: 
nf frij t-h" • 1 nni:>m 
.L. - • -·· 
D"'"1:;:; 1\'\ O"'"l11J 
il.7¥;i":i iii'.?~ 7"'0;: Ol"' 1? Di" 
1Jiv"' ;i7.,7 7y n7.,71 
•• : l"'": - T :- ," 
{which changes later to a warm happy outpouring of light) 
reminds us of Psalm 19 v 1-4. There are very strong 
concordances. 
Y ., i? lil ·p :li:) 1 ''1 7 ii_li,_.·"'-y,'ZJ .• :'! 
- • .,. T' • - Tor 
-i;i~ Y"il: ui"'7 Di" 
·: - . : 
ri~l1-iFlri' i17" 77 i17~ 71 
- ..,.. ... - • "'t": - : ..,.. • - . 
We learn from these sublime lines that the message which is 
conveyed to man by the sight of the heavens comes to him 
without the employment of audible sound. 
In ABY's poem day bequeaths a flickering sun unto day, and 
night laments night, and summer after summer the leaves are 
swept away (an allusion to the autumn of life), and the 
1. Gorpein 
1972, p. 14 
Also Gorpein 
1972 p. 56. 
) 
I 
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world rejoices in its sorrow. (This is an unusual 
combination o( words ~.- .. ,_ - ·- .-.t"~i. uap~ 
sorrow is an essential ingredient of life. 
And tomorrow we shall die and there shall be no word in us, 
and as at the time of going out, we shall stand before the 
gate at closing time. 
This reminds us of Yorn Hakippurim, il'?"YJ , and the Day of 
T ~ ! 
Judgement, and the heart is happy because G-d has brought 
us near, and the heart comforts itself, trembling because 
of a possible treachery or sacrilege (possibly a 
demonstration of a certain lack of faith). 
In the third verse, day carries a burning sun unto day, and 
night after night pours forth stars; the sun is no longer 
flickering out, and night no longer laments night. The 
writer seems contented to say that on th~ lips of the 
lonely ones, (the alone.ones, or the few) song is stopped. 
He seems comfortable with this decision. The line is 
flooded with silence: 
n,~Y~ n,'W D'••i~ ~n~~ ~¥. 
the lonely ones·: a{e proud: yrn"' this 
way they become unified with the cosmic sense of time. Past 
and present and future become one in the eternal silent 
space of time. 
He concludes 
"On seven paths we part, and by one we return." 
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"Seven" is a traditional number; when we are born we all go 
different ways; but we ~11 return thP RRmR nnR WRY. ThArA 
is no more loneliness. (The one could be an allusion to 
the Shema.) 
This is a seemingly simple poem, but it has a wealth of 
meaning. It seems to rise from the poet's insistence upon 
silence as the only means of self-expression. 1 
1. Pagis Dan; in Burnshaw s., Carmi T., Spicehandler, E. 
The Modern Hebrew Poem Itself. Schocken, N.Y. 1965, p. 
51. 
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POEM 11 
WRITTEN 1925 AND REWRITTEN FOR THE THIRD TIME IN 1928. 
Published in Mizpeh in 1930. 
~i1:lJ?; N?i i::r~;i·r::r "i~N 
• ,;,J ~P"r:t7'~ "~ 
Cv"J~J/~ I'l'!~!?:n i~~ C":::l",~;"I "i~N 
CJii~~~ C"~~;i iiN ?JI ;"l~"Oi;-r 
T : • • T- - T • 
CW~J "'~:::l" ;"Ti:::lJ/ cmN" iWN C"N";"! "iWN 
T : - T : T T T -: - •: -: • 
1~1?::r r1}~¥~ "~~} 
·TH'~ n~?-::2 ni7¥:J "inN 
i~ 7~1? C~? N-;i(; i~~ C"~7i~;:t "i~N 
.;i:i?~"!"[;i ni~n c~~~ 7¥; 
c?iJl;i :::i 7 71i:n ?N ~~.OX" "~ c;-r"-1WN 
T T •• • .. • : T·· 
T: • -
In 1928, the poet was 45 years old, and living in Vienna at 
the time. 
ANALYSIS 
This poem, the high point of ABY 1 s poems, because it was 
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written at a major turning point of his life, is the 
distillatio11 u[ L.i1e U1i11K.i119 duu chur11ing, in the poet: s 
mind, leading up to a dramatic decision in his life. 
This is the theme: 
This poem started off as a political poem written in ABY's 
notebook opposite 
"Their speech shall not be bitter 
and the memory of the days is their banner" 
[ . . . ] · mi1 7 1 o'?l 7 "1 mm D"iJ-"il 7:::> -on T" T : • -r ' • T - T .,. •• .. 
1 
Its nature changed completely. This is a contented poem. 
It concerns "happiness". 
reverse the Biblical ABY's poem 
harvesting 2 to a non-harvesting, and 
series of paradoxes. 
1. Goldberg, Leah~ 1"11 IV?.: i:lY ilili" l:l 
p. 80. 1952 
2. Ps. 126:5 
Isaiah 32:20 
There is also 
Recited twice 
meaning of joyful 
builds itself on a 
loc. cit. 
l"il~K 'nw CYil '>1WK 
in the morning and once in the afternoon. 
Taken from psalms. 
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Reaping and sowing is a cyclic process and 
"' .., ., 
.... ' I is a cyclic non-individualistic 
cosmological poem. 
In 1 .,-· 1 l p ' i'\ 7 1 0 ., Y I 1 T i1 ., I iJl ~ ABY reflects and 
contemplates that the ego can align itself with the 
universal principle of cosmic understanding, and also to 
some degree of union with the universe and of peace; there 
is a oneness with nature; man is a ~icrocosm within the 
macrocosm.
1 
1 Silence is a focal point in this poem. 
This poem concerns "happiness". It starts off with an 
enigmatic statement, the opposite of what we would expect. 
"Happy are they who sow but do not reap 
For they shall wander afar." 
.r1~p' i'\71 D"Yl:J.Tii ":!W~ 
' I ; -
• i;hJ .ij.l"''lT'T'' ""::i 
. ,·-
1. "To thee silence is praise". Ps 65:2. 
and Ps. 62:2 says 
"Only for G-d does my soul wait in silence". 
It is interesting that in 30 C.E. Philo, the Jewish 
philosoph~r of Alexandria, speaks of "a silence that 
speaks more clearly than speech". In the human mind, 
silence is knowledge of the Deus absconditus, the 
hidden g-d,(Encyclopaedia Judaica - under Kabbalah}. 
This poem could be called "The height of Aspiration -
Silence". 
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If one is only in one field, one is too narrow, as if one 
were a frog in a pond; only in the pond, and no further. 
Perhaps the one sowing, should not find the reward, because 
if he were to find it, his world would be narrow, within 
the limited fences of sowing, planting and reaping. Should 
he not reap what he is sowing, it will force him to enlarge 
his field. He will grow because his field of activity will 
grow, and his horizons will extend. He will go far afield, 
and if he wants to find a big ocean, he will have to find 
other experience, or otherwise, he will remain in "one 
little pond". Only then, by going further, will he know 
where he belongs. 
return. 
Only by leaving will he know where to 
The sowers could be scattering seed, or knowledge. Perhaps 
they want to give it away, as they have given away the 
glory of youth, and their jewelry on the highway (as they 
give an offering of silence to G-d). 
They are proud of what they give. They are not expecting 
to win or receive any return as fulfilment or reward. In 
scattering their knowledge, or whatever, on the high ways, 
they are demonstrating a way of life, a way of giving. 
Perhaps he previously had a conflict within himself about 
the way, and how it was necessary to conduct himself on the 
way, until he found his peace, and concluded that he would 
accept things as they are, and forgo ambition and 
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aspiration, so he now withdrew, and made his renunciation 
and did not writ~ Rny mnre, When he haa contradictory 
thoughts, he still wrote. 
' The line goes further "1 1 "1 3 :i ~ , n '1 .., .., :::> 
' -
Maybe those who don't wait to reap what they have sown are 
happier because they are no ti attached to physical 
possessions. They go where they want to go. Happy are 
those who gave away their riches, because there is nothing 
to tie them down, similarly they are not tied down to wait 
for the reaping. Going far is also a cyclical thing, but 
it is also a farewell, a wandering far. He does not find 
it necessary to wait.for material reward. He'd rather go 
somewhere else. He wants to wander, like a nomad. He 
doesn't want to be attached. Happy are the people who 
renounce, and give away. 1 He is becoming free. 
This poem is a declaration of freedom. Maybe he saw 
himself as an intellectual previously, of which he was 
proud. He~as proud of his knowledge. He does not want it 
any more. He has total humility. He renounces it. 
1. "The greatest man in history was the poorest." 
(Emerson Ralph Waldo : Domestic Life.) 
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Everything was erased, as if wiped out after the flood and 
the rainbow appears. It is a new world, totally pure 
1 .:i ·7 ii n 1 J y :;J I like the humility of the rainbow, the ; 
-
purity of the rainbow. He had been attached to 
materialistic things, like books and knowledge. He 
invested himself in it and expected results. It is as if 
he said "I now declare it all null and void" (Yorn Kippur) 
(Kol Nidrei). He seems to say that those sort of things 
are not important. Happy are those who know that their 
heart calls to them from the desert (from the solitude), 
(or, from the "speaking") 1 then they will sing a song of 
silence. "And on their lips the silence comes to bloom." 
He tells us he is not going to write poetry anymore. The 
desert is a vast space of nothingness, of void. His heart 
is already calling him from the 
He renounces his materialistic desires, his expectations, 
his intellectual pursuits and now the poet in him says 
farewell. His heart calls him. He is going somewhere 
else to be on his own. 
Happy are those going down in the world, going down in 
history, to be gathered into the collective heart of the 
world. There is silence ·in this. A daily bread, daily 
sacrifice, 1 ., z:i ~ i1 o ~ n· has to be given night and 
morning. 
1. The I il "1 ?J could be from "the desert" or from "the 
.,. : 
speaking n. 
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Each one hopes he will be able to give something to the 
pool bf collective humanity, and to the heart of the world, 
our knowledge, our personality, or what we can impress on 
to other people, whatever we can give. There is a joy in 
giving thereof: the treasure which ABY gives is silence. 
He is aware that the people come to the priests with their 
daily sacrifices, according to their ability. 1 
Some would bring intellect, some would bring poetry: he 
would bring his greatest and most prized possession, 
silence. 
The language used is anchored deeply into cultured Judaism. 
He gives this as a positive giving to the.world: from the 
totality of daily sacrifice every morning and every 
night. His daily sacrifice is the silence, '"1'.J'l{ ., 7.::i 2 
He is an intellectual and a poet; and a member of western 
society. Each day he must come and offer it, for his own 
peace of mind, to G-d, or to the presence within himself. 
Indeed, for a man who can write poetry so beautifully, and 
see things in such a clear way, for him it is indeed a 
1. The "tamid" was the daily sacrifice brought to the 
temple twice a day, night and morning. 
2. 11..J'i'\ ., 7 .::i recalls the silent praise of the 
heavens in ps 19: 
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sacrifice to keep silent, and to try to wander as far as 
possible without b~ing attached to mutcri~l 
• -r.:ix "7:il ·vw;;iil orn iT'ill 
'' •; •r- T\. i-;; 1 
In this poem the outside world is a part of himself. The 
pictures are taken from outside, but it is obviously his 
own portrait. It is tied to his soul. 
As Dan Pagis says, "This poem, 
does not imply despair over language or the fate of poetry" 
(or illness, or the political situation, or the fact that 
his books were lost, or any of the other reasons advanced 
for ABY's silence), but "affirms the poet's conviction and 
confidence in silence as the only mode of true 
self-expression, 2 
1. Pagis Dan in an article on 11UP" r-~71 D"YllTii "llili\ ' 
in Burnshaw, Spicehandler, E. The Modern Hebrew Poem 
Itself. Schocken, N.Y. 1965, p. 57. 
2. Mann Yitzchak 
p. 119. 1953, May 8 ,oi.,?!!?i:i n·,,!':lo ,p.:i.17,rn 
ny; 7w i~'YD i1~~~ 1t!l:Jl:JW ,W'~ ?tu nv'nW ~n~iU i1r'nW 7~ n~1i~i1 n:i1pnn 
?w n':J1017'~ 11i11.:l ,n1~i1 11nn ,11~1u rn1t!l ,pn1~ ~1n1 71::1.l ~77 i11.:l~n1 
::i? 11n ?K 1:JOl.P ,w~ iY _,m:.:tn iY n-11Jm.:i np'mv 7w n1,"Tl "i11T .np,nw 
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It could be that in the 12th and 13th lines, ABY is saying 
"Happy are the proud ones because they are humble (the 
greatest virtue); they are proud to be humble and their 
pride lies now in the clean, white un-inked pages. 1 
He did not simply stop publishing but preceded that by a 
firm resolution to adhere to silence. This refutes Leah 
Goldberg that the tree was cut down and its leaves withered 
because he decided to be silent and announced this, he was 
convinced and confident that this was right for him. 
In this poem, in a veiled way, the poet will explain WHY he 
is giving up. He won't tell us directly. This is his 
swansong. He is going to explain carefully. Being a major 
decision, he will state clearly what lies behind his 
decision, and we, the readers, are required to have the ear 
to hear. Making a decision is amongst the most onerous of 
tasks, and a milestone. It involves one's entire being, 
and that entire being would permeate the poem which 
announces the decision. Therefore in understanding the 
poem it is essential to be in touch with the entire whole 
being, of the poet. 
1. "In o ., '1 l.J 1 N a ., I""' 1 J. silence could have been taken 
as a connotation, or nuance, or hint, or suggestion or 
undertone but here in 11HP" ~71 D"Yl1Ti1 .,-lilll:i: it 
may be taken as a firm resolution" to adhere to 
silence. Dan Pagis - see note 1. (previous page) 
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It has been said:-
I. 
"A true Sage keeps his knowledge within himself." 
Nevertheless ABY gives it in a veiled but clear poetic way. 
1. Cooper, J.C. Taoism : The Way of the Mystic. Aquarian 
Press, No~thamptonshire, 1972, p. 68. 
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AS I SAT OVER MY BOOKS (Unpublished poem) 
' nJIV"' C., '1:J Oil 7Y 
This poem was written in 1912; it could be a prelude 
to o ., ., n 1 ~ o ., , "l 1 :i and:i , , l v ., R71 0 ., y , , T i1 ., ., TJ} N 
the poem of renunciation and confession, written finally in 
1928. This was written in 1912, when the poet was 29· years 
old. 
., f.lJuP 0.,-i:lCil 7Y 
•: - r ·1: - -
onJ,~Jn7 J"iilY.u~ ff.iJ 
TT' • :-: • :- T• 
"JJ7J "ninJ 1n1p~1 
•T;• - ..--
•"JJN '~f'ID pniil rrt3 "JK1 
• T --·• •·:- r• ·:-
7'nJill J.,i1'7i1 -mt.iiil 'J1 
. : .. · . ; . --- . ' 
J'JN7 l~lZNi ci~D Ii~ NJ~ 
• T: • 
:in1i11 P'lil c7iY~ tJZ)i~ 1iNi1 
T T'T .' ... ~ T" T" .• ! . T 
• .,~ m7 rR\ 7J"!'1 
... -- :· -;-
Wih1 '7:::> .,7 J'JID ·1Pfilfl:71 
·-- , ..... .,. .. -;-:·· 
Oi~il KJ~ il~I i1'7~N~ 
- .· r- T""'·:-
., J::i7 .111n n1"1Yi1 ., ... P .,w:1 
,,r -T ••: 
- T: 
"Jn'tw ?y 
•T: ..• -
1JTY llfl 
TrT TT 
niJ:i1:;1 P'OJ ni1n ;1ni:v "J:>7:i 
T" • • : T - T .' 
.Dl.,il Ii~~ oi~il 11~~ 
. 
"lITl"lnil 1191 nn1l il~i11 
• : r . :: ~· . ... : . . .. : 
.1i~1 nn11 1i9l nn11 
• - • t t -•I 
o7iYi1.illl o7iYi1 rm 
TT "T"l.,.T 
mltll:il P'• o7i:Yii1 
T • ' • ,. '"'r 'r ' 
. ~"JN N3 '>J::iS 
• T .. : ' 
• :P JN N::l , J:J 7 
• T .. , : • 
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The poem depicts a man reading. He distances himself from 
h' 
.. lS body and. joins in 
though all the physical part of his surroundings have died, 
even his hands. The hands are important as they represent 
his own actions ). And he suddenly feels 
distanced from his daily activities. A reader holds his 
books with his hands. That is why "the hands" are 
mentioned. The hands identify with the book, but they are 
almost dead because he himself, his physique, is dead. They 
are "awake", (the hands) n 1 I Y 
" 
but pale ., J ::> 7 :i 1 1 n 
- .,.- : 
, and J:li:Y 1z:i·;k 
r r ; r r 
the blood has left them. His spirit is totally in unity 
with the book. 
He as a reader explicitly writes how literature and 
philosophy influence him, how he is totally absorbed by his 
readings, that he cancels his own self, goes silent because 
he likes reading. We see how he was influenced by other 
cultures; the moment he takes a book he loses himself. It 
is as if he declares tht he is losing his "self", because 
he has found something in which he is totally absorbed. 
• -r 
K·~ ., J 8 7 ,~' ~ M 
~ t : ' .,.. 
, The repetition, 
and '1 1 ::-, ~ n n 1 ::s: ,-1- 1 :J ~ n n l ~ shows the excitement in the 
. 
poetry feeling, that he was brought back to reality with a 
jolt. The light of his own ego was totally absorbed into 
the light of the world, through the books he was reading. 
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He was taken into it, heart and soul, while he was reading 
and his own ego was completely blotted out. He had ignored 
the world outside, and only experienced the joy of the 
books, distracted, far from life, engrossed. He sat 
through the night reading. 
om., D. Jr.i 'I J., iWi.:J.1 rR J 
'T' 'T" • : - : • : .... .,. • 
• .,:i·Jx "''111.J ?rrlil rr.u ., JK1 
• r --,, "•:- T• 
Why are the hands poor? 1 , because they are poor of deeds. 
Hands are very important, but for him they are just 
instruments. In themselves they have very little power and 
very ·little control. They are of little consequence. The 
other parts of the body he does not even mention. (My hands 
are paling in front of my eyes because on my desk the blood 
has left them.) In this we can see a renunciation of 
writing. He'd rather have the o ., 1 ., to hold the book, 
but not to hold the pen and be active and write; he does 
not accept this Qnymore; ; they have become 
pale. This was written in in 1912 (29 years 
1. There are two slightly different versions: in-1y;·1 
and ill" JY a re inter changeable. •· T 
The Tarshish Dr M. Spitzer version, from a· Jerusalem 
University photostat, date illegible 1 has the words 
nil:Yil (as opposed to nP JY) ni1y;1 ., .. i., . .,_;1iu-1 • 
•• 'T .... ,... -"1" •• : 
The hands are "wakeful" to the books, but pale for 
anything else. 
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old). There is a conflict of writer and reader. He'd rather 
just hold the book, and be totally rivetted. 
He loved reading and you can hear mentioned very strongly 
that for him reader and book become 
1 
one. He was 
perceptive; from his youth, so perceptive, that he took in 
as much as a sponge. Canetti said he has a library, but he 
has no books, the library is in his head. 2 In the poem 
there is the shock of something bringing him back to 
reality, the birds chirping, the immediacy of the here and 
now. 
The last word in the poem is It is spring 
• T 
and the birds are ready to chirp but he is ready for 
silence. 
1. The surrender of the ego, in its union with a thou (the 
books) achieves an enhancement of its own individuality 
which may be attained in no other way. 
The ego is not extinguished, but, by metamorphosis and 
transformation, enters into a higher, supersensual mode 
of being. Vietor Karl Goethe, the Poet, Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1949. 
2. Canetti, Elias: The Play of the Eyes, loc. cit. p. 139. 
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A NOTE ON ABY'S STYLE 
ABY's poems are short, with every word chosen. He uses 
internal rhyming, free meter, and natural rhythm with 
movement to describe impressions. His poetry is 
intellectual rather than emotional. His poems are graphic 
and vivid, and he invents techniques and devices for 
describing fleeting moods. 
He uses the Bible and other poets, like Bialik, as stepping 
stones, and he steps out in innovative ways. As Shlonski 
said, he "sang solo in the choir of poetry". 1 He draws 
upon an impressive creativity of language phenomena and 
effects. He makes unusual use of constructs, abstract and 
concrete descriptions, personification, alliteration, 
assonance, onomatopoeia, vav Ha-chibur and the way of 
setting out his type. 
1. Hakak Lev, 
1979, p. 25. 
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In his rhyming, the rhymes are near in sound, yet 
semantically diff crc~t ;i,'l1n . . . ~ . 
r r · 
' Tl-/ • 1J. \:... 
uses adjectives and adverbs in an interesting way; they are 
unexpectedly divided from the word with which they are 
connected. His metonymy is interesting, and he uses 
aristocratic images. 
Light moves dynamically in the forest; lights move around 
the hearth: clouds move hastily across the skies. The 
reader is involved and taken into a world of tension and 
imagination (man and woman become precious pearls at the 
bottom of the sea). 
There is no traditional symmetry, but the poetry is 
qrganized and unified in style and content. His poetry is 
distinguished by its unique strength of character. 
He writes exquisite, impressionistic lyrical poetry, with 
an intermingling of scenery and soul, such as had never 
before been experienced in Hebrew poetry. 
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P A R T T H R E E 
E C H 0 E S 0 F T A 0 
I N A B y I s P 0 E M S 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY 
General Introduction 
ABY does not write Taoism in Hebrew poetry. 
This is brought to show echoes of Taoism in his work, in 
order to show how close they are and by this to reinforce 
my assumption that his silence was natural to him as it is 
natural (even prescribed) in Chinese culture. 
There was a good chance that he was exposed. 1 The echoes 
are like a kindred soul: they reflect his own feelings: his 
1. The Tao Te Ching of Lao Tzu was first introduced in a 
Latin translation made by Jesuit missionaries in 1788. 
In 1816 Hegel gave lectures on Taoism at Heidelberg 
University. Later editions were - 1828, Russian: 1831, 
French: 1844, German. The first English translation 
was by a Protestant Missionary, John Chalmers, in 
1868. After that there were further translations by 
the well-known Sinologists, Balfour, Giles and Legge in 
the last century and many more in this century with new 
translations appearing the whole time, in fact it is 
the most translated book in the world next to the 
Bible: from private correspondence from J.C. Cooper, 
June 12, 1989. 
"He was not a collector, for with all his vast 
knowledge he kept nothing for himself. He had read 
everything, yet I never saw him with a book. 
He himself was the library he did not own. Whatever 
book we talked about he seemed to have read it long 
ago. He never tried to conceal his knowledge of it. He 
didn't boast, he never trotted it out inopportunely but 
there it was without fail when the need arose and most 
amazing of all, no part of it was ever missing." 
Canetti, Elias : Play of the Eyes. loc. cit. p. 139. 
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soul. They "talk" to him. In other words, it is within 
him, in his person~lity. Tn hie: n.::1t-11r.::1l r'lic::nf"lc::it-if"ln_ ho ic:: 
--- ---- ·--·----·- ---~ ... -------- .... , ··- --
near to the eastern way of thinking. As an example, a 
certain story that he told Leah Goldberg about something in 
his early life, of a man going to the end of the world, and 
never arriving there of going beyond, 1 made a great 
impression on him. Although this was only a tale, it 
definitely made a strong impression on him in early life, 
because he never forgot it; he was an alert, sensitive 
soul, and he was clearly thinking along these lines 
himself. This chapter of my work traces the echoes of 
Taoism in ABY, because of the great possibility that Taoism 
could have played a part in his life and make-up. A man as 
sensitive as he was, suffered because of illness and 
loneliness and loss of his life's work and because he was 
brilliant, 2 and had difficulty in relating to the man in 
the street. When he walked down the street, he did not 
look to left_ or right. When he found in Tao the idea that 
one does not always have to communicate, and the 
understanding that some things are beyond the normal 
understanding of things spoken about, it gave him comfort 
and he did not then see himself as the odd man out; This 
was as nourishment for his hungering, tortured soul, and so 
when in Tao, the silence was an accepted thing, the 
ultimate peace, or tranquillity, it most likely provided 
him with a solution, which was supposed to guide him 
1. 
2. 
Goldberg, Leah, 
25. 
·-r11 w;:, 09 iliil" .:rn , 1 o c • c i t . 1 9 5 2 , p • 
iJ 1 '?:J 1:::H·.J.: 1 J"' i<1 1:::.J 101 J.:J 10 
loc. cit •. p. 114. 
Mann, Y. 
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towards an inner peace. 
There are echoes of Tao through the poems, but in the last 
two poems, a , , l:l 1 ~ o ., ~ ~ l J 
and nuv' ~71 O':nHil 'ltlt"N , we find Tao at its best. In 
accordance with the principles of Tao, he took upon himself 
the idea of silence. He was always reserveo. A person who 
writes a poem or two a year is a reserved person and Y. 
Mann, who knew him well, said he "yearned for silence" even 
when . he was a young 1 boy. He was a kindred soul of Tao 
to start with, that is why it echoes so deeply - so 
strongly in his soul; it was like an explosion. The last 
poem was a declaration of his intention to remain silent. 
He is telling the world his life's decision. In later 
years he made people know, for sure, that he would not sign 
any papers, nor put his name to articles 2 , and he would 
1. Mann, Y. loc. cit. p. 117, 114. 
2. Goldberg, Leah. 
Tn \.:.'w aY ilw' J.~ loc. cit. p. 62 
"2:li.J.:l 001.:.Jl"~ i'\/ .ii?~;J O"l::n i1?.ll1Y 7 JJ"t;\ - "'lA~ - 1~1>'\ 01\i.-'J. ~7 ,N7 
• '?.Jw:i K7 7::ix 1J n1:> ;:;i:i \IJ1.:lrnuii7 mi; il7D" , l' .PYJ 111 D"iU11.J "l::n m~ .·1:n 01\il 
and again 1:i» OiJlEJi'\ ~7 'l:lW:l p. 62 
Taoist "artists" were not in the custom of signing or 
selling their works. It was regarded as a prostitution 
to sell works of art. Art (literature, music) was 
regarded not as a profession: it was a life. To wish 
that it may be made known that I was the author is 
thought of a man not yet adult (Dhammapada). 
Cooper, J.C. Taoism: The way of the Mystic. Aquarian 
Press. Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 94, 98. 
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not talk in public; and he went into retreat. 1 
As ·long as he did not know Taoism, as a whole, he was 
wondering, he was experimenting! You can see that it was 
within him and when he met it, he found in it the solutions 
to many of his questions - Tao seemed to be the answer for 
him. It was as if somebody gave him the key to his soul. 
It could be compared to love at first sight when you feel 
you have known that person all your life, or in another 
life perhaps. So when Tao proffers silence - he adopted 
the idea with great enthusiasm. 
The main idea of Tao is the idea of siience, you don't need 
to talk, you don't have to express aloud; communicating and 
acting in silence is a fulfilment in itself. It seems that 
ABY found a solution! Silence. 2 
1. The Sage lived in close touch and co-operation with 
nature and though often a solitary or hermit was not 
necessarily so. Often, like the Hindu 'forest 
Dwellers', he had served the state, or humanity, in 
some capacity before retiring to the wild places to 
live a life of contemplation. His attitude was not 
world-renouncing, but looking at life and rejecting 
the artificial and sophisticated in favour of that 
which is real and of primary importance. It is a 
question of values. It was a contempt for money and 
fame, which caused strained and anxious striving, 
inability to be idle and to be relaxed and enjoy 
living. It caused fear of loss; barriers interposed, 
jealousy, competition. 
Cooper, J.C. Taoism The Way of the Mystic. The 
Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 66. 
2. "Happy are they who sow" really does indicate a happy 
reconciliation, and, if it was his swansong, suggests 
he had passed through an earlier and more doubting 
phase to total acceptance. 
Cooper, J.C. From private correspondence to the writer 
of this thesis, dated June 26, 1991. 
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TAOISTIC ECHOES IN THE POEMS 
The Chinese painted the same things again and again, but 
were never repetitive. It was the same with their poetry. 
we can say the same of ABY's poetry. His poetry is full of 
the cycles 
fleetingness 
philosophical 
of 
of 
life, nature, storms, vintage and the 
life. 1 Most of the objects described are 
symbols, symbols of religious thinking, 
elevated into the spiritual. The pictures of nature give 
you a picture of man, without mentioning him. 
1. These are basic Taoist ideas. 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY'S POEMS 
POEM 1 
THE MOUNTAINS GATHERED ROUND MY CITY 
As for the mountains gathered round my city, 
The secret is hidden away in their wooded flanks 
With the stirring restless tree-sea above it, 
And the secret lying hidden in their mantling shade. 
When vintage came 
Noble and gold 
It strewed its 1 ight round about -· 
All the footpaths grew bright 
While the forest also began to gleam. 
Quiet it was and lofty 
Its head in the skies 
And on its secret 
The gently resting light. 
i) This is a beautiful impressionistic poem, also mystical 
and cyclic and seasonal. 
1 The mountains loom large in 
this poem. "Taoist art is concerned mainly with mountain 
scenery. Landscape painting was called 'mountain' and 
1. Chinese poems were a) impressionistic, b) mystical, 
c) cyclic, d) seasonal. 
L_ 
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'water' pictures; (the mountains with their rugged rock 
walls· were 1egar.ueu cts ~uH1tJu::>ed uf d rnore ::;ubtle sub::>tctnce 
than the earth of the plains. 1 
ii) There is a secret. Tao itself is a secret, unseen, 
inaudible. 2 ABY refers to "the secret" five times, in 
two lines containing six words, which is unusual for ABY. 
iii) 1 ' l u ii ~t :i., 1 - the grape harvest is at autumn 
T - r -
t . 3 ime. 
4 (iv) All the paths have lit up. 
:n'Nil D"?in~iJ 7~ 
... 
1. Cooper, J.C. Taoism The Way of the Mystic. The 
Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 99. 
Levinson, Olga : Adolph Jentsch, Cape Town, 1973, p. 53. 
It is interesting that Table Mountain, Cape Town, South 
Africa is considered one of the seven most energy giving 
mountains in the world. (Even in the "good old" Chinese 
days, some mountains were considered to have more.energy 
than the plains.) 
2. Yutang, Lin The Wisdom of Laotse, Michael Joseph, 
London, 1958, p. 51. 
3. Autumn time is approaching the evening of life. Chinese 
poetry is constantly referring to the transience of 
life, fallen petals, and falling leaves. "Look upon the 
life of man, how fast his hours slide by, his seasons 
fly." Waley Arthur : An Introduction to the study of 
Chinese painting. Ernest Benn Ltd, London, 1924, p. 132. 
4. Tao is referred to as "The Way". 
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v) ., y ·' il - the forest is frequently used in 
Tao and in all Chinese landscape; also trees. 
vi) J., :i o 7::i , l, i:\ n t\ il "l T ·' 1 is a gentle sprinkling of 
• T 
the light. 
vii) N ., .1 \:i 1 f{ :i i1 o p vi Calm, noble and lofty, great, 
• T •• "'f" 
mighty and sublime, high and exalted. 1 
viii) 0 , l:J ~ ~ 1 0 ~·, , 
.. - .,.. -
Its head was in the sky. The forest was proud to have the 
task of concealing the secret. 
ix) .., 1 ~ il n J/i "1 1 o 7 Y 1 
,- ,-
Repose is important in Tao and 
suggests a royal dignity. 
This poem, , is a tranquil 
poem, calm, restrained and gentle. It started off 
restlessly, and finds the calm later. One could know that 
in the Chinese cyclical "way of thinking", calm would 
2 
emerge from restlessness. 
1. These are royal words and aristocratic. Tao is 
written about kings, emperors, sages and also ordinary 
men including the reader. 
Laotse in Tao Te Ching speaks of royalty constantly. 
2. Chinese people are noted for their tranquility. 
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"Everything is moving, ever changing, nothing is fixed or 
in U1e i:Jhe11v111e11ctl wvr.. la. There is flux, 
changing, growing, developing, transitoriness. We shall 
find this in all the poems, constant moving, never ending, 
rhythmical movement. 
situation". 1 
The poem ends 
Stress is placed on the existential 
n10 7Y1 
and although man is not mentioned, he is significant {if 
there is a secret, whose secret is it?). 
It is interesting that the first poem in The Way of Life, 
Lao Tzu, is also about a secret, a secret "and its outward 
container", which two go together as a pair. "These two 
come paired but distinct." 2 
In ABY's poem ',, y 7. J, ~ o o i, J 1 n w o ~ , n n, 
the shady wooded forest of the mountains hide and contain 
the secret. 
1. Cooper, J.C. Taoism The Way of the Mystic, The 
Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 15. 
2. Blakney, R. B. The Way of Life : Lao Tzu. {A Mentor 
Book). New American Library, N.Y. 1955. 
"This secret and its containers are separated only by 
imagination and abstraction. In nature they are 
invariably paired. This pairing of meaning, or 
principle, or life with matter is the most profound 
feature of the world. It is the clue to the 
understanding of all existence. n 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY'S POEMS 
POEM 2 
iT111il.J 71 'tK 
AUTUMN IN THE AVENUE 
Dreaming lights 
Pallid lights 
Drooping at my feet. 
Tender shadows 
weary shadows 
Caress my path. 
Amid bare boughs 
A gentle breeze 
Sounds and soughs 
And ceases. 
Here a last leaf 
Flutters down 
Quivering yet a moment 
Into 
Silence. 
This is a dreamy, silent, slowly moving, royal impression-
istic picture, and also a cyclic, seasonal poem. 1 
1. The entire Tao philosophy is based on cycles. The Way 
is a movement of Nature; it is an effortless movement, 
but is nevertheless a movement like the annual rhythm of 
the seasons. 
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1 
This is a grey and dreamy poem. 
One of the Tao poems reads as follows: 
"The way itself is like something 
Seen in a dream, elusive, evading one. 
In it are images, elusive, evading one. 
In it are things like shadows in twilight."
2 
ABY has a problem of "linear" and "cyclic". He realises 
that the world is cyclic, and the years are cyclic. Man, 
maybe, is going one way only. He rebels against this even 
as a youngster. He does not want to die. 
ABY had a very real problem with death. It shows through 
all his work, and his conversations with Leah, and his 
" description of death; " 
There was some help available in the form of a belief. The 
peoples of the east have a very different approach to life 
and death from the peoples of the west. The peoples of the 
1. This is a greyish poem. There are no primary colours. 
This is the Chinese way. Many shades of grey are used 
to describe the philosophy behind the perspectives which 
were philosophical symbols. Space and distance were 
created by nuances of grey. Levinson Olga, Adolph 
Jentsch. Human & Rousseau, 1973. p. 68, 71. 
2. Blakney, R.B. The Way 
Translation of the Tao 
N.Y. 1955, Poem 21, p. 73. 
of Life Lao Tzu. A New 
Te Ching. New American Library 
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east believe very firmly that individual existence is part 
of a greater Existence, and theretore, death, as such, is 
never to be feared. "All undergo perpetual change, 
1 • n 1 perpetua creation. 
This idea appealed to him. 2 
This poem, il .., "'i "0 :J 7 1 7 ~ 
' 
is about the last 
leaf fluttering down. 
The leaf is part of the tree. we as human beings have to 
think of ourselves as leaves of a tree, as part of the 
tree, whose life is absorbed into the tree. 
1. Cooper, 
Press, 
"China". 
J.C. Taoism, The 
Northamptonshire, 
Way of the Mystic, Aquarian 
1972, quoting Hovaleque 
2. Against a background of western culture we can clearly 
appreciate the very different approach to life and death 
among the peoples of the East. The concept 'life' has a 
completely different implication; so, too has death. 
The prevailing Wester0 concept of death is opposed to 
that of life, whereas the eastern concept of life 
embraces both simultaneously. The meaning of this may 
be grasped in the image of the relation between the leaf 
and the tree: if the little leaf on the big tree were 
conscious of its own individuality, and limited its 
vital consciousness to being nothing but a leaf, it 
would feel its life limited to its own life span. (Death 
in autumn would mean the destroying of its life and 
would be antagonistic to its consciousness of life.) 
But the greater life of the tree "gives birth" to a 
lesser life of the leaf, surviving it and embracing its 
death in itself. (Von Durkheim. The Japanese Cult of 
Tranquility. Rides & Co. London, 1960, p. 15-16.) 
Leaves carried by the tree is a frequently used image in 
ancient Chinese poetry. Cooper, J.C. Taoism, The Way of 
the Mystic (loc. cit.) p. 88. 
Taoist .poetry is like the soughing of the wind in the 
pines, so delicate a sound that one wonders if the whole 
were a dream. Cooper, J.C. loc. cit. p. 93, 94. 
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There is royalty in this poem.
1 ABY uses eloquent, 
gentle language and enhances whatever he describes. He 
writes with restraint. 
1. "Everything in the universe takes its greatness from 
Tao (could be God), and of this the king is the human 
symbol. He is the man, who, through the earth and 
heavens connects all of us with the way." Blakney, 
R.B. Mentor Books, New American Library, 1955, N.Y. p. 
77. 
He does not use an everyday word like o ., D J ~ 
He uses a Biblical word n i:; :i ·ii.i 11 n 1 -,·"' :J •• -, 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY'S POEMS 
POEM 3 
I NEVER KNEW 
In these vint~ge days and many-moving skies 
When earth darts her light-rays from within 
And wasted wide-winged clouds 
Are swept afar by tempest -
Then from the green-black forest your lonely 
House emerges doubly pallid, 
As it calls me with its windows: 
Here my heart may hide away 
From the storm. 
And when you sit like this before the fire 
And its gold sparkles 
On your bent and chestnut head 
The light flows along your fingers 
And the radiance of the flame 
Dances in the mirtor of ydur black and silken dress. 
Apples grow in silence on your table 
The plentiful and aureate grapes overflow the basket rim 
And blessing offers all its ample fragrance. 
The forest thunders and it roars 
A song that is sweet 
Heard in your silent 
Precious corner. 
You and I -
And over us 
The surge of seas. 
Hidden are we 
Like two pearls 
Within their tissues 
On the sea-bed. 
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I never knew my own soul and desire 
Yet my soul drank its fill of the silence. 
see: The wings of my spirit quiver. 
Let the forest thunder, let it roar, 
Let the wind-waves beat and crash 
While on me rests your tremulous gaze. 
Aye, you are blessing 
You are all rest -
When at my very soul the tempest shrieked. 
Hark: Mighty waves are surging in the forest, 
summoned is the earth and all its fullness. 
The world has stripped its whole soul bare 
Before the Lord in the tempest. 
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In this poem, we are a little suspicious of the fact that 
this may be a romantic poem, since it is the only romantic 
poem of ABY's. It could have another reading, the reading 
of a close relationship between the intellect, and the 
soul. 
In Tao, all art, as with the work of the scholar, was 
necessarily intellectual, rather than emotional, and poetry 
also contained little of the love elements, compared with 
h b . t d f th . 1 1 ot er su Jec s, an none o e pass1ona • 
Considering ABY's knowledge of the Bible, it is more likely 
that he would write a "love-poem" to the soul (than to a 
"flesh and blood" woman), as in Song of Songs. 
The duality in this poem ld b Y . d . 2 h. h cou e ang an Yin, w rc 
create one whole, the man and the. woman, but is more likely 
the intellect, the more masculine part) and the soul, 
within, the "passive" eternally creative female part. 3 
1. Cooper, J.C. Taoism : The Way of the Mystic, Aquarian 
Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 101. 
2. See Appendix •. Yin & Yang is the basis of Tao. They are 
interchanging opposites, which form a whole, and on 
which the entire universe and everything in it, is 
constructed. 
3. Cooper, J.C. The Way of the Mystic, Aquarian Press, 
Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 28. 
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The many-moving skies are a Chinese picture constantly 
occurring in Cl1inese art or ~oetry. 1 
The house calls me with its windows. "House and 
windows" 2 are frequent symbols in Tao, the reason being 
that the "empty space" in the house is also interpreted as 
the female passive creative void within, just as the soul 
. 'th' 3 lS Wl 1n. 
1. Levinson Olga : Adolph Jentsch, Human and Rousseau, Cape 
Town, 1973, Cape Town, 1973. p. 5. 
"The spatial-temporal landscapes, with their huge skies, 
sometimes two-thirds of the canvas, which seem to 
signify man lost in the infinity of time." 
2. "The world may be known 
Without leaving the house; 
The way may be seen; 
Apart from the windows." 
Lau, D.C. Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Penguin Books, 
Middlesex, England, 1963, Poem XLVII, p. 108. 
Blakney, R.B. A Mentor Book, New American Library, N.Y. 
1955, p. 47. 
3. "Cut out windows and doors 
In the house as you build 
But the use of the house 
Will depend on the space 
In ·the walls that is void" 
Hughes Catharine. Shadow 
Book. The Seabury Press, New 
and Substance : A Crossroad 
York, 1974, {no pages). 
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In the second verse, there is the male and the female. 
There is iight and biack. Mirror is a Chinese image. Siik 
is a Chinese image. Apples are a symbol of peace. The 
basket was a magic implement to sweep away evil. In 
ancient Chinese times, there was an altar for healing 
spirits, on it were basket offerings of fragrant flowers 
and ripe fruits. 1 Pearls were a well-known Chinese 
symbol. 2 
The poem describes the purifying, purging catharsis which 
follows the storm. 
m~7m fll:\il npy1 J 
r : •: T'.,. <' ~ : • 
iil:YiJ. D'i' 13?~1. i tli::: .J '/J . rn~ 
r"::2· r ' ,... ·.' 
ii"lYDll ·~ j··•s·( rn'1V,7 
r· r; · ., ~ - • • 
This is the Chinese philosophy, metaphysical changes in Man 
and Nature. The catharsis of the storm leadi to a creative 
re-birth. 
1. Children play basket games today, in China. 
2. "It 
with 
fire. 
may be that the poem has a yin-yang balance symbol 
the yin waters and pearls and the yang skies and 
Go~ is yang, black is yin. The tempest yang, 
repose is yin and so on. •· 
From private correspondence of the author, Cooper, J.C., 
authority on Tao, to the writer of this thesis, 4th 
July 1989. 
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This poem is called , "I didn't 
know myself~, Tao says. 
"It is wisdom to know others; 
It is enlightenment to know oneself ." 1 
1. Hughes Catharine: Shadows and Substance. A Crossroad 
Book, The Seabury Press, New York, 1974. No page. 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY'S POEMS 
POEM 4 
ROYALTY 
Day flickers and dies in my diadem 
The gold sits heavy on my brow 
The train of my robe sweeps the marble stairs 
How the sea moans in a splendour of evening grief. 
Daughter of night, be silent as you come 
Sit at my feet upon the white of marble 
Let the wind gently lift your hair 
Your hair so black. 
See the waters swell -
Be seated still 
Till I bid you: Rise and sing! 
In the Taoist cosmos of eternal change the Five Elements, 
wood, fire, earth, metal and water are also connected with 
symbols 
1 
etc. 
of direction, colour, season, sound, climate, 
1. water, as in , could be connected with 
cold from the north. 
1. Legeza Lazlo. Tao Magic. Thames and Hudson, London, 
1975, p. 11. 
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2. Winter. 
3. biack. 
4. Sound of groaning. 
5. The virtue of wisdom 
6. The emotion of fear. 1 
This poem is pervaded with royalty, the title, the crown, 
the gold, the robe, the marble stairs, a splendour of 
grief, the gentility. 2 
There is death here, the death of Venice - death and the 
momentariness 
. d 3 min . 
The wisdom 
of life is a Chinese preoccupation of 
of the "creative compassionate mother", 
"daughter-of-the-night", ii ? ., ? -ii J allows for a calm, for 
1. Legeza Lazlo, Tao Magic, Thames and Hudson, London, 
1975, p. 11. 
2. This could be royalty with which Tao is imbued. Laotse 
speaks of the "king" and the "emperorn constantly. 
3 . l 3?.. 1 : u 1 ,., i] - day n f 1 i ck er s n • 
The Taois~ "key" shown on p. would show that water is 
connected with a) black, b) winter cold from the north, 
c) the sound of groaning 
:nYi1 1 b: l~:J ~ w ~ ~ ~1..?f ..' :.. ilr..:i :·r ·: , 
and fear, (viz the anxiety of the water rising, perhaps 
Venice sinking), and d) also wisdom. 
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hope. 1 
2 The black hair is part of the water. 
,, n~ 1 ~ :r1¥1f =l 
water is also a symbol of reflection, and upon reflection 
things might come right. 3 He bids the "daughter of 
night" to sit and wait till he bids her sing. The Chinese 
would not off er resistance they would "relax on" the 
4 difficulties, knowing that everything goes in cycles. 
1. Venice, ii 7 ~ 7 - n .;i , could be the deep-rooted Yin 
T° • - -
mother aspect, representing mercy and wisdom; the yang, 
the father aspect is justice and method and the power of 
the sun. Cooper, J.C. Taoism : The Way of the Mystic, 
Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 29. 
The i1 7,. 7 i1 n .J could be the mystic female; passive, 
silent, (creator of all things), from whom the heavens 
and the earth originate, constantly, continuously 
enduring always. Blakney, R.B. The Way of Life, A 
Mentor book. New American Library, N.Y. 1955, p. 52, 
footnote p. 59, p. 129. 
2. Black is a symbol of water. 
3. This poem enables man's nature to be held in the 
Yin-Yang balance of intellect and feeling. 
4. Note the line from a poem of a contemporary of Li Po's a 
famous ancient Chinese poet. "A solitary city sinks in 
the milky mist." Cooper, J.C. Taoism : The way of the 
Mystic, Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 103. 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY's POEMS 
POEM 5 
WHEN THE NIGHTS ARE WHITE 
In these white nights of dream 
Dreamt by a weary world 
Time grown still may hearken to its own pulse 
While fountains sound and sing 
Their song of self. 
And past and future comes to terms 
While present is tranquil eternities. 
Within the stillness of your life 
The stars are hushed 
As out of eternities there blows a breeze 
And your eyes grow wide. 
The tranquility of this poem suggests the Eastern way of 
thinking, as opposed to the West. 1 We who live'in Time 
cannot understand Timelessness. Time is static. It is we 
1. See Chap 1 entitled Tranquility in the East and the 
west. "The Japanese Cult of Tranquility" by Von 
Durkheim, Graf, Rider and Co, London, 1960. 
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who move. 1 
This poem is as if written by an old man. ABY wrote poems 
of a "growing-old" nature even when 
2 he was young. In 
ancient China, white ("White Nights of Dream") represents 
west (on the compass), west where the sun finally sets. 3 
1. It is as though Time were the fair, open countryside of 
the Mind of G-d, and the G-d stream of our eternal life 
is a river. The river moves across the landscape of 
time, bearing within itself the hither and thithering 
life of a myriad individuals. The river is the ever 
widening G-d stream of progressing life. The still 
landscape across which it moves is Time. (Armido : The 
Wisdom of the Spirit, Hawthorne Press, London, 1943, p. 
79, 80.) 
2. Karl Jaspers says 
existence enters a 
time and eternity 
real duration, but 
or end in time. 
typically oriental 
writings from the 
Ching in China. 
reality reveals itself when man's 
final phase of consciousness in which 
coincide. The Tao says: Man has a 
it has nothing to do with beginning 
This transiency of human life, is a 
thought found everywhere in Eastern 
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam to the I 
"Nur ein auge blik kann alles Sein". Only for a moment 
can existence be (Oxford Companion to German Literature 
(Henry & Mary Garland, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1976. 
See Jasper's Karl. (Prof. of Psychology and Philosophy 
at Heidelberg University.) 
3. Legeza Laszlo 
11, 27. 
Tao Magic. Thames and Hudson, 1975, p. 
Note that ABY often talks of west, or sunset or evening, 
as the autumn of one's life. 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY'S POEMS 
POEM 6 
-p il :i ~Tl 1 ii 
BRIGHT WINTER 
The world is pure and hard and white. 
Yesterday the North Wind drove away 
The blind and endlessly 
straying mist of dreams 
The wind holds day pent with its breath. 
snow shimmers all around 
And the blue-shadowed mountains 
The pallid-blue skies 
Quiver by their light. 
While in the shadow 
caught grandly frozen 
stretches the river 
Dull-emerald ice 
With radiant snows 
Until its greenish winding 
Trail is lost 
Far away yonder. 
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There day's light flares 
With f lamelets glowing 
As though a sun fallen 
On shapeless ice-blocks 
Hard as crystal 
were broken small. 
Let me close my eyes. 
For my blood sings within me 
With a ringing in my ears: 
The world is pure. 
It seems to me: 
Together with the heart of the earth 
Within me throbs my heart 
As it flows with currents 
streaming under the gelid ice. 
The world is pure, 
Is pure. 
This poem is an exquisite impressionistic "picture" of a 
winter scene. 
This poem can only really be fully appreciated if we know 
that "evening snow on a lake", a Chinese symbol, would 
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refer to "old age", 1 and that the North wind involves a 
. . . . - - . -· . - 2 cold winter \y1nJ and a~so 1na1ca~es rear. 
The wind (or 
river, v 
where, yonder 4 
the 
"2 ~ 'l ., - . 
. 
Divine Spirit) keeps the day away. The 
,
3 iced up, stretches we don't know 
5 In the poem the world is described as pure. 
And his heart beats with the heart of the world. 
fll\il J.7 D?' -i~~ 
··"r'"' ... 
ci7iP ., J.17 ., :::i 
and he feels good because the world is so pure. 6 
1. Levinson Olga 
1973, p. 68. 
Adolph Jentsch, Human and Rousseau, 
2. Legeza Laszlo, Tao Magic Thames and Hudson, London, 
1975, p. 11. 
3. In "i''Y7 ::t"J.Oi::: r1::nriw O"-llii1 we have 'TlnW P'l?T' 
(Not primary colours) 
4. Like the path in ii., "1 vi .J 7 1 7 ~ , stretches 
yonder - goes beyond. 
5. In ancient Chinese lore, purity goes with simplicity and 
youth: he is feeling younger again. 
6. The Sage prizes essential purity. Therefore simplicity 
is the denomination of that in which there is no 
admixture; purity of that in which the spirit is not 
impaired. It is he who can embody simplicity and purity 
whom we call the true Man. (Hughes Catharine : Shadow 
and Substance) (quoting Chuang Tzu). A Crossroad Book, 
The Seabury Press, N.Y. 1974. (No page no's). 
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This poem is directly connected with Chinese symbolism~ 
The paradox of abstract and concrete runs all the way 
through this poem (opposites) (Yin and Yang). 
White snow on the lake in the evening is a spiritual symbol 
for old age; from the north comes the cold and creeps 
towards you! There is frost, and it is icy cold. The 
poet, a young man of 19, writes to tell us he saw something 
unique, a beautiful winter landscape. He describes certain 
feelings, echoes of something he knew, something he 
identified with, but could not quite explain - man in the 
winter of his life. 
These 
cold; 
then 
young 
him, 
seeing 
first. 
are two sentiments, one, you look around you, it is 
two he is expressing a feeling, contemplating and 
suddenly, the young man takes over, the warm blooded 
man, fully alive, and his blood starts singing within 
and he flows with the currents under the ice, now not 
the "icing up" and frosting up that he saw at 
He doesn't feel the cold; he is young. 
so, although this poem is about old age, it is really about 
youth, how glorious youth is, and pure. As we know, ABY 
constantly wrote about old age, even from youth; this is a 
favourite Chinese theme. Even if he were not aware of the 
Chinese philosophy, it echoed in his heart, and he could 
write about it, until he met up with it, and then, when he 
did meet up with it, he did not only write about it, 
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but he could live it, and did, in fact, live it. It rang 
in his heart like a new-found but recognized well-loved bar 
of music, something he had always known, a newborn love. 
When ABY found Tao, he felt it was like putting a name to 
what he always knew. He just did not know how to explain 
it. He did not know about it before, but when somebody put 
a name to it, it was like an instinct that you can't quite 
When he read about the features of the· Chinese explain. 
philosophy, he could strongly identify, because it made so 
strong an impression on him; obviously it found an echo in 
his heart. 
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POEM 7 
11DT~ 
PSALM 
At very rare moments you sometimes raise 
Your soul within you like a crystal drop: 
The world is filled with sun and broken tints 
A gathering of sights and quivering things 
And your eyes are on your world 
As on the crystal drop. 
And you, your world so quivers to pour forth 
And not stay full 
And trembles every where and every way. 
Yet you are dedicate to all the worlds, 
From your eyes flow the bounds of airy distance 
And deep within them lurk the horrors of the dark 
While if things near and far should meet with you 
They require your soul. 
When nights are still 
Go stand on mountain peaks 
And set your head amid the great cold stars. 
Down to the ground sinks all the life below 
And on its ultimate distressful glow 
The black forgetfulness descends. 
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But you are wake to terrors 
Abo~e the datkne~~. 
If a star should fall 
Trembling at the fiery roar that mounts 
Aloft to heaven from Abaddon's lost, 
It falls in your soul 
To be quenched in its abyss. 
And when the morning comes 
You find yourself hovering over the face of the abyss 
To hammer out your depth of heaven upon it 
While the vast sun is in your hands 
Until the evening. 
This poem is Taoist, in its paradoxes. Taoism believes 
that life has good and bad, and we must adjust. 1 
This is a cycle poem. At midnight there is a turning of 
the cycle. The one stanza is about the night, and the next 
about the morning, and there are cycles in the poet's moods 
too. He wants to put his head amongst the stars, because 
each one of us is a star, , but the place 
of the stars is not a happy place, and the earth is hardly 
better. 
1. To adjust oneself to events and surroundings casually 
is the way of Tao. Yutang Lin : The Wisdom of Laotse, 
Michael Joseph, p. 84. 
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"The crystal drop", n 7 'a !l 7 1 '{ 
T" : • ·: .• 
1 
features as. an i mnf"ll'"r~nl--···~¥- '--••- f cc~l the 
contains everything, the good, the bad, the beautiful, the 
frightening. 2 
In the Far East, the ancient Chinese understood the sacred 
powers of crystals. Both the Japanese and the Chinese have 
long considered balls of the purest crystal to be talismans 
aiding contemplation, and venerated them for that 
purpose. 3 
1. Crystals, coming as they do from the mineral kingdom, 
giv~ us a sense of connection with many levels of life 
force. Harold Edmund : Crystal Healing, Aquarian Press 
Northamptonshire, 1987 (Foreword) (Life force is the 
breath of life within us and within the universe.) 
2. " each age has its changes and transformations. 
Misery and happiness regularly alternate. Hughes 
Catharine. Shadow & Substance, A Crossroad Book : The 
Seabury Press, Seabury, N.Y. (Quoting Chuang Tzu) No 
pages). 
3. Quartz crystals themselves have a polarity; they project 
an electro-magnetic energy. They have a magnet field 
connected with the magnetic centre of the universe. 
Harold Edmund : Crystal Healing, 1987, p. 11, 14, 15. 
---------------------------------------------
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J. Cooper says, "The outward charm of Taoist art holds a 
profound inner meaning, it leads bPyond appearances and 
keeps the spirit from the limitations of the senses, so 
that man is not confined to the solid, mundane view, but is 
placed in an elevated position from which he can see over 
valleys and hilltops to the distances beyond, which makes 
possible a subtle penetration of nature. 1 
This poem has what J. Cooper refers to as the stop-short 
and sting-in-the-tail, 2 which are frequently used in 
Chinese poetry. 
"While the vast sun is in your hands 
Until the evening." 
This poem, and all ABY 1 s poems are not simply Nature poems, 
or soul poems, or a picture of a microcosm in a macrocosm, 
(the "echo of the big w,orld"), but they are what J. Cooper 
calls "mysticism made visible". 3 
The art of the Chinese poet like life, had to be a moving, 
flowing thing, it was no static perfection of form, but a 
1. Cooper, J.C. Taoism The Way of the Mystic, Aquarian 
Press, Northamptonshire 1972, p. 96. 
2. op. cit. 
3. op. cit. 
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response, and everything is conveyed by suggestion, 
inference or meto.phur ur simply eluf]t.y ::;pdce. In this wo.y 
the onlooker is drawn in and makes him one with the rhythms 
of nature and the inner worla. 1 
The flowing, rhythmic quality of Taoist art also inferred 
the ever-changing and transitory nature of the world, the 
impermanence of any moods or circumstances. 
1. Cooper, J.C. Taoism The way of the Mystic, Aquarian 
Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 94. 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY'S POEMS 
POEM 8 
01,~ n1DJ~ 
AS DAY DECLINES 
While the red beacons of our life di~ down 
Let us take from off our brow the festal wreath 
With its weary leaves and withered rose-petals falling 
And then all silent go down to the streams. 
As day declines let us stand on their shores 
With eyes that follow them as on they course 
Forsaken yet infinitely proud in their isolation. 
And in the reddish flow of twilight 
we gaze and startled see the blossoms come 
White blossoms 
Borne daintily along upon the waters 
From the garden coign whence they were laughingly 
Swept away at noon. 
And then we know our youth has passed before our eyes 
And while the memory sweetens our souls at eventide 
The shades of evening grief loom blackly overhead. 
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And yet on high star after star comes striding over 
mountains 
With a vast strange night coming down on us 
And the evening breeze that touches us 
Throbbing and moaning as though upon black violins. 
"In the East, the lotus, in the west, the rose is the 
flower that was in the Beginning 
comes to be and passes away." 1 
that wherein existence 
In this poem white blossoms are a focal point. We can see 
2 from Legeza's book that "white" relates to "west". 
This poem consists of a metaphysical funeral procession. 3 
In this poem, in the stately funeral procession, the 
participants are all from nature, and they go down to the 
eternal rivers together, with a knowing submission to human 
destiny. 
In this poem of the universe, man is hardly mentioned. 
Man's smallness contrasts vividly with the hugeness of 
Nature, which is a main theme in Chinese culture. 
1. Cooper, J.C. Yin and Yang, Aquarian Press, 
2. 
Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 53. 
Legeza Lazlio 
Diagrams and 
1975, p. 11. 
Tao Magic The Secret Language of 
Calligraphy, Thames & Hudson, London, 
3. Jonathan Nathan, 80, 81, 1985, J1"1l:::t ,'o1"ii mDD' 7Y iTP-i:J 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY'S POEMS 
POEM 9 
CJO 11~Y~ ~7~7~ 
THE STORMWIND 
At night the stormwind crosses the black of your land 
Assaulting forests tall and strong and dripping-leaved 
And warms the long slow sighing of the fields 
And strips the rivers bare and beats their nakedness 
Till vapours rise from them. 
Upon this night 
It presses panting, groaning by your walls, 
Then starts and flees f orestward 
But fleetly, lightly comes back piping shrill, 
Beating your door and bursting into your attic, 
Its howling laughter snatching you from arms of 
feverish dream 
Its chill (light touching on your glowing brow. 
Then on it flies and as it flies it howls. 
And so you lie 
Heavy lost body, soul flickering (up and down) 
As you listen, listen hard 
Open-eyed and night-caught. 
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Until a young and pale-faced day arrives 
~o gaze deep in the world with wondering eye~ 
And for this your unhappy longings yearn 
While you quiver 
Without knowing your own desire 
- Spring having passed you by 
This night with the passing of the storm. 
The poet paints human passion against a background of 
storm. 
by the 
1 
nature. 
The human feeling recorded in the poem is prefaced 
description of a parallel manifestation in 
1. "This tendency to bring human things into relation with 
Nature, common enough in primitive literature, survived 
as one of the most prominent characteristics of 
developed art and poetry in China." 
Waley Arthur: An Introduction to the study of Chinese 
Painting, Ernest Benn Ltd, London, 1923, p. 15. 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY 
POEM 10 
SOME FEW WHO SAY 
Day leaves a flickering sun behind for coming day 
While night laments for night 
And summer follows summer as the leaves are swept away 
And the world sings once again of all its pain and 
plight. 
Tomorrow we shall die, no utterance be with us 
And as at starting out shall face a closing gate. 
But when the heart is glad 'tis God who brought us 
close 
And then repented, fearing some treachery of fate. 
Day bears a flaring sun to coming day 
Night after night pours forth its stars in turn. 
On few lips song is poised, held poised to stay. 
On seven paths we part, and by one we return. 
This poem deals with opposites, the yin and the yang, (the 
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white with the black dot); 1 (yet with a continuity which 
one day carries forth to ar.other}. 
On the lips of the lonely ones, or •alone ones•, (of the 
few) song is stopped. The •alone ones• are proud to be 
alone. The •alone ones• believe in silence. When we are 
born, every one has different ideas, and not every one 
necessarily believes in silence, but when we go back to the 
One, silence wins the day. The last verse explains the 
first verse; it says the world is happy (or singing) 
despite its unhappiness, despite the sadness of the 
n :::> y 1 , t.il n qi , and he says tomorrow we' 11 go, and we' 11 
not talk anymore or sing, and despite an uncontrollable 
feeling of slight anxiety, we'll be happy. 
·l. The yin-yang diagram shows the two 
great forces of the universe, the dark 
and light, negative and positive, 
femal~ and male, to be held in complete 
balance and equality of power; together 
they hold everything in the realm of 
manifestation. There is a point, or 
embryo of black in the white and white 
in the black. This is not fortuitous, 
but essentiatl to the symbolism, since 
there is no being which does not 
contain within itself the germ of its 
opposite. 
Cooper, J.C. Taoism The Way of the 
Mystic. Aquarian Press, Northampton-
shire, 1972, p. 26, 27. 
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At the beginning he says few are saying ... he is going to 
tell us what the few are saying, but suddenly song is 
stopped on their lips! How then will he tell us what the 
few are saying? 
It is very strange; the world rejoices, but with the "few" 
the o .., ~ "'i i .J , the song is stopped; .i11XY3 ii'1'W; 
. .' ~: ~.. . . .,... 
only these few are actually stopping singing; the others 
are singing at sunset and singing at sunrise. 
The few are different, the unique few; the few actually 
indicate that they are different, and they choose it. 
na::rY J iii 'w' o r~"""E i :1 ., m·w 7Y 
·: ·: ·:~ . .. ~ . . : .. : . -
By their silence they are making a declaration. They are 
saying something to us. They are telling us of the 
importance of silence. Their silence means something. He 
doesn't say what. He just says that few are saying, 
everybody joins together and comes together, bad times or 
good times and they are all singing. 
Basically we are only quiet when we die. He thinks, 
according to . the name of the poem, these few who declare 
silence, are the ones who are really saying something. In 
their choice of silence, they are deliberately "letting" us 
know what they want to tell us. And this might explain his 
preparation for his big silence. H~ is giving a hint of 
..--------------------------------------------------------
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Concerning Emerson's essays, "Circles" and "The Oversoul", 
Lin Yutang remarks that: one appreciates the essays better 
after reading Laotse, ·i.e. after we get to understand Tao 
be~ter. 1 
If we read Laotse and become more familiar with Tao 
philosophy, we shall certainly appreciate ABY more. 
In o :"J • "'i 1 :l , ABY reflects and contemplates, and it is 
here that ABY comes nearer to his goal, that is of his ego 
aligning itself with the universal principles of cosmic 
understanding, and coming nearer to attaining to union with 
the universe and thereby of some degree of peace. 
This is a cyclical poem. Encompassed by the cosmic cycle, 
the speaker and his silent companions know that they are 
about to return to their source. (The cyclic movement is 
one of renewal, of infinitude, revolution, change, movement 
with endless possibilities, but also with the symbolism of 
1. Yu tang Lin. The wisdom of Laotse. Michael Joseph 
London, 1948, p. 28. Allen & Unwin, London, 1952. 
Also, "Vedanta for Modern Man". Edited by Isherwood 
Christopher, in an article Emerson and the East by 
Ferrando Guido, p. 319-324. 
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cosmic completion.) 1 
Cyclical time takes the emphasis off individualism and 
places it on the cosmic. The plural use of the word 
could be speaking of all the "alone" ones of the universe. 
The poet could . be speaking for most of mankind. The two 
arts, painting and poetry are not only related, but 
identical as far as their ultimate functions are 
concerned. The function of bosh painting and poetry is 
none other than to express human sentiments of joy and 
sorrow, happiness and anger, and feelings of peace, 
nobility, pride in solitude, and to uplift. 
Their purpose is to refine the feelings, stimulate the 
mind, and create a mood so that when the reader or onlooker 
comes out of it, he becomes a nobler soul, a loftier spirit· 
in short, a better human being. There is no 
subordination of man to nature; neither is there escape 
1. There is an objective connection between the various 
forms of life. Rebirth is a law of nature. Saher P.J. 
Eastern Wisdom and Western Thought, George Allen & 
Unwin Ltd, London, 1969, p. 284. 
"There is a dynamic conception of nature and the 
universe, not 'natura naturata but 'natura naturans'. 
Creation is not a given fact but a constantly recurring 
phenomenon." Saher, P.J. Eastern Wisdom and Western 
Thought, George Allen and Unwin, Ltd. London, 1969, p. 
284,285. 
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from the human world. 1 
Loneliness or aloneness is a source of pride in Chinese 
culture. In Tao, kings and princes in speaking of 
themselves use the terms lonely, alone, friendless of small 
account, 2 "a going out of the spirit into solitude, 
unafraid and exulting". 3 
Some choose loneliness: "alone as if adrift on the lonely 
sea".
4 
This poem is flooded with silence and loneliness. The few 
lonely ones or "alone ones" are proud of their 
"aloneness". In this way they become unified with the 
cosmic sense of time.Past and present and future become one 
in the eternal silent space of time. 
1. Radhakrishnn, P.T. Rau. The Concept of Man, Allen & 
unwin, London, 1960, p. 160. 
2. Blakney, R.B. The Way of Life Lao Tzu. A Mentor Book, 
New American Library, N.Y. p. 92, poem 39. 
3. Cooper, J.C. Taoism The Way of the Mystic, The 
Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 93. Quoting 
Binyon, L. "Chinese Art", published by B.T. Batsford. 
"Lonely though I am, and unlike other men, yet I revere 
the Foster Mother, Tao". Giles Lionel, The Sayings of 
Lao Tzu. J. Murray, London, 1905. 
4. Chinese saying. 
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ECHOES OF TAO IN ABY'S POEMS 
POEM 11 
HAPPY ARE THEY WHO SOW ••• 
Happy are they who sow but do not reap 
For they shall wander afar. 
Happy the large of heart whose glorious youth 
Added to the daylight and its largesse 
Though they have shed their trappings at the wayside. 
Happy the proud whose pride exceeds the frontiers of 
their soul 
And grows into the humility of whiteness 
After the rainbow rises in the cloud. 
Happy are they who know what their heart cries 
In the wilderness 
And on their lips the silence comes to bloom. 
Happy are they for they will be gathered 
Into the heart of the world 
swathed in the mantle of the unremembered 
As their constant wordless portion. 
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It would seem that ABY was planning for this moment of 
renouncing for a , ---..l.Ull':j time even though subconsciously. 
This renouncing is a confession. 
Perhaps he was thinking about the meaning Of life and its 
purpose. Perhaps he had the desire to know what the 
greater self was about, , w :J .J , n Y -~ ., l'{ 7 To try to 
know one's greater self, it seems one has to give up some 
of one's ego. "Renounce we must, and through renunciation 
gain - that is the truth of the inner world". 1 
He was a man of silence 2 all his days. He started off 
silent in his soul, from his youth, worked through the 
different aspects of silence, and returned to it, in a 
committed way, in 1925, the special "place" he had never 
left. 
3 This moment of decision was a very crucial moment, and 
1. Tagore Rabindranath : The Religion of Manr Unwin Books, 
London, 1931, p. 123. 
In our soul we are conscious of the transcendental truth 
in us, the Universe, the Supreme Man; and this soul, the 
Spiritual Self, has its enjoyment in the renunci~tion of 
the individual self for the sake of the Supreme soul. 
This renunciation is not in the negation of self, but in 
the dedic~tion of it. This purpose is in the 
realization of its unity with some objective ideal of 
perfections, some harmony of relationship between the 
individual and the infinite man. (Tagore Rabindranath, 
The Religion of Man. Unwin Books, London, 1961, p. 112.) 
2. Yitzchak Mann has told us this time and time again in an 
article il.,::rn,z:i ,o.,7y1::i n"',:JO, p.:i1?,u• ,pn:;., l::l uili::li" , 
8 May 1953,_p. 113-120. See particularly p. 119. 
3. "Every moment contains the fullness of all moments: out 
of the darkness of one moment grows the light of another 
moment: the alchemy of the moment is happening. Each 
moment is vital because it affects the whole." Kent 
Carita, Introduction by Norman Cousins, Beacon Press, 
Massachusetts 1982. Pages un-numbered •. 
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as we can see today, the energy of that moment spread 
·beyond all boundaries. This was a moment ot decision hard 
and fast. In a moment of such incisive decision, perhaps 
after years of calculated contemplation, a person would be 
involved with all his being and would reflect that 
experience in his declaration of that decision. 1 
The time had now come when ABY had firmly made up his mind 
to give up writing as an artistic expression. It must have 
taken deep soul-searching and been a wrench for him. This 
was his swansong. 
2 
matter. 
It would not be a light and easy 
In separate chapters we have stated how and why ABY's 
thinking could be along Taoistic lines. 
Leah said he was a strong, proud personality. Part of his 
personality was that he did not open readily. People were 
afraid of him because they didn't know his secrets. By 
1. In our soul we are conscious of the transcendental 
truth in us, the Universe, the Supreme Man; and this 
soul, the Spiritual Self, has its enjoyment in the 
renunciation of the individual self for the sake of the 
Supreme soul. This renunciation is not in the negation 
of self, but in the dedication of it. This purpose is 
in the realization of its unity with some objective 
ideal of perfections, some harmony of relationship 
between the individual and the infinite man. (Tagore 
Rabindranath, The Religion of Man. Unwin Books, London, 
1961, p. 112.) 
2. A poet exists as a poet by expressing his experience 
one thing is certain, the experience itself will be 
incommunicable. The skill of the poet is to make out of 
language and the effects of language, a reliable symbol 
of his experience. Abercrombie, Lascelles Abercrombie, 
"The Idea of Great Poetry", Martin Secker, London, 
1925, p. 223. 
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going into himself it gave him a sense of strength.
1 
The poem starts 
Not to seek reward is an eastern concept. 2 They do not 
seek reward but choose to sink into silence and oblivion 
and become unified with the cosmos. "For they shall wander 
afar." 3 
1. ·{Maybe one has a feeling that one may not manage to do 
the things that one wants to do because of time or a 
disability or some other reason - but it also gives one 
a sense of power in not tellin~ the world what one 
really has. It makes one feel strong not to reveal it.~; 
2. Sivananda swami, Swimad Bhagavad Gita, Divine Life 
Society, Durban, S.A. 1939, p. 126. 
Neither let your motive be the fruit of action. ·cooper, 
J.C. Yin and Yang, Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 
1975, p. 95. 
Tao speaks of "the uncarved blockw l.e. pure and 
desireless. Lau, D.C. Lao Tzu. Tao Te Ching, Penguin 
Books, Middlesex, 1963, Poem LVII, p. 118. 
3. "For they shall wander afar." Line 2 
Laotse says: 
"Outgoing, far-reaching, (Poem 25) 
Also: All things work together: 
I have watched them reverting 
And have seen how they flourish 
And return again, each to his roots. 
This, I say, is the stillness: 
A retreat to one's roots: 
Or better yet, return 
To the will of G-d. (Poem 16) p. 68 - Blakney 
R.B. The Way of Life Lao Tzu, A Mentor Book, New 
American Library, N.Y. 1955, p. 77, 68. 
Also: "Everything comes into existence, but observe, 
returns to its source, ... 
Returning to the source is serenity; 
It is to realise one's destiny". MacHovec, 
Frank, J. The Book of Tao. The Peter Pauper Press, 
N.Y. 1962, p. 24. 
Also "Turning back is how the Way moves". Poem 40. Lau 
D.C. ·Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Penguin Books, England, 
1967 t p. 101. 
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In Taoism "wandering far" implies "return". 
As even T.S. Eliot, a wwesternerw said wrt is necessary to 
go a long way through many difficulties to find a place one 
has never left". 
They, the happy ones, have given joy and light to the 
world, by casting off their youthful . l possessions 
(including their poetry) to those who desired it, at the 
cross-roads, 2 at the milestone where a decision must be 
made of choice of road. 
"'\ 
In the third verse, pride and modesty~ reflect each 
other. 4 
If a quality of a thing has developed to its highest pitch, 
then that quality inevitably changes and becomes the 
1. "I would not leave this main path, so easily followed, 
but many people prefer the by-paths." MacHovec Frank, 
J. The Book of Tao. The Peter Pauper Press, N.Y. 1962, 
p. 48. 
2 • o ' J t.. ~ i] o ·~ , at the crossroads , co u 1 a be the 
mother of th~ ways, the matrix, the Absolute source to 
which one returns. 
3. "The wise wear common clothes and jewels in their 
hearts", Blakney R.B. The Way of Life, Lao Tzu. A 
Mentor Book, New American Library, N.Y. 1955. p. 70. 
Also McHovec. The Book of Tao, Peter Pauper Press, N.Y. 
1962, p. 31. No 70. 
4. "Fame or self: which is more important, wealth or self: 
which is more valuable?" MacHovec Frank J. The Book of 
Tao, The Peter Pauper Press, N.Y. 1962, poem 70. 
Also, MacHovec, "which is dearer, fame or self?" 
Blakney, R.B. The way of the Lao Tzu. A Mentor Book. 
New American Library, 1955, 97, Poem 44. 
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opposite - a complete reversing. 
The verse says: 
oili::i J , 'i:i :l:l i'llJ:l Dnll\.l IQ'i'N D '~\:lii 'lr.:Ji.'< 
;- : 
-
.. r :,.. i ?: ·- ... "':· . ··- ~.: -
., 
n1JYJ 'ilr-11 J?-YI:l 
-· ·-: .. -
Happy are the proud ones whose pride passed the border of 
their souls, and became as the modesty of the whiteness 
after the passing of the rainbow in the cloud. (The sum of 
the colours of the rainbow is white the purity of 
white.) (Pride, modesty and humility and purity go 
together.) 1 
With their perpetual interaction, the qualities give rise 
to their opposites. 2 
1. Humility is amongst the most mentioned essential 
qualities in Taoism. "The most important and character-
istic teaching of Laotse is of non-contention, 
humility, gentility and seeking the lowly position, of 
which water is the symbol. Laotse had more passages on 
teachings of this kind than on any other topic." Yutang 
Lin The Wisdom of Laotse, Michael Joseph, London, 
1958, p. 82. 
"Be one with humble dust, 
This is the mystic unity". 
MacHovec Frank J. The Book of Tao. The Peter Pauper 
Press, N.Y. 1962, poem 56, p. 11. 
2. "The truly wise are content to be last; they are 
therefore first; they are indifferent to themselves". 
MacHovec Frank J. The Book of Tao, The Peter Pauper 
Press, N.Y. 1962, Poem 7, p. 47. 
Humility and pride go together. 
"If you would contract, you must first expand." Giles 
Lionel : Sayings of Lao Tzu, John Murray, London, 1905, 
Poem 36. 
Also 
"If you would have a thing shrink 
You must first stretch it; 
If you would have a thing weakened, 
You must first strengthen it". 
Lau, D.C. Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Penguin Books, 
Middlesex, England, 1963, Poem XXXVI, p. 95. 
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The fourth verse says: 
'?~~~J o~? ~"f:? -,~~ D'TP 'D ':!o/~ 
iPi:J lli1 nt::iil DI'E>W 7Y1 
~· rr: 
Happy are those who know their heart calls them from the 
wilderness (a spiritual place) e.g. Moses in the Wilderness 
with the Children ·of Israel) and on their lips blossoms 
silence. (Silence blossoms as a flower, which is grown 
from seed.) 1 This is a cycle of growth, in this case, of 
silence. The seed was never reaped, but a wonderful 
"flower" of silence comes up in the wilderness. 2 
This seems to have been the height of perfection in ABY's 
eyes. A blossoming is a fruitful and joyful occurrence, 
particularly in the wilderness. 
Silence is a joyful thing; 3 it brings you peace and 
1. Laotse says when "they" have reached their bloom, each 
returns to its origin; and returning to their origin is 
rest or fulfillment of destiny. Giles Lionel: The 
sayings of Lao Tzu (John Murray, London, 1905). 
2. This is a two-fold allusion to silence: 
i) the wilderness is itself, a silent place, and 
ii) The prophets went into the desert to seek the silence 
of concentration and wisdom - revelation. 
3. Silence in the Taoist 
recognized as a way of 
communicate with Nature. 
hermit's meditation was 
communication. He goes to 
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tranquillity. 1 
The last verse speaks of those who are gathered into the 
heart of the world, ( ·i<>o1c' is used for "death"), They 
: r • 1 
are wrapped in the mantle of forgetting (without cares) and 
their law is permanent silence. Perhaps one can give the 
most by remaining passively in the background. Tao 
"believes" in that; Tao also believes that birth, from the 
feminine principle, results in death and in turn, gives 
rise to new life. 
\ 
"1:'.l" ·i7 J -p i:.:riii OJ)Jri iP ill 
• ' • r- .,... .. ., T" .... \ 
2 
In the two poems, and 
1 -, 1 :s v " ~ 7 l o " Y I 1 T ii " -, -.:i i'1: , ABY gives his confession, 
his mentioned to Leah Goldberg, which she 
mentions in her poem to him (loc. cit.). 
la) "Those who know, do not speak" occurs in every Taoist 
book. Legeza Laszlo Tao Magic, Thames and Hudson, 
London, 1975, p. 30. 
b) The Sage imparts knowledge by example. Cooper, J.C. 
Taoism The Way of the Mystic, Aquarian Press, 
Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 68. 
2. "Everything comes into existence, but returns to its 
source. Returning to the source is serenity, it is to 
realise one's destiny. To realise one's destiny is to 
know the Eternal Constant. To know the Eternal Constant 
is to be enlightened. Whoever knows the Eternal 
Constant is open-minded. MacHovec Frank J. The Book of 
Tao, Peter Pauper Press, N.Y. 1952, p. 24, 25. 
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ABY had a "secret" from beginning to end. "I used to look 
at the mountains and trees. You cannot imagine what a 
person sees when he looks at nature in this way - not only 
for its beauty's sake, but from the point of view of life 
in it, and what goes on there. And I used to look and I 
lived with these things and no-one disturbed me" 1 : it 
was almost as though he had a secret with nature. 
ABY was a part of nature, and reflected on it intently, as 
we can see from all his poems. As Leah said, 
:'~1017,~ i'.l71.l 11~~ ,o;iu 1n~1 1n~ ?::i:l ,170 0'1'Wii ?::i:l 
11l'DlJii. ?!,/} n,:Pl'.lji'':lHm n17::inoiiii ?::i 09 ,n1n?I,/}:::. u71.l7:2 ii1::Jii 
2 .y:::.o? yin!.) ·1JJ'~ 0?1y? ~lii y:io:::. 
This tallies very much with the principle that Tao is 
primarily a cosmic religion, involving the study of the 
1. If we read of this experience, together with the 
experiences of the Tao artist Adolph Jentsch, it may 
help us to understand what goes on in the soul life of 
ABY. Concerning Jentsch we read: sometimes he would 
decide not to paint, but just to sit on his camp-stool 
all day looking out at the awe-inspiring panorama, in 
meditation. He realized how greatly he enjoyed his 
solitude. It brought him close to himself. It was 
necessary for a sensitive man to get away from the 
masses, to live his inner experiences without being 
disturbed. The solitary or hermit is able 'to develop 
this inner life, to become aware of himself. He thought 
of how prophets went into the solitude of the desert to 
seek concentration and wisdom. Solitude forces one to 
think. Levinson Olga Adolph Jentsch, Human & 
Rousseau, Cape Town, 1973, p. SO, 51. 
2. 1:m pn , quoting from Goldberg Leah, i11t7/.) oy ilW'.l:J 
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universe, and the place and function of man and all 
t d h . 't·l crea ures an p enomena in i • 
ABY was involved with the mysteries of life. "No true 
mystic would know himself to be such ... he is religious, 
cosmically religious in a broad sense, and all he does and 
says 
so."
2 
is therefore religious, but not self-consciously 
N. Zach said nJilJJ n~T ii il"1'illli ilff' ii i 7., NW pn'.7 
3 
• vil::l1t1 'm jP:i~ niiz:n7 iin''il n1m~ ilS1ynJ 
All through ABY's poems, he seems to be seeking something, 
a quest for human salvation. 4 One seeks it in one's self. 
Suddenly, if we are lucky, something lights it up for us, 
as in a miiror, and we see it clearly. 
1. cooper, J.C. Taoism, The Way of the Mystic, Aquarian 
Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 10. 
2. Blakney, R.B. The Way of Life, Lao Tzu, Mentor Books, 
New American Library, N.Y. 1983, p. 26. 
3. Zach Nathan, i1 7 'I y .l D y , y VJ ., J :J 7 ,..:::i..=2_ , 11/6/60 
4. We would not be aware of a sense of spiritual want if we 
did not have the idea of infinity all the time within 
us. (Radhakrishnan, Emerson. Descartes and Dostoevski 
hold with this. Saher, P.J. Eastern Wisdom and Western 
Thought. Allen & Unwin, 1969, p. 61.} 
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USAGE OF PARADOX BY ABY 
"Paradox is used occasionally by almost all poets." 1 ; by 
ABY all the time. 2 
Laotse 3 is written only in paradox, and it is an eastern 
way of writing. In the case of ABY, it is a central 
device. There are juxtapositions of contrary words, ideas, 
concepts and forces, which are irreconcilable yet they make 
a complete entity, a "oneness" and technically they ~re 
indicative of each other, they shed light on each other. 
They are set against each other, to bring about sharply, 
the contrast between them. The contrasts are complementary 
and co-operative. Opposites can transform each other. The 
basis of the transformation and transmutation is the 
acceptance of the whole with its negative and positive 
1. Abrams, M.H. A Glossary of Literary Terms, Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, N.Y., London, 1912. 
2. Zach, Nathan says that ABY describes his nature poems 
with careful opposites. 
,~i 
' 
11.6.60 
3. Tao. 
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aspects. 1 
ABY steadfastly brings this device into play. He 
constantly places sweeping opposites in close proximity to 
each other, in a close spatial relationship, which are 
marked by sharp, unmistakable contrasts and conflicts. 
There is a magnetic polar attraction between them, and they 
substantiate and enrich each other. Each one is only half 
an idea without the other, e.g. birth - death; black -
white; summer - winter. The one gives rise to the other. 
ABY weighs and reconciles his opposites, and places them 
together, for the sake of "truth". 2 ABY bears a message, 
and his message and his poetry (and his devices) are a part 
of the enigma and riddle of ABY. 
we shall give a few examples: 
In we have: 
w"YI I -i10 
.:'.l".JQ(.) iilT :71 ; 1·1:J:i 
• -r· .. '~ . 
-
.. 
.,, i1.Ji1 
'.,..,., ~'~ , 11N f ?3 ; 
1. Cooper, J.C. Yin-Yang, The Taoist Harmony of Opposites. 
Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1987, p. 16. 
The opposites have a vital need of each other just as 
the human being cannot live fully without relationships. 
Cooper, J.C. Yin-Yang. The Taoist Harmony of Opposites. 
Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1987, p. 15. 
2. loc. cit. 
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In iii , w :i 7 1 7 l'\ , the 1 ights are dreaming, O'z:J'/1n m1rn 
{lights are usually clear, and dreaming is hazy); here, 
o ., ., 1 n n 1 1 1 K , lights are pale; {lights are usually 
bright). The lights are soon followed by the shadows. 
;·1712 n:n 
r 
7iv 1i:ir;i 
The gentle breeze had "given its voice" 
and now there is ilZJC':ii 
T T •' 
The opposites create a tension between two interacting 
elements or forces. 
In 'lll:JJ 'li:'.0' N7 , we have the storm without, and the calm 
within the house; wide-winged storm clouds are dragged 
distances {storm clouds are dark) and light is radiated 
from the earth. 
The end of the first verse reads 
ill;Jijli ., JSiJ 
ii'. - .. : ' 
In my heart is a hiding place from the storm {A hiding 
place is secure, a storm is insecure). 
There is the idyllic scene before the hearth. We have 
golden autumn colours, gold and black. 
In the third verse there is "thunder and noise in the 
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forest", and "sweet song and silence in your precious 
corner". 
. 
-,Y~!] Ill[!". =-j~ D~~~ 
~ -p :.il v ir1i:i ~ 
• ·r 
• '.il1¥., n B 
• .. ·r : • 
In the fourth verse, there are the two pearls hidden in the 
sea bed, two little pearls hidden in the mighty sea. Again 
. -
1 1 ~ '.If and the two are hidden there is noise and o ., 7,;i ~ 
o ., , :i :in , and peaceful. 
In the fifth verse, he comes to the spiritual, the soul. 
Although there was thundering storm (outside), he drank in 
the silence (within). His whole soul quivered, (a gentle 
quivering, as against the thundering of the storm . 
... ! -
In the sixth verse, in the presence of the mighty, smiting 
waves, her look resting upon him trembles gently. 
n.1.3" ., '/y TYl '1i1 lUJt":: iiiJ 1 
- "t - ·r .• T' • •• ,. •; 
The trembling of the soul, 
and n~J" .,7y ~Y1io io::m ~~~ r -......- •· r ~ "''1'·.· 
is a gentle trembling, gentle vibration, not the vibration 
of the storm and thunder. These opposites highlight and 
accentuate each other. 
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The tempest shrieks, but 
From the two lovers, him and his soul (or sweetheart), 
there is a change-over to the whole universal soul, the 
great soul before the L--d in the tempest. 
In 1 J ., .J. 7 ., ., J n 1 7 ., 7 , White Nights of Dream, there is 
someone sleeping. 
nrn these white nights of dream 
Dreamt by a weary world.n 
' D"J~~~ a1~n~ ,~,~ il~N3 
.. r ;- :···: 
• il DiTlfi ,:"j" .PY 
,... : - : . .... ~. 
"And your eyes grow wide." 
There is no more sleeping - and there is a revelation, your 
eyes grow wide, and out of eternities there blows a breeze. 
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This is a calming poem amongst ABY's storm poems: we have 
the opposites 
1J"::7., 'J m7.,7 
u"'JJlJ I n1J"'YU 
"PilV f IJ,V 
11nw i17'7 f D"JJ7o 
In n 1 :i 7 7.l , day flickers, and the sea moans in a splendour 
of evening grief, but the poet says: 
"Be seated still 
Till I bid you: Rise and sing!" 
i1D;;>;.'} ., Jvi 
r··. . : 
., J"l 7 2:l:Ji? vj~<; »Y 
There is day and night, beauty and sorrow, white and black. 
Unlike the storm poems, this is a serene, tranquil poem, 
and underlying it is a deep-seated bated anxiety. The 
train of the royal robe washes the marble stairs, and the 
waters swell. Venice sinks. The power of Nature takes 
over. 
In , the world is pure and hard and white. 
.o/iYi1 p71 ilGy1 liiiC 
,... "r' ·r r : ~_. r : T 
l 
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Together with the name, I ~ i1 J 9 ., 1 ii , this gives an 
impression of ice. The world is universe, or physical 
earth. It is hard and stationary, and then comes the 
opposite, movement the north wind blows, it blows away 
the mist of dreams. 
The world is pure, but the dreams of mist are blind and 
stray endlessly. 
ilYlril ll)l 
.. . 
- ii? '7::1 aY 
... . : .. 
The dreams of mist obscure the pure vision. There is snow 
{white); and the shadows of mountains {dark) . 
.J' ::miJ v' llJi.:J l 71.J 
. ";""• . : - ·;·: 
7'Jj:j 0""1i"I 7~1 
T • T' 
The river is frozen, but its greenish dark-ish path is lost 
and winds on in the distance. 
. . 
1J1~v. ITii~ w~~~ 
--:- .,... 
liiJii YIIT..'i' 
T"r- - ··r: · 
iiilJ nv.. np1.::i 
-r·· - . .. ...... , 
i 7 -u1r ., 1 '7w1 
- . - ~ ,. . 
;7.,~~' -;~~., 
7 ra nr.; il 1 1:r1v. -p ii 
.. - : . - : - ~ -: -
.prr11.u:::i ow 
...... - -r 
The river is in the shadow, but it has white snows of 
radiance on it. 
lliJTw too, is packed with paradox. We shall speak 
about it briefly. 
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You stand at the top of the mountains, and place your head 
among the great cold stars - and everything else sinks to 
the earth - and a black forgetfulness descends and you are 
awake to terrors above the darkness, and a star falls 
because of the trembling fiery roar that goes from hell to 
heaven. There is this roaring noise, whereas before it was 
so still and quiet. 
fll\7 1YPtv ..J. D"''lil unn r 
(nnrv.J ~r'i1 0., i'll"Jil y-m I ) nnm iJ""ilii f"'ll:\ r 
iln:Jw f ""ilY' 
i171Y i1ll:\IL'il f 71!J' JJl:l 
D'i:JiiJ f f'l~\ 
.:ny f lj?.J 
The star lands in your soul, and is extinguished. Now, 
although you have a star inside of you, there is·total 
blackness in your soul. 
7iSi? '::J JJ1:i1 
-r 
• 11?.:ll ii ilil ii:lJ l 
T f"T"' ~ 
In the morning, you still have a chance to hammer out your 
depth of heaven upon the face of the abyss - you have 
power, the vast sun is in your hands - but wait till 
evening comes I ............... 
Maybe you are a star! 
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This poem hovers between mania and depression, {with 
greater emphasis on the depression) and notes some 
magical moment of n711.:i in between. 
In o 1 , i1 n 1 D J J , an evening poem, indicating the evening 
of life, we remove the festal wreath and its leaves and 
rose petals are withering and falling. 
And there is a reddish flow of twilight. 
and so on. 
ABY ends the poem with disquiet and dread. The poem is 
about youth and death. 
Here is an exquisite farewell ceremony accompanied by 
"black violins". "Black violins" has in it music and 
death. 
In .,Qi::JJ , n Y -~ ., we have the winter storm as opposed 
to spring. 
Also the "I" and the "thou" are juxtaposed. 
0 ' , D 1 N 0 ' ~ , 1 .J is based on Ps 19, v. 3 & 4. In the 
Psalm, the heavens declare the glory of God. ABY's poem, 
on the contrary, opens with a dirge. 
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The world rejoices in its sorrow. This is paradoxical. 
1~i1~ i~~~ u~iy1 
(Perhaps sorrow is really a friend.) 
In the second verse the heart is rejoicing. 
because G-d brought us near 
but the heart then repented 
This is paradoxical. This is a form of emphasis. 
Tomorrow we shall die. 
m?..JJ 1rl/:J~ 
r r .,~ 
But then the heart is glad, and so on. (This is more 
paradox after the idea that tomorrow we shall die.) 
To show the paradoxes in I 
we can do no better than to quote from Dan Pagis: 
"The poem revises the Biblical meaning and builds itself on 
a series of paradoxes: the sowers' joy issues from the fact 
that they shall not reap, and their glory and beauty (also 
reversing traditional passages) reside in their total 
renunciation of their ornaments. Their pride is humility, 
the cry of their heart blossoms into silence. And, 
finally, their blessing lies in attaining to oblivion. 1" 
1. Burnshaw, s., Carmi, T., Spicehandler, E. The Modern 
Hebrew Poem Itself. Shocken, N.Y. 1966, p. 53. 
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This entire poem is built on paradoxes, which strengthens 
and emphasizes and underline8 whRt the poet i8 tellin0 us; 
the statement of his life. He uses words to talk about 
~Silence", which is a paradox on its own! 
I would like to re-iterate and remind of the fact thati 
paradox was the characteristic system of writing throughout 
1 Tao. 
ABY was himself a paradox. There was a tearing in his 
heart. He renounced writing, but he still had poetry in 
his soul, and tried to keep it to himself. It continued 
for he did write in his diary. He also recited unwritten 
poems and other works to Leah. But he would not allow 
anything to be published in his name. He did not need or 
desire to send it to the world anymore. He had it within 
himself. 
1. Cooper, J.C. has written an entire book on the subject 
entitled Yin and Yang, The Taoist Harmony of Opposites. 
Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1981. 
From a book "Science and Civilization", by Joseph 
Needham, Vol III, we learn that the Taoist use of 
paradox gave inspiration to Chinese mathematicians. 
Chang Chung Yuan, Creativity and Taoism, Wildwood House, 
London, 1975. 
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THE PART IMPRESSIONISM PLAYED ON ABY IN HIS LIFE 
ABY was an impressionable and impressive man. There was 
nothing that he did not soak up, and nothing he did not 
know. 1 We have been told he knew the Bible by heart, and 
Canetti said he had a whole library in his head, and 
nature, he did not simply absorb, he was a part of it. The 
simplest things impressed him. Nothing escaped him, he was 
like blotting paper.· Not only did his soul drink its fill 
of the ·1 2 s1 ence, he drank his fill of whatever he 
observed, whatever was around him. 
From childhood already, ABY was being told stories, which 
made an impression on him, and which he told Leah. When he 
told a story to Leah, it in turn made an impression on her. 
He always described the atmosphere, the impression and mood 
of things. This was the background of all his poems, the 
impression, the mood of nature, the clouds, the sky, the 
feel of things. She doesn't always remember the details 
1. Mann Yitzchak , ii., :in ,i:l , D"7.Y1~ n',::JO , 1" .l 1?iH' 
8 May 1953. 
;,';iipi 1?1il ii., ii 
-
, ., ,::li!:l ":>:ll 1:::10 ., .!J :l ., 1ij~ i1" ii 1::i 
-
"Wt:I '7.:lil l:l•'\ i:i7 J i1 l 
nu'P~ O"'L'7 pn:z:i o:i. i ,n1"i:l.il n"w? :l "'.llj7D il" ii • il :l" :l 0 il 7z:i, =j 1l i1 17:i D"i:lWi 
1Ni ?:in ~ O"llW D":l10~ D""n-"iiil~l O"Pil::llD D"Ol.::J"~ 11U~l::l OW1, il.,ii ,o"KW11 
.01~::i ,:::i"z:i ll"~l ;i.~101 :l!JlO il"il .n::i1n:::i nTl"'-1 llU~l il~7~1 n1?1,:i.n 1"J"Y 
Y. Mann proceeds to tell us about all the interesting 
circle of people who lived in 7v"i.:l'l'!) 
2. iiwT.;~i1 nK ilnn .,~:::· J 1 
T ·r ! ... • .~ t: r · · ... ; 
(''1!7.::J l ., ny,., ::.? ) 
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but she always remains wlth a strong and vivid impression 
of what he told her. He had a rare strength and power to 
describe the atmosphere, and to convey it years later. 
In ~-nw~ 717~ , the atmosphere is so strong, of lights, 
of shadows, of the leaf fluttering down into silence; in 
the storm poems, you can hear the storm outside; there is a 
storm pushing on your heart; it presses on to your walls 
and wakes you up, and confuses your dreams. 
In , time stands still. In 
' 
there is an impression of Venice with its golden sunset! 
In the poems, we, the readers, are not given any solution, 
1 
and that, in turn, creates an impression on us. 
The poems of nature are live impressionistic "paintings"; 
man is conspicuous; it is almost as though he is not there, 
as though he hardly exists. This creates an impression -
large Nature and little man. 
ABY, in his telling of stories to Leah, spoke largely of 
simple folk whom he met up with, all through his life. 
A big impression was made on him of "the beyond" from 
1. Cooper, J.C. Taoism ~ The Way of the Mystic. Aquarian 
Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 102. 
"Much was left unsaid, so that like the void, it drew 
the reader or observer into actual participation and 
involved him directly." 
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chi~dhood. 1 It may be that impressionism was one of the 
strongest essences in his work, and this is the key word 
for his work. 2 
His poems are atmosphere poems, and that is what the 
ancient Chinese poems were. His poetry like life, flowed. 
Everything is conveyed by suggestion or symbols or by way 
of the technique of empty space or transparencies. 
ABY's frame of mind that grew out of the force of his 
solitude is visible in his poems. He is at one and "alone" 
with Nature. The spirit of Nature reveals its character 
and is mirrored in his work. He describes the landscape, 
which in turn describes him. 
1. Goldberg Leah, lac. cit. p. 25, 1952. 
2. His poems do not tell a story with a plot. 
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ROYALTY IN ABY 
ABY had an aristocratic, distinguished look, which 
reflected his nobility. 1 
He had a high, haughty, shining forehead. Fellow poets 
thought he was "high and mighty" and lived "like a lord" in 
London. They could not know how humbly and austerely he 
lived. 
He was intellectual, a genius and he elevated those around 
him. 
He was described in various ways; cold and hard and purist, 
with an atmosphere of responsibility, careful about every 
syllable and every word; as echoing European aristocracy 
1. Both Shofman & Mann and others have told us this. 
Shofman met ABY in Levov during the 1st world war. He 
talks about his original aristocratic flair. He is known 
to have given outstanding lectures. There w~ssomething 
that was magnetic and charismatic about' him that 
compelled Canetti to go and see him every day for 1 1/2 
years, without ever having met him, and without a word 
passing between them, their communication being effected 
in silence. 
Shofman Gershom in ,o.,~inJ ,n1Ji,r.l:': n1:9"1" 
June 1950. Also Mann Yitzchak, loc. cit. p. 115. 
Canetti, Elias. The Play of the Eyes. loc. cit. Later, 
when watching the march of Fascism across Europe, 
Canetti delegated all analyses to his mentor, Dr Sonne. 
(ABY's name by birth.) (Jewish Chronicle England. In 
Book Review, 28 Sept 1990 by Gerald Jacobs, p. 17.) 
L __ _ 
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and on a par with his European counterparts; as aesthetic, 
f . ..::I ..::I • • 1 .r.e. ine(J rinc1 sens1 f-J_ve. 
His images were aristocratic. One can sense in the make-up 
of a person, the nobility of his soul, his education, his 
way of life, his character. From orphanhood, his 
grandfather brought him up to the best in a cultural 
. t 2 env1ronmen . 
ABY was described on a radio programme, as being 
aesthetic, i ' T l , immaculate, with a look of 
n l 7 ' l N andn 1 l 1 , 7 y, both wonderful and tragic at the 
same time. A fellow townsperson, Idit Kneller, had said 
ABY was "proud, and knew what you were thinking". He was 
described as an original and serious thinker, with 
authoritative and reliable ideas (Lipschitz). 
His pupil from Vienna, Jerocham Torkas said: 
1. These attributes were given by T. Rivner, Ungerfeld, 
Dav Sadan, Friedman, Benshalom • 
• 3.7.50 ,,~wnn 7v ,pn~' 7:i on,~K ,17~;~J1K 
0 25.11.53 ,..J.3.l , JI po 
2. Whatever he did he liked to do well. Jerusalem Tape 
loc. cit. 
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Ada zemach said "We don't see such a phenomenon today, as 
ABY". 1 
The critics did not understand Shelley aright (Alfred 
Noyes) 2 , and similarly with ABY. It is suggested by the 
writer of this thesis that the Hebrew critics were not 
exposed to Taoism, as was ABY, and that too, constituted 
his aristocratic make-up. 
1. Lipschitz. This tape was produced on 
by Chanan Mitler and Rachel Maran, 
Chanan Hever. 
7~,,,.:;., 71r , 1989 
and organized by 
2. Criticism of the kind that talked vaguely of his 
"luminous wings" was itself lost in the "void". It had 
never read Shelley care~ully enough to grasp the 
extraordinary facts that had suggested those vague 
phrases to their unconscious authors; the fact to begin 
with - that there is hardly a page in Shelley which does 
not deal directly with the phenomena of light. 
This quite definite preoccupation with effects of light, 
a peculiarity of method quite unlike anything else in 
English poetry, would have been very definitely noted if 
it had been properly observed. It has not been noted at 
all. It has merely suggested to hasty and sleepy 
critics - in a world where there are many other books to 
be read - a vague general effect of radiance, and a sort 
of sub-conscious transference of this vague luminosity 
to their own adjectives. 
Noyes Alfred : Some Aspects of Modern Poetry. Hodder & 
Stoughton Ltd. London (no date) p. 24. 
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ON THE QUESTION OF HOW A PERSON (e.g. A POET) CAN RESOLVE HIS 
ANGST 
It is possible that a person could resolve his angst by the 
adoption of any of the following alternatives: The adoption 
of a particular philosophy; prayer and meditation; 
relaxation and recreations of diversion; exercise, e.g. 
jogging, which leads one into an euphoric state; love; family 
activity; involvement in activist movements; committed study; 
committed friendship; a withdrawal from society; or could 
frenzied presentiment be overcome through artistic media of 
self-expression, as practised by some of the poets, and 
artists, notably Vincent van Gogh? 
unfortunately these solutions were not appropriate for ABY, 
who vowed himself to silence and when one reads a poem such 
as I 1 ?.J T i'.:J , one realizes that his life could only have 
been a high-vaulted hell, impossible of survival, without an 
escape of some form or another as he bottled all his angst 
. th. 1 Wl 10. 
1) He kept his troubles strictly to himself which 
magnified them in his own eyes. Ada Zemach in the 
broadcast said it was as if he had a high wall between 
him and the world as if he was guarding something that 
was only his (writer's translation). (Kol Yisrael 
programme from Jerusalem in 11,0, 1989), 
loc. cit. 
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INTIMATION OF AS EXPRESSED IN THE POEMS WITH 
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO DEATH 
ABY was a very involved, complex personality. In the first 
place he different from most people, 2 possessing not was 
only great and tremendous knowledge, 3 but also an 
attractive personality, through which he was able to 
communicate his ideas to people. 4 At the same time he 
suffered from great stress; (Leah has told us this clearly 
throughout her book) arising from a feeling of apartness and 
inner fears and worries. 
This inquiry into the angst experienced by the poet is 
perhaps necessary in order to ascertain the extent to which 
it is possible that he might have turned to philosophy as an 
antidote to his suffering. 
1. ABY not only indicated fear of new stars stepping down 
to replace those which set forever, but he was 
constantly beset by high walls or barriers. He built up 
walls around him, as if guarding a secret entirely his 
own. zemach Ada. Tape Kol Yisrael (loc. cit.). He wrote 
of high trees around him, or high mountains, closing 
him in. Even the · "1 ., ::i: ::i with ABY' s fascination for 
words (he wrote a dictionary of synonyms), could 
be I .1 :\ J. , "a fortified wall" (see Alkalay 
Dictionary). 
2. In the broadcast Ada Tzemach said that he was '1 n t-t 
and also "DDU~( • 
3. Yitzchak Mann, loc. cit. p. 120, 1953. 
4. See Shofrnan Gershon's article in the Kresse! Lexicon p. 
281, where he draws attention to the remarkable 
lectures on Hebrew literature that ABY gave to Jews 
from various countries, who did not understand Hebrew, 
that attracted much appreciation and large attendances. 
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In his poems, in his portrayal of himself in the world, he 
shows ambivalence of character, for instance, mastery as 
opposed to dread. 
The black colour appears in many of his poems as melancholic 
expressions (111:.:i?i.:1 ) 11rnu Fl :TlY~!'l ; (o,,n niuJ:i) O''llrnp nT11J:;J 
T •• ... T". 
('W::Jl '11:171" 1;<1;>) -W~0 lliil!J PJ?!_"". 
("IV::>J 'ii¥1' ·T'WD-n7r.Jw -,; rnd 
· .. ,.: .... - : .. : 
( , 17.l T7.l ) il11n~il iln~wil ,..,~ 
·or T• • ·- •• ~, 
The evening, and night appears constantly as an expression of 
the finality, end of things. 
(ni::i7z:i) "i~7':?~;1 J31~": oi:}ii 
( n i:i :n.1 ) 
(n1::>?z:i) 
:llYil 11l" 
.. ~ T·: .· 
il7"7-n:::i 
,.. : - -
ni?.,7) D"J.J1'i1 oi'?r1i'I .,7.,7 
. ,.. ; -
(,,;;)TD) :r1Y 1Y 
._. ·: ... 
(01.,n n1~J:i) O~'il n~DJJ1 
. . 
D"~IYil o-~·K 
• - :-·r- ·: 
(oi'il n1~l::>) ~-&-n~i 
(ti1"ii nHJl:l) 
, ?iT:.l. il'i"7 
r- I: -
, m :rlY-i u., 
r; ; .. 
Forever there are storms in the world around him. 
,il~~~ ''::1¥~0 ,IJ_'lu~ P~~~'9 il?: ,-12~0 liiT1"- ii~ O:ZT ,il~{qiJ "?.~~ ,il~_µ:;i 
('1U0J 'n::n" ~7) il:¥9~ "i'l~ rl~Y;? ,12~;i D'-~9if'-Y 1rn~ 
(,:VO ,1::>V" il7'7::>) l?Q-1~~~ il~~?~ 71_3/Q liJ~~ il??.?~ 
Animals, objects, don't talk or even cry, but scream around 
him; the word "screaming" has a very unpleasant screeching 
sound to it. 
( 't,L1:il "n:V1., ~{?) 
("n::>w" D'i~cn ?v) 
iii1U iliYGil 
rT".,. rT:-
119:-:i: nnu 
L__ --
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The poet places himself on the edge of things, not amidst the 
happenings, but rather as an onlooker outsider (even 
outsider to his own life) who is left by the road side: 
• .,::i·J~ .,,rk-:J j?iTlii n~u .,.J~l 
IT--·· ··;- T' .-! 
••• orBw 7~ •i~yJ ••• 
-r r ! -: ... 
The poet is one of the lonely ones 
Forgotten 
In the course of ABY's reading the subject of death often 
arose, leading to his brooding on that subject. 1 
A person like ABY could hardly escape, especially when he had 
an a priori, sensitivity to and fear of the subject of death 
as is reflected in his poems. In all this weighing and 
balancing there was much vacillation, and for ABY, the scales 
were gloomily weighted down, diminishing his morale. 
In an unpublished fragment of a poem, 2 the poet 
courageously calls upon himself to try and overcome, and 
uplift himself out of the depths of depression: and speedily 
too, before it is too late (his hands are bleeding and his 
1. e.g. the writing of 
vergil), canetti 
(Jederrnann) and so on. 
his friends 
(Blendung), 
2. Hever (loc. cit.) p. 391 (6 lines). 
Broch (Death of 
von Hofrnannsthal 
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days are heavy upon him). There is no time to be lost : it 
is a matter of urgency - and this urgency can be heard in the 
rhythm. 
il'?Y O"jl;':?.:J> YZZ.i::l i17Y il7Y 
·--: ··--.-· ···: ... -. 
ii'IY D.,i?d)' Yi.:J?J il'IY ;;7y 
•• -:- t - -: • o I' -: • • ·-: 
Lliil T'?.P nJ;; mn 
""y 1 "i:\'7 rii:li"'~!Ji <.iii:.:Jii/i1 YP\U UK1 l ,. .. ' •: •.,f ·:.. - T • ,· 
il'IY 
.... -
l 
1 
There is a sense of powerlessness (perhaps associated with 
ABY 1 s silence.) Note the unending sinking feeling (the 
alliteration of the " ~ ") in the line. 
This section on angst will now be closed with mention of two 
more unpublished "death" poems: one is a fragment written in 
. h 2 zur1c • The poet speaks of the skeleton crumbling below 
the brilliant stars and the cold world sunken into an abyss : 
all has become one huge abyss : all has sunken again. 
The lowest depths of the death poetry is a fragment in Dr 
Hever 1 s thesis. 3 
1. The sounds of the "PY" in i1'7i and DY and then 
o~ and u~ create a tremendous ·effect. 
2. The fragment was written on 13/11/25. See Hever (loc. 
cit.) p. 389. 
3. It has no date or page or accompanying description. 
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The poem speaks for itself as follows:-
!J., J \!,! !~ :!!:! 
• r .. : ..-
i1::S:"::i1 oni~ T :iw 7-;,,' il1?"l!Jl::l 
... • • • ,.. ... i" • : • 
Oi..::.Y S{W.J -i iy , 1.J. 31.'. 7::i7 
.... • ..,.. • 'r : 
117i"1l ilY1W ,n~i1 iil'•'\ii llj?Yi 7ip 
.,- T;·- .. - • 1" ·--~-
.QHFf 7iiJ 
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CONCEPT OF DEATH IN THE POET'S CHILDHOOD AND ADULT LIFE 
Leah Goldberg tells of many little incidences or conversa-
tions that indicate ABY's fear of the " 
of death (" N , 1 J 1 0 1 ., K "); they tell of his 
sensitivity to the frailty of all life. 
i11~11Ji1 7J 7w inH l'l\l/Jl'? ilil"il P;JJ Jll1?..) i17 7Di11 :m1r.i 1ilT .;:...11J1 01"K ilT 
;1JJ1ilJ l'lil?.Ji1 m1wii '1\il~ 7Y ,o.,,n D"iLIJX'? on"J m1:.::ii1 7Y ,.'.1"'1VJ NP1r; • 117"1n::i 
v1.:irll'.l on., 1 m i-l; 7J~ • D"" n '7w i1Jor.:i P J!) 7Y uw1 1 J '?ui' ., 1 i1i1 1in:. 17ilwil 
1i1;,:;1;:iJ ,"::iPn 1iillt7JJ PJ::J't .,,7.,.l ii'il ii.,li iiT:::il 7:::i::i 1Jiii"ir7 i111?..J7 i.J""llii l"Jt.ll 
.n~J\? nny w1.:;l.2.tDii 
It is significant that he thought the constant relationship 
between life and death in every living thing had in it 
something of eternity. 
1) Leah Goldberg 
tells us in 
cit.). 
(loc. 
quoting 
cit. ) 
ABY 
p. 29. Also as Ada Zemach 
in the Radio broadcast (loc. 
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He was so happy to read Goethe's discussion about the 
continuation of life after c1eath: for he wc:;ir: re<'llJ.y invoJvP(l 
in a serious problem about death, for instance: his regarding 
the short-livedness of flowers as a tragedy. (Goldberg, Leah, 
p. 14); the story of the jacaranda tree. He showed acute 
suffering at being told of the beauty of its blossoming, for 
as the blossoming develops, so the withering process is 
accelerated (p. 14); the young elm trees are his friends, and 
their snapping and dying in the frost is extremely painful to 
him (p. 16); ihere is the story of the fish-market (p. 26); 
The story of the strawberry-collecting (p. 27); ABY's 
conversation with Martin Buber, giving a hint of 
re-incarnation ( p. 29-30); conversation with his 
grandfather in which his grandfather said that changes in 
"life", merely implied a going from room to room through 
different doors (p. 28); he saw death in living persons (p. 
29); he saw the skeleton within a person (p. 31); he had 
frightening eschatological visions (p. 50), etc. 
we must remember that his father died when he was very young, 
and perhaps that fact affected him adversely. 1 
A certain dream ABY had, accompanied him all his days, and it 
is clear that that dream influenced his mental processes, or 
was influenced by them. 2 
1) Mann Yitzchak. 
f· 111~ , 8.5~·j3 ,ii"Ji1'1'.J ,D''i::il:;:J il'l!)D ,pJ.17'1H\ 
2) Goldberg, Leah, 
..,.,, (iJT.) 037 ilill' l~ loc. cit . 
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THE MESSAGE OF TAO AND THE CONCEPT OF SILENCE AND WITHDRAWAL 
IN TAO 
The central message of Taoist philosophy is that peace and an 
ordered life depend upon a change in the life ideals of the 
individuals 
change the 
For this 
making 
world 
reason 
up a social community so that nothing can 
except wide-spread personal regeneration. 
the pioneer exponent of Tao was most deeply 
concerned with the soul of the individual. 
Hand in hand with this goes the glad acceptance of the 
natural ways of life, a joyful falling in with the rhythmic 
course of nature. In this connection Lao-Tsu advocated 
quietude because he taught that the bliss of communion could 
only be attained with stillness, never with assertion. 
He and the great teachers that came after him counselled the 
virtues of humility, frugality, moderation, gentleness, and 
non-display, and although these led naturally to a withdrawal 
from the over-activity of the world, the withdrawal was one 
of strength and not mere austerity. 
The result was that when a sage withdrew from everyday 
activities and, entering into the silence, experienced a 
mystic understanding of the Universe as a revelation of Tao, 
or when an artist reached this understanding, he achieved 
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greater powers of expression than ever before, and in the way 
of enlightenment found his contentment. 1 
1. Herewith are two examples of mystics who withdrew: 
"Brother Lawrence: 
About the time of his army service, when he was 
eighteen years old, he experienced his first 
revelation from G-d. The disclosure was the sight, in 
midwinter, of a dormant, leafless tree. As he gazed 
upon the trunk and branches, in which all life was 
asleep, he experienced a vision of the tree as it 
would be in summer, garbed in countless thousands of 
leaves, with flowers, then fruit, and thereiri he felt 
a sense of G-d's power and bountifulness that never 
left him. Reflecting upon the leafless tree, G-d's way 
with it, he was then and there he said, "converted". 
He felt that he had been specially favoured in the 
revelation and thenceforth struggled to loosen the 
ties of the world upon him." Cheney Sheldon : Men who 
have walked with G-d. Alfred A. Knopf, N.Y. 1945, p. 
291. 
"As to ABY ceasing to write, my reaction after reading 
his poems is that his position was probably like that 
of St. Thomas Aquinas who was a prolific writer and 
great polemicist, but after having a mystic 
experience, 'seeing the light', realised that "the 
rest is silence" and never wrote another word, also 
realising that as the Te Ching says "The Tao that can 
be named is not the true Tao". I would suggest that A. 
Ben Y., may have had such an experience, become 
'enlightened' and simply ceased writing about life and 
just lived it. He would very likely have picked up 
his Taoism from his wide reading and although much of 
the literature would not be specifically Taoist he 
would have the inner light to see by and to lead him 
to the heart of the spiritual matters. Apart from 
that, if he had been interested in things Chinese, as 
you say, he would hardly have failed to come across 
the Taoist poets and would certainly have felt an 
immediate affinity with them. (From private 
correspondence of J.C. Cooper, to the writer of this 
thesis (June 12, 1989).) 
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SILENCE AS CONNECTED WITH A WITHDRAWAL FROM LIFE AND WRITING 
AND THE VALUE OF SILENCE AS A MEANS OF EXPRESSION 
Silence comes as a revelation of truth just as the efficacy 
and power of "the still small voice" came as an inspiration 
and a deeper understanding to humanity. 1 
In the Taoist tradition both the mystic and the artist 
withdraw partially from life and by going into the silence 
achieve a greater commu.nication than ever before. This 
sacrifice is in reality an attainment and has increased 
meaning for the individual inasmuch as his. sense of values is 
attuned to the spiritual goal that he seeks to realise. This 
truth is not limited in any way and has equal application to 
all. 
THE MYSTERY OF THE POET'S HAVING CEASED TO WRITE 
It is generally considered that a poet of ~he distinction of 
ABY's having ceased to write is a mystery. It is called 
such expressly by Prof. Leah Goldberg in her contribution to 
the Encyclopaedia Judaica sub. nom. "Ben Yitzchak, Avraham", 
and generally, he is considered a mystery. 
1) The L--d was not in the wind ... not in the earthquake, 
not in the fire. And after the fire a still small 
voice. 1 Kings 19, 11. 
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Numerous attempts to resolve the question have been made by 
the writers and critics, but yet it remains a mystery. 1 
It is proposed herein to re-examine the available facts in 
order to ascertain whether it is possible to advance any 
cogent reason or reasons for the poet's withdrawal from 
publication and for his going into the silence. 
1. Di~' 'Jii-\ ':J ,pi::~\i1 ~7 l'"f'liJ m.:2""1 O'Jill "il 1:liii' ,7n.:-,i'l 11ii1~·P:l 
~'mi'\'~?Si 1tw m "11D"7 J'lii?i17 P'-~Y m711or.: rn:r1 
ilT 1:n l~ , m :i-v.:i nm\ • mp., ffll m ::ici;; nni'\ , orioi1 1 c:i , 1 T ilrP ii 
• 1mw7\ii:i o7w7 1n:J" -K? 
Quoted from Goldberg, Leah. 
by 
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REASONS GENERALLY ADVANCED FOR HIS WITHDRAWAL AND CRITICISM 
OF SUCH REASONS 
Hanan Hibowsky has suggested that it is futile to speculate 
on the reasons for the poet's withdrawal since Prof. Leah 
Goldberg who had a special relationship with him was unable 
to explain the reasons. 1 
ABY himself was in fundamental despair in regard to the state 
of the world. 
felt that he was 
He was strongly critical and sensitive and 
experiencing the destruction of a period 2 
and that the world was in a state of chaos, disordered and 
decadent. As far as literature was concerned he noted that 
foremost literary figures had realised that the public was no 
longer interested in literature in a meaningful way. 
1. 
2. See Goldberg, "T11 iiii.J DY llill'' l!J loc. cit. p. 49. 
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Nietsche: In "Venice": 
h . 1 . 1 Rilke: In t e Du1no E eg1es 
ABY said to Leah, 2 ' 1 
In this connection he criticised both writers and readers. 
The readers were slated because they preferred to read 
American style short stories. The writers then might just as 
well commit suicide, he told Leah 2 • He said to her that 
1 la . t h. 3 peop e wou not apprec1a e im. 
Nathan zach 4 puts his withdrawal down to melancholy in a 
1. Brunowski, Yoram. 
2. 
1975 
Date unclear. 
Joseph Dan in Gershom Scholem, loc. cit. p. 158, says: 
"The mystic deals with contents which are beyond 
logic, beyond language, beyond human experience; he 
deals with mysticism, a positive term, which really 
conveys the unknown, and the unknowable. Accuracy and 
clarity are out of the question; complete 
communication is absolutely impossible. If it were 
possible, the contents would not be "mystical" any 
more, and could not convey truths which are far beyond 
human logic. The mystic cannot convey truth which is 
far beyond human language. The mystic cannot 
communicate the truth which is in his heart and in his 
vision, p. 159. 
Goldberg, Leah. loc. cit. p. 58 
3. This is like a story that he had once told her of a 
beautiful flower that could not. appreciate its own 
beauty (Leah Goldberg p. 64) (loc. cit.). 
4. Zach Nathan ii?'YJ oy ,yw 'J:i? ,.2.::2_ loc. cit. 
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tired world. He points out that Benzion Benshalom maintains 
that the rebuke and chastisement in some of ABY's posthumous 
poems e.g. "Why have your flags faded", and "For whom did the 
cock crow?", show that the poet feels ashamed of his own 
generation of the revival and this led him to despair and to 
withdraw. Hever seems to agree. 
Yitschak Mann ascribes the reason to his ever present 
debilitating illness which led to his despairing of the world 
and reality. 
,:snx:::a :i'l:i ~J'1i7 1Tri1 1TD1'? nK r.::::" 'J.K 
.~n' cl 1W1~'~1 1n7n~n 
1 
A further reason sometimes advanced is his disillusion with 
politics. His closeness to politics is demonstrated by his 
political poems e.g. 
(earlier version); o., i -1 1 J (later version) 
and o J ' 7 l ··1 7 J. J i1 c 7 Y 
To him politics was a living thing. Even although he had 
separated himself from politics and political activity he did 
not see himself as out of practical politics. 2 He could 
not endure the manner in which Zionist politics was 
conducted. On the one hand he enstranged himself completely 
1. Mann, Yitzchak. loc. cit. p. 118. 
2. Goldberg, Leah, loc. cit. p. 49. 
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from politics.· on the other hand he was deeply involved 
(without the obligations or responsibilities} 1 
Politics is one thing; 2 as far as the criticism of his 
poetry is concerned, that is another matter; it is believed 
that he was made of sterner stuff than to resign as a result. 
In the recent broadcast on the work of ABY, given on Kol 
Israel, to which further reference is made herein, Dr. Hever 
suggested that one of the important reasons for the poet's 
silence may have been because he felt himself unable to carry 
1. Hever Hanan on the radio programme (loc. cit.}. 
It was said on the tape, Kol Yisrael, 1989, on Avraham 
Ben Yitzchak, organised by Hever, Maran & Mitler, that 
Lifschitz visited him in Vienna in 1920 and found him 
very alert to polttical facts - world-wise. He had a 
tense and intense relationship to society. He was deeply 
involved, but found the way matters were handled quite 
intolerable. (Goldberg, Leah, ,,,wl'J o;.;> i1il7".lD loc. 
cit. p. 50). 
2. Let us see what is written about Jentsch's withdrawal 
(the Namibian German Taoist artist}: "Jentsch's 
withdrawal from society, from the turmoil of politics 
and from the responsibilities to the community and 
domestic life, is actually in accord with Chinese 
tradition. When artists (Chinese} entered monasteries or 
lived as hermits, they were not regarded as eccentrics 
or religious maniacs or misanthropes. On the contrary, 
their behaviour was conceived as being highly ethical. 
It was understood that daily trials and tribulations 
should be discarded in the search for harmony of the 
soul and tranquillity of the spirit." 
(Levinson Olga : Adolph Jentsch, Human & Rousseau, Cape 
Town, 1973, p. 37.) 
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out the wide and comp~ehensive aspirations that he had in the 
development of his poetic art. 1 
For reasons already given it is thought that this overlooks 
.ABY's perseverance and does not satisfactorily explain his 
silence. It is thought that one who does anything well 
enjoys doing it. Any imperfections in his art might have 
been discouraging but could hardly have led to abandonment. 
As for his pessimism, this fits in with his own unhappiness 
and loneliness but hardly provides an acceptable basis for 
1. A number of other writers have expressed their opinions on 
ABY, a) on his ability, b) on what they think are the 
reasons for his withdrawal. 
As regards his withdrawal, the writer of this thesis 
strongly questions the validity of all the reasons given. 
The fact that it is still a mystery, casts doubt upon the 
credibility of these reasons. 
"Amongst these opinions were those given by T. Rivner, M. 
Ungerfeld, Ya-akov Fichman, Zemora, Benzion Benshalom, 
David Aron, R. Gorpein, Sh. Pnueli, Dov Sadan, D.A. 
Friedman and Aharon Bai Shmuel. 
The sources are as follows: 
• 11.1~.6~ ,Jn,D7 ,pn~' ]J en,~~, p 7 7K'J ,,;~,ll1~ 
• 563-5b9 ,19u3 ,pn~' ]J ~il,JK 7w 1n1'W :0'111WD1 0'1'W CV ,111 11nK 
,,11wDi1 7w 1'Y1 1Jn oyou 0~1J ,0'1'w i~o ,pn~' 1J on1~K ,11'~JJ c17wJJ 
0 :l"'WD 717~ ,w'li71il '1DO 
• 2.o.50 ,1DWCil ';I~ ,J1nK 7~1D~ 1J 
.1910 '~z:l ,n?Yl!lil 1J1 ,n1111 ?JW~CJ'1'W ?Jt,11 ,np::i1 1''D1ll 
• 11.6.59 ,J'1YD ,pn~' 1J Oi11JK 7111 '01'~il 1l1JTY ,n11DT 
10. 7.53 ,y1Ki1 'liiP'l1ii17 1D~l '71l"i -l111J7/;) ,nz:i7w 'i•Hl 
20.11.53 ,~ ,11n'~ ,:ii 710 
• 2~.o.50 ,VlJWil 1J1 ,n71J )lK ,.K.1 . JD1 7 1D 
• 16.6.61 ,Kwz:i ,Jn1n7 ,nJ~nn1 i11'W ,.w '7K1JD 
.1950 'l1' ,n1J11n~ n1~'1' ,o'J1l~J ,01w1l 1z:i::i1111 
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his withdrawal from literary publication. His withdrawal is 
indeed exceptional in the literary world. The artist would 
indeed hesitate before withdrawal in case he might be 
forgotten. Probably the fact that he was ill or discouraged 
would not lead to withdrawal because, as an artist, he would 
not wish to be forgotten. It would require a firmer 
philosophical basis for his withdrawal. 1 Despite his own 
storms in his soul, this poet was able to give to the world, 
perhaps, a message of silence, as in 
This view is endorsed by Dan Pagis in his contribution to the 
Modern Hebrew Poem itself. 2 
1. In this connection Dr. Hakak has reminded us that ABY's 
fate was never that of a forgotten poet, although he 
praised silence and forgetting; i1"'Z:iJ"Tii n-mn tJ:il!::Y.J '7Y1 
1975, 21 Nov. 
2. See Chapter Avraham ben Yitzchak in s. Burnshaw, T. 
Carmi, E. Spicehandler in "The Modern Hebrew Poem 
Itself" Schocken N.Y. 
Speaking of vn::!t"' p. Oil-OK • ., • .::i.~ I Pag is says 
"If the deceptively simple poem reveals a wealth of 
meaning, it would seem to rise from the poet's 
insistence upon. silence as the only possible means of 
self-expression." In his criticism of Ashrei he repeats 
again ABY's "conviction and confidence in silence as 
the only true rno~e of self expression". 
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He did not simply stop publishing, but preceded that by a 
firm statement of his intentions. The important fact is that 
the decision to go into the silence was a decision, and not 
simply an emotive reaction to circumstances. It was preceded 
by a firm resolution to adhere to silence. He was convinced 
and confident that silence was the only mode of self 
expression. 
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THE NATURE OF THE POET'S WITHDRAWAL 
It is an oversimplification to look upon the withdrawal as 
simply a withdrawal from publishing his poems. It was far 
more complex e.g. he would not sign his name. He told Leah 
Goldberg on one occasion, when he signed a poem for her, that 
it was the second time that he had signed his name after an 
interval of many years. 1 On a particular occasion when he 
had discoursed to her most brilliantly on the origins of 
poetry, she suggested that it would be a great loss if his 
ideas were not available to the public generally, and wanted 
to send a stenographer to record them. He stated that he 
would not publish anxthing in his own name on any account and 
became quite angry. On a similar occasion a person who was 
writing a book on music held a discussion with the poet. The 
poet spoke so cleveily on certain aspects of the subject that 
the writer of the book wished to include these sections in 
the forthcoming book. The poet refused altogether but gave 
the writer permission to use the material as long as the 
poet's name did not appear thereon. 
It has been mentioned that Bialik was greatly impressed with 
the work of ABY. He wished to publish literary criticisms 
prepared by him and an anthology of his poems. He never 
received the material for these projects, though one cannot 
be certain that it was the reluctance of ABY to publish or 
1. Goldberg, Leah • 1'11iV?.) tJY i1iV" l:) loc. cit. p. 64 • 
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some other reason that inhibited his furnishing the 
material. 1 
If ever it happened that his name appeared in print or that 
his name received publicity his face showed an expression of 
revulsion and sorrow. 2 
There is a parallel between his ideas and the early Taoist 
poets. There was a reluctance concerning the publication of 
poetry with the ancient Chinese, which, when published, did 
not bear the name of its author. It was also considered a 
prostitution to sell poetry, or to make a profession out of 
writing poetry. 
and no more. 
Poetry was considered to be a way of life, 
It is a fact that in every book on eastern religions that one 
studies,i renunciation of the ego for the sake of attaining to 
the higher self is considered essential. 
In the I Ching, 3 which is a Taoist philosophical work, it 
1. 
2. Goldberg, Leah. loc. cit. p. 5. 
n1WJ17 ,,J~ l"ii ,01~1J 1U~ y,~,ii ox .O'>J1J 1J 1J1i"W n~, x? Klii 
.J? mP17.:> .,,.,7 ii"X11 rrn ~t"JD rl"nw ,nmt::> i:;~1:11 71Jtn 71!l mint': iinHt 
3. Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd, 1951. 
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is stated that not every man has an obligation to mix in 
the affairs of the world but that such withdrawal is only 
justified when we strive to realise in ourselves the higher 
aims of mankind. ABY, whose heart was in politics, must 
have felt himself justified in withdrawing in order to 
realise his spiritual ideas. It was considered normal and 
natural for scholars and sages and active communal workers 
and politicians to retire into a retreat of peaceful 
silence. 
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THE POET'S INTEREST IN ANCIENT CHINESE CULTURE 
In the unavoidable absence of the testimony of living 
persons who can speak as to 'tb-is, one can rely mainly on 
two sources. The first is internal evidence as to this in 
the poet's writings. The other is the writings of any 
friends or contemporaries who may have recorded information 
as to this interest. 
One of the main sources is Professor Leah Goldberg, who saw 
a great deal of the poet in his later years, and who wrote 
exten~ively (but afterwards) of their conversations. As it 
happens she records a very considerable sympathy, on the 
poet's part, with ancient Chinese culture. 1 
This interest was motivated in part because the poet felt 
that the Chinese would one day change the face of the world 
and that to be 'with it' one needed to understand their 
deep and ancient tradition. The poet, however, also felt 
attracted to that tradition for its own intrinsic merit. 
He had made a serious attempt to learn the Chinese language 
while in Vienna but eventually, much to his sorrow had to 
give this up. 
1) Another main source was the Nobel Prize Winner, 
Canetti. He wrote an entire chapter on ABY in his book 
called "Play of the Eyes", entitled "Dr Sonne" (loc. 
cit.). 
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He understood, too, the exactness of the Chinese language and 
explained to her how it was possible to express in Chinese 
particular nuances which were lacking in other languages 
except by explanation. He spent a lot of time unfolding to 
her his ideas on the subject, and very much regretted the 
difficulty of appreciating Chinese culture from mere 
translations, which however accurate, led only to a 
superficial understanding of their subject matter. Leah 
Goldberg, however, has emphasized that although this may be 
correct as a generalisation, as a fact ABY had a profound 
knowledge of Chinese culture 1 . 
He used to speak to Leah Goldberg in the most appreciative 
way about Chinese calligraphy. He pointed out to her the 
beautiful designs and the superb execution of the various 
letters and symbols. 
ABY's friend, Canetti and ABY used to discuss Oriental 
1 . . 2 re ig1ons. 
Another confirmation of ABY's interest in eastern matters, 
was the fact that his favourite person to sit and convene 
with in Israel, 
translator. 3 
was Emmanuel Olswanger an Oriental 
1. Goldberg, Leah. T11W'Q DY iTJJ" l:J loc. cit. p. 22 
2. Canetti, Elias, Play of the Eyes, loc. cit. p. 142. 
3. From a note in ABY's notebook in the ll:lTY in 
Jerusalem. 
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CONCLUSION - 0 ~ J 0 
"TO CONVEY THE LESSON WITHOUT SPEAKING 
THAT IS THE SAGE'S RARE ATTAINMENT" 
and 
"THE ONE WHO KNOWS THE SECRET DOES NOT SPEAK" 
and 
"CARELESS OF GREATNESS 
THE SAGE BECOMES GREAT" 
also 
"FREE OF SELF-DISPLAY 
HE IS SEEN BY ALL 
CLEANSED OF PRIDE 
HE IS HONOURED" 
and 
"TO BE LOWLY IS TO REACH THE HIGHEST" 
also 
"IN STILLNESS IS THE WORLD RESTORED"l 
These proverbs or axioms, or aphorisms can be read infinitely 
in any of the many translations of Laotse and the Tao Way. 
1. Cheney, Sheldon. Men who have walked with God 
Alfred A. Knopf, N.~. p. 18, 18,15, 26, 26, 21. 
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It has been recognised by no less -~uthorities than C.G. 
. 1 2 Jung and Martin Buber that the men of the East are 
inclined to go to 'the within' whereas the occidentalists 
seek the outwards more. 
we read in Tao: 
"I know three precious gifts. Hold them fast! 
One is renunciation ••• " 
Many of the ideas in these poems might be the spiritual 
heirlooms of Taoist ideals recorded centuries earlier. 
As the poet Lao-Tzu says: 
Void the mind, 
Open the being to God, 
Abide in stillness, 
Life arises and passes, 
Birth, growth and return, 
1. Jung, c. His foreword to the Tibetan Book of the 
Great Liberation - Evans-Wentz, W.Y. pp. xxix-ixiv. 
2. Buber, M. On Judaism ed. by Nahum N. Glatzer. 
Schocken Books, New York, 1972, p. 58. 
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A rythmic arc from Source to source. 
In the life rhythm is quietude, 
A tranquil submission; 
In the soul's submission is peace, 
Absorption in Eternity. 
And so, the Great Light. 1 
Tao is one of the most frequently translated books, second 
only to the Bible, and at the time that ABY was studying and 
reading the books of Tao were available. 
They had been translated by the Jesuits and published (Latin) 
in 1788 and German in 1828. 2 Also in German in 1870. They 
were also available in other forms eg. Hegel had written and 
published (in German) a course of lectures on Taoism, 
Confucianism and the philosophy found in the I Ching. They 
were later translated into English. 3 
1. Cheney, Sheldon Men who have walked with G-d. Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1945. p. 25, 37. 
2. See Dr. Cooper's letter to the writer of this thesis, 
June 12 1989. 
3. Viz Hegel's lectures on the History of Philosophy edited 
and translated by E.S. Haldane. 
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Dresden at the turn of the century was one of the art centres 
of Europ~. Ai-1 Exl1.i.b.i.L.i.Oi'1 o[ AnciE:1iL Cb.i.r1E:SE: Paintings ( 8Lb 
to 10th Century) took place there in the early years of the 
19th Century. Germany at that time was buzzing with an 
interest in Eastern themes. 
Chang Chung-Yuan summarised the influence Eastern philosophy 
had on the western world: 1 
"Ever since the beginning of the 19th century, Taoist ideas 
have flown like an invisible stream into the mind of the 
west, to scholars who held differing views concerning Tao and 
whose insight was applied to their respective subjects. 
Besides the thinkers mentioned above (Hegel et al.) there 
have been many other men and women of learning deeply 
interested in the philosophy of Tao and whose insight was 
applied to their respective subjects." 
There could have been important literary influences that went 
back to Eastern and in particular Chinese sources to which 
ABY would have been exposed e.g. Goethe - and certain German 
writers. 
1. Chang Chung~Yuan, Creativity & Taoism, Wildwood House, 
London, 1975, p. 9. 
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It has, accordingly, been shown that the poet had an interest 
in the subject and the opportunity to study it in depth, 
leading to the reasonable probability that this is in fact 
what happened and that he studied the subject in depth. This 
indeed fits in, as has already been emphasised, with what 
Professor Leah Goldberg has written about the poet's interest 
in and knowledge of the subject. 
mystics achieved a certain balanced harmony in 
following on their withdrawal and silence, but 
not true for ABY who, although going into the 
withdrawing from public attention, remained 
The Taoist 
their lives 
the same is 
silence and 
subject to depression and unhappiness. Even assuming that he 
was not completely successful in his espousal of Taoist 
philosophy this does not mean that he was not attracted to it 
and did not attempt to attain an inner harmony by following 
its ideals. It seems likely that indeed he tried but that 
his personality was too complex and ill adjusted and his 
constitution too undermined by illness to obtain success. He 
may have succeeded partly eg. by entering into the silence 
but on the other hand he could not harmonise his soul with 
his 
that 
ideals 
he was 
and remained frustrated. The very imperfections 
trying to overcome may have constituted the 
obstacles to the goal that he was pursuing. 
The poet remains then an enigma. Accomplished and perfect as 
he was in his writing, in his personal relations he stood 
alon~ unable to adjust to society. 
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He certainly accomplished great artistic success for which 
important recoqnition has come his way particularly post-
humously. 
The reasons for ABY's decision to withdraw from publicity and 
go into the silence have puzzled the reading public and 
provided a mystery for admiring writers and critics. 
It is believed by the present writer that the decision was 
motivated by philosophical persuasion and did not come about 
as a mere emotive response to difficulties or criticism. The 
poet was greatly interested in Ancient Chinese Culture, as 
shown above, and there is a reasonable possibility that he 
took up Tao as a way of life and sought to follow its 
precepts. He may well have believed, in common with mystics 
generally, that this ancient way was, at its mystic roots, at 
one with his Judaic upbringing. This interpretation is 
assisted by the knowledge that one should approach his poetry 
with a magical as well as an intellectual understanding. 1 
1. see Hakak p. 29 loc. cit. citing Pnueli. 
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It may well be that ABY's incomparable style to which 
attention has been drawn 
have been enhanced by the very fact that because of this 
interest in Chinese art and philosophy he was the product of 
different cultures and was thus able to synthesise in his 
writings important elements from each, which, combined in 
mast~rly fashion resulted in a greatness of language, 
expression and ideas which places him in the front rank of 
world poets. 
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LIST OF CORRESPONDENCE 
1) Dina Katzabian. 
2) Stuart Cohen, Department of Political Studies, Bar 
Ilan. 
3) Mrs Libbia Kahane Ref. service, Jewish National and 
University Library (2). 
4) Mrs Gene Baharav. Wrote and procured the tape for me 
from Jerusalem. 
5) David Wu (Chinese Consul, C.T.). 
6) Shin Shalom. (more than one). 
7) Prof D.C. Lau. Chinese University, Hong Kong (2). 
8) University Zurich - Mr or Ms Glanser. 
9) A letter from Jagger Library to say Uriel Gilla, 
"Pninim Mishirat Ha-olam" is not available at any 
library in S.A. 
10) Frankfurt-on-Maine University. 
11) Cons. of Japan, C.T. 
12) Rambhai in E. London. 
13) University of Port Elizabeth (A. Schmidt). 
14) T. Carmi. 
15) Masada Press (A. Peli). 
16) Central Library (Zurich). 
17) S.A. Library, C.T. 
18) Dept. of German, U.C.T. (John Noyes). 
19) world Zionist Organisation (Hebrew Language Div. 
Israel - Shoshanna Eytan). 
20) Simie Weinstein - Zionist Fed. Israel. 
21) Hannah Weinstein - Zionist Fed. Israel. 
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22) University of Haifa (Prof. Friedlander}. 
23) Mrs Herz, ABY's sister, Basle, Switzerland. 1 
24} Nathan Zach. 
25) J.C. Cooper, United Kingdom (a number of letters}. 
26) Chana Mitler Kol Yisrel. 
27} Ada zemach, Jerusalem. 
28) Jacob Intrator (ABY's nephew} (Washington and Israel}. 
29) Anita Glazer, ABY's niece (Haifa}. 
30) Israel Ben-Yosef, Switzerland. 
31} Prof. Hakak, University of California, Los Angeles. 
32) Kenny Barris. 
33) University Gottingen (Mr or Ms Grobe}. 
34) University Frankurt-on-Maine. 
35) University worzburg. 
36} Unisa (University of S.A.). Prof. J.S. Kruger. 
37) University of Tel-Avi (Avner Holtzman). 
38) Inst. for Transl. of Hebrew literature (Isaac 
Goldberg). 
39) University of London (Dept. of Political Studies). 
40) University of Jerusalem (a Hebrew Philosophical 
Quarterly). 
41) Beth Hatfutzoth - Research Dept. - Israel. 
1. ABY was the eldest of ten children. His father died 
when he was very young. His mother remarried and had 
nine more children. Mrs Herz is ABY's youngest and 
only surviving half sister. Three families (of this 
family) remained in Przemysl and perished in the 
holocaust. (This information was furnished by Jacob & 
Rachel Intrator, ABY's nephew and niece by marriage, 
Washington and Israel.) 
. I 
42) Hebrew Union College 
Cincinnatir Ohio. 
43) University of Haifa. 
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Jewish Inst. of Religion, 
44) University of Stellenbosch, German Dept. Dr Blumer. 
Letters Returned Unopened 
1) Barbara Hannah, Carl Jung's secretary and biographer -
deceased a few years ago. 
2) Dr Elias Canetti, Geneva, Switzerland. There is an 
Elias Canetti in London phone book, but there was no 
3) 
reply. 
avail.) 
Friends tried in London and Switzerland to no 
Olga Levinson author of Adolph Jentsch (Taoist 
artist in Namibia) - deceased. 
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A P P E N D I X 
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A SHORT RESUME OF TAO, AS GIVEN BY LIN YUTANG 
"Tao is the mother of all things; it cannot be named or 
predicated; it manifests itself in form and disappears 
again in formlessness; it does not act; it does not talk; 
it is the fathomless and inexhaustible source of all life; 
it is strictly impersonal. In addition, it is impartial; it 
is imminent, and it operates in cycles by the principle of 
reversion, which causes the levelling of all opposites, 
making alike success 
life and death, etc. 
paradoxes." 
and failure, strength and weakness, 
From this spring all of Laotse's 
In this summary, Lin Yutang does not say that Tao is 
frequently referred to as "the Way", which it is. 
ABY himself mentions "the Way", when illustrating the 
Chinese languge to Leah. 
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E-XPLANATION·OF YIN-YANGl 
Yin-Yang are the well-known kindred connections of Chinese 
thought about nature (opposites that strengthen each 
other). 
Yin stands for a constellation of such qualities as shade 
("on the north side of a hill"), darkness, cold, negative-
ness, weakness, "femaleness", passive, regal, the mystic 
female,· vall~y, void, abyss, passive but creative. 
Wh~le Yang ("on the south side of a hill") denotes light, 
heat, strength, positiveness, wholeness, etc. 
Th~se opposites are the "two sides of a coin" - they need 
and re-affirm each other. The interaction of these 
opposites is the explanation of all .changes in the 
universe. 
Yin and Yang are thus the major principles of the universe, 
Everything contains 
within itself the germ 
of its opposite. 
YIN. YANG 
1. Cooper, J.C. Taoism The Way of the Mystic (loc. 
cit.), Chapter 3, p. 26-40. 
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the regulators of the four seasons and the cycles of 
nature. The Yin-Yang symbolizes all paired existencer the 
complementary poles of nature. There is a perpetual and 
reciprocal action and reaction. They are in perpetual 
alternation in "universal reversibility". 1 
The cyclic nature of the world is the fundamental basis of 
Tao. The words Yin and Yang occur only once in the Tao Te 
Ching, in Poem 42, where they appear by their translation 
as "shade" and "sun", respectively. 
The Yin Mystic Female (or Void, or valley) is· passive and 
soft, but creative and powerful. "The Way", the teaching 
of Laotse and Chuang Tzu is described as mother. 2 (The 
way could be another name for G-a.) 3 
1. Grousset Rene, "The Rise and Splendour of the Chinese 
Empire. Quoted by Cooper, J.C. Taoism : The way of 
the Mystic, Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 
28. 
2. Blakney, 
Book, New 
25. 
R.B. The 
American 
way of 
Library, 
Life ~ Lao Tzu. Mentor 
N.Y. 1983, {Poem 59) p. 
3. Cooper, J.C. says "no". Taoism The way of the 
Mystic, Aquarian Press, Northamptonshire, 1972, p. 
12,14. Blakney, R.B. does include G-d in his 
explanation. 
Blakney, R.B. The Way of Life Lao Tzu, Mentor Book, 
New American Library, N.Y. 1955, p. 38. 
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FOUR EXPLANATORY TERMS 
A brief explanation of four Tao terms, a "skeleton key" so 
that the reader can know exactly wht these terms refer to, 
as they occur: 
1. Tao is an ancient Chinese philosophy, which is still 
very much a part of the Chinese culture today. 
2. Tao Te Ching - one of. the many books on Tao, which has 
appeared in many translations. 
3. Laotse, the author to whom "Tao Te Ching" is 
attributed. 
4. Chuang Tzu - another ancient Taoist author. 
5. Yin and Yang - interch~nging opposites, e.g. male and 
female, light· and shade, the one complementing the 
other and forming the whole. The entire make-up of 
the universe is structured on Yin and Yang. 
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EMERSON AND ABY - PERHAPS SOMETHING IN COMMON 
Emerson, 1803-1882, ranks as a leading figure in the 
thought and literature of American civilization. 1 
Emerson's two essays, 'Circles' and 'Over-soul' are 
completely Taoist, and one appreciates them better after 
reading Laotse. 2 
"Emerson read extensively and when he quoted or took an 
idea from other writers, it was as an illustration of a 
truth that had already blossomed in his own heart and 
. d 3 min • Similarly Rilke & Jung say that they were 
introduced to ideas of other writers, that had been ideas 
in their own hearts and minds for a long time. Similarly 
with ABY, when he was introduced to the ideas of Tao, they 
had most likely been ideas in his own heart for a long 
time. When intervals of darkness came to Emerson, he found 
rays of light in the eastern teaching. Perhaps this was so 
with ABY. 
1. He was an essayist, critic, poet, orator and popular 
philosopher. He brought together elements from the 
past and shaped them into literature that had an 
important effect on later American writing. 
2. Yutang Lin. The Wisdom of Lao. Michael Joseph, 
London, 1958 p. 28. 
3. "Vedanta for Modern Man." Edited by Christopher 
Isherwood, Allen & Unwin, London 1952. Emerson and the 
East by Guido Ferrando, p. 320. 
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The light of the east came to him through his love for the 
infinite, the absolute. He considered that the universe is 
Nature and the soul "it is impossible to think and to 
speak without embracing both". 1 
Emerson said there was one soul in everything, the 
"oversoul", the universal soul of which everything living 
is a part, within man is the soul of the whole. 
"We have to learn to see nature, not only through our eyes, 
but through our hearts, so as to feel in harmony with it, 
and to realise that we are a part of it." 2 But this 
requires solitude, and reflection, that means, we cannot 
read, or write or allow fleeting thoughts and remembrances 
to pass through our mind. 2 
1. Vedanta for Modern Man, p. 321. 
2. "Vedanta for Modern Man." Edited by Cristopher 
Isherwood, Allen & Unwin, London, 1952. Emerson and 
the East, by Guido Ferrando, p. 323. 
